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The purpose of this study has been to analyze the 
phonetic and lexical features of the English speech of the 
Hungarians of Albany, Livingston Parish, Louisiana, in order 
(1) to determine whether there are, in their English speech, 
any deviations referable to the Hungarian language, and (2) 
to note other deviations from standard Southern English.
The medium of investigation has been the 1951 edition 
of Has. Work Shs.e.tg £a& Linguistic Atlas s£ y.,.g.,At. 
and fianafla and Associated Projects, compiled by Raven I. 
McDavid, Jr., and Virginia McDavid.
The writer selected six Hungarian informants whose 
English speech was representative of that of the community. 
These informants were Interviewed and their responses were 
transcribed in workbooks in the symbols of the International 
PhongUc. Alphabet.
In addition, a comparison was made of the sound- 
systerns of Hungarian and English speech.
Prom the responses of the informants, a tabulation 
was made of deviations from standard English speech. These 
deviations were analyzed and the sounds used were compared
(1) to Hungarian speech-sounds, and (2) to the sounds heard 
in the speech of the surrounding area.
S m m m  ol conclusions:
The influence of Hungarian speech hahits iB apparent 
in the English speech of all informants, hut is much 
stronger in the speech of the older informants, who learned 
English after they were of adult age. The chief Hungarian 
speech influences are the following:
1. The almost invariable substitution by all six 
informants of [t] and [d] for [0] and [5],
2. The pronunciation of (r], which was trilled 
by the two older informants, though pronounced as 
in General American speech by the other four 
informants.
f
.3. Substitution of |jL] for [i], [aj for [a] and 
[v] for fw] by the two older informants. These two 
also usually added superfluous [g] or [k] to [i]].
4. The shifting of stress to the first syllable in 
words normally stressed on the second syllable.
5. The substitution of [erl finally for jV] by 
informant lb, and the use of |V] for [o] by all the 
other informants except la.
The influence of Southern speech on the English 
speech of the informants is less apparent than that of the 
Hungarian. The chief evidences of Southern influences are 
as follows*
1. The use of [ja] for [VJ and the occasional 
omission of intervocalic jrj by the oldest informant. 
The speech of no other informants showed this 
influence.
2. The diphthongization and nazalization of the 
vowel [ae3> resulting in jaPJ heard chiefly in the 
speech of informants la, Ila, and lib.
3. Erequent omission of [t] and [d] in the com­
bination st and nd.
The English vocabulary of the Hungarians, though 
more limited, in general conforms to that of the other 
rural speakers of the locality. Syntactical deviations 




A colony of native-born Hungarians and their descend­
ants form a linguistic island in the Albany community of 
Livingston Parish, Louisiana.
As Bloomfield observes, every village or community 
has its own peculiarities of speech.1 The foreign group at 
Albany not only has unusual peculiarities of speech, but has 
also clung to the customs of its native land and has resisted 
assimilation into the surrounding social area. Persons inter­
ested in folk groups in Louisiana have long recognized the 
quaint Individuality of the settlement. Two studies previous 
to this one have been made, one2 concerning the adult educa­
tion, the other,3 the sociological conditions of the 
community.
Hungarian is still the language generally spoken in 
all the homes of the Hungarian-born settlers. They speak 
English only when addressing "outsiders" or their grand­
children. As a consequence, the English speech of the older
Leonard Bloomfield, Language. New York: Henry Holt
and Company, 1935, p. 325.
2Ruth C. Carter, "Problems of Adult Education Classes 
among the Hungarians and Italians in Tangipahoa and Livingston 
Parishes," Unpublished thesis, Louisiana State University, 
1935.
^John Horton Allen, "A Sociological Analysis of a 
Hungarian-American Community," Unpublished thesis, Louisiana State University, 1951.
1
2
people Is often very hard for local natives and others to 
understand. However, the English speech of the second gener­
ation, most of whom were born in this country and educated in 
the public schools at Albany, more nearly corresponds to local 
speech. The English speech of the third generation, grand­
children of the Hungarian-born settlers, is even more like 
native local speech, because these younger people have scant 
interest in the language of their ancestors and often refuse 
to learn it.
Linguists are agreed that language changes are either 
accelerated or retarded according to several factors, such 
as geographical separations, degree of education, language 
mixtures and substrata, popularity or unpopularity of a dia­
lect, degree of association with other groups in the community,
IIand the degree of outside influence resulting from travel. 
These factors have all tended to retard the Hungarians in 
mastering the English language. For instance, in the early 
days, the Albany settlement was somewhat isolated geographi­
cally because the roads leading to it were often barely 
passable. Assimilation into the local social group has been
§retarded, not from any social discrimination on the part of f 
either the Hungarians or the local native-born Southerners, 
but as a result of the pattern of life early established in 
the Hungarian community. The fact that many of the early 
settlers had little or no education retarded their acquiring
^Giles W. Gray and Claude W. Wise, The Bases p£. Speech. 
Harper and Brothers, Bev. Ed., 19^6, p. k?0.
proficiency In the use of the English language, and thus, also, 
retarded assimilation. Furthermore, few of the people have 
traveled at all since coming to Albany.
The oldest informant used in this study taught him­
self to read the English language as he gradually learned 
to speak English. He explained to the writer some of the 
difficulties involved in this process. They were the same 
difficulties of which Baugh speaks in A History of the English 
Language.5 i.e., the chaotic character of English spelling, 
the lack of correlation between spelling and pronunciation, 
and the difference in sound values given to certain ortho­
graphic symbols by the Hungarian and the English languages.
This foreign group at Albany does what any people do when 
learning a new languages they tend to pronounce the language 
with the only sounds they know, the sounds of their own 
language.^
There has of late been a change in some of the factors 
that have long retarded language change in the Hungarian com­
munity. The degree of education is increasing, and the pro­
cess of assimilation into the surrounding social group has 
not only begun, but appears to be speeding up. It may be 
that the time approaches when the old habits of Hungarian 
speech in the community will have been completely replaced
5Albert Baugh, A HlPfcory SL £h& English {1&DPN&R9*New York; D. Appleton-Century, 1935, P» 1'5* '
c. iOtto Jesperson, Growth and Strugtar.9 sL £hfi BogliSJl 
Language. Oxfords Basil Blackwell, 9th edition, 19^6, P* 207.
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by the habits of speech heard in the local surrounding area.
In the light of the preceding discussion, therefore, 
a study of the English spoken by the Hungarian community at 
Albany would seem to be Justified.
Purpose
The purpose of this study has been to analyze the 
phonetic and lexical features of the English spoken by the 
Hungarians living at Albany, Livingston Parish, Louisiana, 
in order (1) to discover any deviations in their English 
speech referable to the influence of the Hungarian language,
(2) to note other deviations from standard Southern.
Medium of Investigation
The medium of investigation has been the 1951 edition 
of Work Sbfigjfcg for, Linguistic Atlas sL -the. U.S.A. and 
Canada and Associated Projectsf compiled by Haven I. McDavid 
Jr. and Virginia McDavid.
Procedure
The first step in the procedure used in making this 
study was the selection of six Informants, whose speech was 
suitable for use in the study. In selecting these informants, 
the writer followed as closely as possible the methods of the 
field investigators for the Linguistic Atlas of the United 
States and Canada. Bernard Block explains these methods in
an article in American Speech.? The informants chosen, 
accordingly, speak in a manner typical of that found among 
persons of their respective ages in the community as a 
whole. All informants speak fluent Hungarian, being either 
native-born Hungarians or sons and daughters of such persons. 
It was difficult at first to obtain informants middle-aged 
or younger, because the unceasing industry of these people 
leaves them little time which they could give for the neces­
sary interviews. None of the Informants has been subject 
to much outside influence from travel or higher education. 
Their ages range from 30 to 87. All are intelligent, and all 
cooperated. With one exception, they seemed to derive much 
enjoyment from the interviews.
In beginning the study, the writer was assisted in 
meeting some of the members of the Hungarian community by 
Charles Ekker, instructor in foreign languages at Louisiana 
State University, whose father was a native-born Hungarian 
settler at Albany. Further assistance was given by the 
acknowledged leader and "father confessor" of the community, 
The Reverend Mr. Alexander Bartus, pastor of the Hungarian 
Presbyterian Church in the settlement. The minister not 
only suggested persons who might be good informants, but care 
fully explained in Hungarian to the first elderly Informant 
selected, the intention of the writer. This explanation 
happily resulted in full cooperation from the Informant.
^Bernard Block, "Interviewing for the Linguistic Atlas 
American Speechf Vol. 10, February, 1935» * ...
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Tape recordings were made of the interviews with the 
informants. Following the suggestions for the field workers 
for the Linguistic Atlas, the interviewer directed conversa­
tions toward the responses desired. These responses were 
transcribed in the phonetic symbols of the International 
Phonetic Alphabet in a workbook made for each informant. 
Included in the workbook, in order to give the full flavor 
of the dialect used, were many spontaneous comments of the 
informants.
A comparison of the sound systems of Hungarian and 
English speech was made, and distinctive features of 
Hungarian pronunciation and orthography noted. An explana­
tion of Hungarian vocalic harmony was added. This was done 
in order to enable the investigator to detect more readily 
any Influence Of Hungarian in the deviations from normal 
English heard in the speech of the Informants.
From the material in the six workbooks used for this 
study, a tabulation was made of words deviating in pronunci­
ation from that in standard English usage. An analysis was 
made, comparing sounds used in the deviations with Hungarian 
sounds and with local speech sounds.
Finally, the English vocabulary used by the Hungarians 
was compared with that of the local native-born Southerners.
CHAPTER I
THE HUNGARIAN COMMUNITY AT ALBANY,
LIVINGSTON PARISH, LOUISIANA
This chapter discusses the history and way of life 
of the Hungarian settlers and their descendants in 
Livingston Parish. It outlines the various factors which 
may have helped to establish the local features of the 
English spoken in the Hungarian community.
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The Hungarian Community at Albany, 
Livingston Parish, Louisiana
One of a number of cultural islands in rural Louisiana1 
is a community of several hundred Hungarians. They are the 
descendants of the migratory Magyars,2 some of them native- 
born Hungarians, and some of them children or grandchildren 
of original Hungarian settlers. They comprise an industrious, 
thriving, and endogamous group, occupying the east-central 
portion of Livingston Parish.
^lvin L. Bertrand, "The Many Louislanas," Bulletin 
No. 4-96, published by the Louisiana State University and 
Agricultural and Mechanical College Experiment Station,
June, 1955» P* 23.
2The EagyglQBafifllft Brltannlca. Vol. 11, p. 903, gives 
the following statements about the migratory Magyars:
The Magyars, the founders of the Hungarian state, 
were by origin a Finno-Ugrian people from beyond the 
Urals; but they were driven into the steppes about the 
beginning of the Christian era, and there mingled with 
Turki peoples. From the 5th to the 9th century A.D. 
they lived around and behind the mouth of the Don in 
a federation known as the On-Ogur (Ten Arrows) from 
the Slav pronunciation of which the name "Hungarian” 
is derived. In the early 9th century they were 
vassals of the Khazars. They were then organized in 
seven hordes or tribes, under hereditary chieftains. 
The chiefs of the most powerful single horde were 
also hereditary overlords of the entire nation.
Under pressure from their eastern neighbors, the 
Petohenegs, the nation migrated westward, accompanied 
by these dissident hordes of Khazars, known as the 
Kavers or Kav?rs, and some other minor Turki tribes. 
Some of them arrived at the mouth of the Danube in 
A.D. 889 and took service with the Greek emperor 
against the Bulgars, while the emperor Amulf had 
enlisted the help of other contingents in his war 
against Sviatopluk of Moravia; and, seeing in the 
middle of the Danube basin a place of refuge from its 
pursuers, the entire nation under its leader Arpad, 
migrated across the Carpathians (896). They easily
9
Livingston Parish
Livingston Parish^ is centrally located in that por­
tion of Louisiana which lies east of the Mississippi River. 
Settlement began there before 1776, following, after the 
fashion of the colonial South, the navigable streams, in 
this case principally the Amite River.^ Although it is a 
rural parish, at the southeastern corner it is only about 35
subjected the scattered populations of the central 
plain and destroyed German forces gathered to meet 
them. They Were then firmly established in what was 
now Hungary; but its mountainous and trackless peri­
phery was only gradually brought under effective 
control, and in these areas the earlier, non-Magyar 
population, although subjugated, lived on.
^Livingston Parish was named for Robert R. Livingston, 
who was appointed by Jefferson to consummate the Louisiana 
Purchase. Louisiana: A  Guide £& ibfi. State, compiled by
workers of the Writers* Program of the Work Projects Admin­
istration in the State of Louisiana, (New York: Hastings
House), p. kk9.
^A brief history of the parish is given in The New 
Louisiana, official State Administration Inaugural Publi­
cation, 1936, p. 99*
Livingston Parish was established in 1832 during 
the administration of Governor Roman, and was once 
a part of St. Helena Parish • During the French 
and Spanish regimes, there were early posts in the 
territory prior to 1776. The settlement along the 
Amite River was augmented by families from the 
Canary Islands; then about 1810 French-Canadians 
established what is known as the French Settlement.
The Parish Seat was first established at Van 
Buren on the Tlckfaw River; then moved to Port 
Vineenit, and then to what was supposed to be the 
exant center of the parish, which town was there­
fore named Centerville, and later changed to 
Springfield. /.Still later the parish seat was moved 
to the town of Livingstonj
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miles northeast of New Orleans, and at the extreme western 
boundary, It Is about 13 miles east of Baton Bouge. The 
Irregular shape of the parish Is determined by three of Its 
natural boundaries: the Amite Elver, which forms the
western boundary, the Natalbany Elver, which Is part of the 
eastern boundary, and Lake Maurepas, the southeast boundary# 
The parish Is about 32 miles long from north to south and 
about 30 miles wide from east to west. The surface Is pre­
dominantly a flat coastal plain, rising Imperceptibly from 
south to north.5
The climate of Livingston Parish Is characterized by 
short, mild winters and long, warm summers. Freezing Is 
Infrequent, and the occurrence of snow even more rare.
In the wooded swamps are found cypress, tupelo and 
other water-loving trees, and on higher ground, both short 
and long leaf pine, and hardwoods such as oak, gum, beech, 
magnolia, ash, and hickory. Pecan trees and fruit trees, 
including fig, pear, Satsuma orange, and Japanese persimmon 
are frequently found throughout the parish. Grapes are also 
cultivated on most of the Hungarian farms In the parish.
Fishing and hunting have long been popular sports in 
Livingston Parish. A state document entitled "Do You Know 
Louisiana," describes some of the more popular fishing and 
hunting grounds in the parish:
^John Horton Allen, "A Sociological Analysis of a 
Hungarlan-American Community," Unpublished Thesis,
Louisiana State University, 1951, p. 2k.
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. • • Two miles east of Fort Vincent (La. 46) Is 
Colyell Bay. For years this body of water has been 
known as one of the finest of fishing streams. Head 
of Island, on the Amite River, is a popular vacation 
resort, and has good cabin accommodations. Black 
bass, crappie, goggle-eyed perch, sun perch, trout, 
and catfish are plentiful in Colyell Bay, in Lake 
Villar, and in the Amite and Tickfaw Rivers. Lake 
Maurepas, a semi-salt body of water, furnishes good 
angling.
Many varieties of game are found in the parish—  
deer in the swamplands, squirrel in the forest, 
cotton-tail rabbits in every section. In the swamps 
of Lake Maurepas there is extensive trapping of mink, 
muskrat, raccoon, and oppossum. Wild cats afford 
exciting hunting expeditions. Game birds include 
quail, doves, wild turkeys, ducks, snipe, and geese.6
Because of the close proximity of these good hunting
and fishing grounds, most of the younger men in the Hungarian
community frequently engage in hunting and fishing.
How the Hungarians Came to 
Livingston Parish
Early in the 1890*s several newspapers which were printed 
in the Hungarian language in the North and East carried the 
advertisement, "Wanted, men of Hungarian descent to work in a 
sawmill at Maxwell, Louisiana."? The advertisement extolled 
the mildness of the climate in Louisiana, and told of between 
twenty and thirty thousand acres of cut-over land that could
^"Do you Know Louisiana," published by the Louisiana 
State Department of Commerce and Industry, 1938, p. 139*
?From a printed program of a celebration on November 6, 
1943, commemorating "A Half Century of Progress Made by the 
Hungarian People from the Beginning to the Present Day, 1893- 
1943*” A copy of this program was made available to the writer 
by the Reverend Alexander Bartus, pa&tor of the Hungarian 
Presbyterian Church.
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obe bought cheaply and on easy terms. The sawmill was owned 
by the Brakenrldge family and operated under the name of the 
Brakenrldge Lumber Company. In 1893 a Hungarians, weary 
of the cold northern winters and hungering for land of their 
own, ventured south to begin work In the sawmill and to buy 
tracts of out-over land dotted with stumps of the great long 
leaf pine forests. On reaching Hammond, Louisiana, by way of 
the Illinois Central Ballroad, they made their way In wagons 
over dirt roads that were little better than logging trails. 
They worked In the sawmill for $1.15 for twelve hours' work, 
from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. Before and after these hours they 
tolled with too few implements— and those inadequate— to make 
their newly acquired land productive. They laboriously dug 
out stumps and prepared the ground for planting strawberries. 
This crop, though strange to the Hungarians, had been com­
mercially grown in the area for several years previous to 
their arrival in Livingston Parish, and the newcomers adopted 
it at once.
The Hungarians first called their settlement at Maxwell, 
Arpadhon, in honor of the legendary chieftain, Arpad.9 The 
name did not long endure, however, and few people today are 
aware that the present village of Albany has been known to 
the Hungarians by other names.
®The writer obtained this information November 23» 1955t 
during an interview with one of the informants used in this 
study, Steve Besetar, aged 78.
9suth C. Carter, "Problems of Aault Education Classes 
Among the Hungarians and Italians in Livingston Parish," 
Unpublished thesis, Louisiana State University, 1935t P* 21.
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By the year 1898, the following-named Hungarians were 
successfully established farmers at Albany* Theodore Zboray, 
Julius Brusday, Adam Moosary, Louis Maklaty, Otto Sera, John 
Ballnt, Steve Torok, and Daniel Fazekas. The next family to 
settle in the community was that of the father of The Reverend 
Mr, Alexander Bartus. They moved to Albany In 1903• There­
after the settlement steadily grew. Other immigrants working 
in the North and East Joined the colony, while in many instanoes 
friends and relatives of the earlier settlers came directly 
from Hungary to Albany.^0
Dates of the arrival of some of the settlers as 
listed in the program celebrating the fiftieth anniversary 
of the settlement:
1903 Reverend Alexander Bartus
1903 Joseph Beregi
1904 Joseph Novak, Sr.
1904 Joseph Zbugyela
1905 John Farkas





1908 William Maklary 
1908 John Duczer 
1908 Eug. Ponsock 
1910 Mike Erdey 
1910 Joe Juhasz, Jr.
1912 Mrs. Lila Muszka
1912 Joseph Kiss
1913 Joseph Dick, Sr.
1919 Sam Berey
1920 Steve Koczan
1921 Steve Novak 
1921 Joseph Nemeth 
1921 Steve Juhasz 
1924 John Frlndlk 
1924 Joe Muszka
1927 Andrew Gubanoslk, Sr.
14-
Although the sawmill at Albany closed In 1914, the 
Hungarian community grew and prospered, and the settlers 
became full time agriculturists.11 In Louisiana they found 
the land, peace and liberty for which they had longed in vain 
in the country of their origin.
At the time of this writing, no one knows the precise 
number of Hungarian families living in Livingston Parish. The 
writer consulted a number of business and community leaders 
who agreed on a present estimate of 125 families,12 averaging 
perhaps six persons each. The Hungarian population has shown 
marked decrease in recent years, because so many young men 
and women have left to seek greater economic opportunity in 
Baton Bouge and in New Orleans, or in industrial centers in 
the North. The writer was informed by many of the Hungarians 
in Livingston Parish that members of their families had 
migrated to Detroit, Cleveland, and Cincinnati.
The process of assimilation has begun to be more evident 
in the last few years. Intermarriage with persons outside the 






■^Allen, flp. clt., p. 27.
12Buth Carter, op. cit.. p. 12, estimated the total 
number of Hungarians in Livingston Parish in 1935 to be 1500. 
John Horton Allen estimated the total population in 1951 to 
be between 250-300. (op. olt.. p. 31.)
^Bertrand, SSL* Sl3i*> P« 24.
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consequence, fewer and fewer young people In the community 
have any desire to speak the Hungarian language, but wish to 
be completely American.
Pre-Livingston Parish Connections 
of the Hungarians
Although the Hungarian oommunlty at Albany Is only 
sixty-three years old at the time of this writing, Hungarian 
connections with America go back even before the time of 
Columbus.^ Later, Hungarian missionaries, pioneers, and 
explorers helped to establish civilization In America and In 
both the Revolutionary and Civil Wars many Hungarians lent 
their military services to the cause of liberty. Since the 
Civil War, Hungarian Immigration into the United States has 
been continuous.
Various fanciful theories have also been set up regard­
ing Hungarian-Amerlcan connections before the time of Columbus.
*^The following excerpt comes from Eugene Plvany, "The 
Hungarian-Amerlcan Historical Connections from Pre-Columbian 
Times to the End of the American Civil War," (Translated 
from the Hungarian), published by the Boyal Hungarian 
University Press, Budapest, 1927, p. 3*
• • . The connections of Hungarians with America 
reach back not only to the colonial period of the 
United Spates, but even to Pre-Columbian times. 
Hungarian missionaries, Hungarian pioneers and 
Hungarian scientists have, at the risk of their lives, 
taken part in conquering the American wilderness for 
civilization; and In the two most critical periods 
in the history of the United States, In the Revolution 
and In the Civil War, I.e., In the birth of the Union 
and In the prevention of Its dissolution, Hungarians 
have, by virtue of their military prowess and devotion 
to the cause of liberty, played a part far exceeding 
in importance their numbers.
Hungarian immigration into America on a larger scale 
began only about a decade after the Civil War, It 
reached ltB culmination In 1907, and, so far as rigor­
ous immigration laws permit it, Is still going on.
16
Among others, one theory about the submerged continent of 
Atlantis, mentioned by the ancients, has been used by some 
philologists In an attempt to establish on a linguistic 
basis the kinship of the Maya Indians with the Ural-Altaic 
races to which the Hungarians belong.*5 Thus far, however, 
satisfactory proof has not been established.
A not improbable supposition is that a Hungarian 
accompanied Leif Erickson when he voyaged to America with 
thirty-five men about 1000 A.D. This man was called Tyker, 
i.e., a Turk. It Is a well-known fact that early Hungarians 
were generally called Turks, and other evidence lends plausi­
bility to the idea that Tyker was a Hungarian.^ After the 
Hungarians migrated into Europe from their Asiatic homes toward 
the end of the ninth century A.D., it is possible that the more 
restless and daring of these Hungarians may have found congeni­
ality with the voyaging Norsemen. Pivany points out the com­
patibility of temperament between the two groups in the 
following statement*
It is also known that the Hungarians of the tenth 
century were in frequent intercourse with people not 
only to the west, but also to the east and northeast. 
. . .  Bravery and love of adventure having been char­
acteristics common to Northmen and Hungarians, there 
was little in the way of understanding each other.1?
It is a little known fact that even the name America
has some connection with Hungary*
. . • The Hungarian Prince St. Emerlc (Emerlcus), 
son of King St. Stephen* was a popular saint in medi­
eval Italy, so much so that the notary of Florence,
P. I6ibld. p. 7.
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Nostagio Vespucci, conferred the Hungarian saint's 
name— in its Italianized form Amerigo— »on his son 
born in 1^51• Hyaoomylus (Waldseemuller) seems to 
have been the first to suggest in his Cosmographiae 
Introductio published in 1507 that the newly dis­
covered land should be named "America because 
Americus discovered it." In view of the above it 
would have been more correct to spell the name 
Emerica.18
Toward the end of the eighteenth and the first half of 
the nineteenth century, Hungarian interest in the new world 
was stimulated and emigration thither proportionately 
increased when descriptions of the United States began to be 
published in Hungary. Many of these descriptions were 
written by the emigrants themselves. As a result, colonies
of Hungarians began to be established in New York, Phila­
delphia, Baltimore and elsewhere in the East. As early as 
1798, several Hungarian merchants were well-known in New 
O r l e a n s . B y  18*1-9 the Hungarian colony in New York was 
strong enough to ask the government of the United States to 
assist Hungary in her struggle for independence and liberty.20 
About 1851, Anthony Valias, a learned member of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences, settled in New Orleans and became a mem­
ber of the faculty of the Seminary sL Learning, which was to 
evolve years later into the Louisiana State University.2*
18Ifcia., p. *f. 19Ibld.. p. 31.
20Il2li., p. 38.
21Ibid.. pp. 52-53* Another learned member of our 
Academy in America was Anthony Valias. He had been 
Professor of Mathematics at the University of Pest, 
but, having been deprived of his Chair during the 
Austrian regime, emigrated to Costa Bica in 1851,
18
There Is no apparent connection, however, between the earlier 
Hungarians In Louisiana and the colony now living In Livingston 
Parish.
Background of the Hungarians 
at Albany
Almost all of the Hungarians in Livingston Parish are 
descendants of the peasant class In the country of their
whloh country he soon left for the United States. He 
settled In New Orleans, where he became secretary, and 
subsequently vice president and acting president of 
Ilia HSU .Orleans A&&&SJBY. SL Sciences. In 1859 the faculty of the Seminary s£ Learning £hS. State 
Louisiana was organized and Valias was elected Pro­
fessor of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy. In 1860 
the name of the Institute was changed to State Seminary 
SL Lsarnlna Military Academy sL and many
years later to Louisiana State University. In 1861, 
when the Civil War broke out, ̂ the superintendent of 
the institute resigned, and Valias had to take charge 
of it as acting superintendent. Two years later, how­
ever, his experience with the Austrian authorities 
repeated Itself; his chair was declared vacated on 
aocount of his sympathies with the cause of the Union, 
It having been also rumored that he had taken the oath 
of allegiance to the United States during the short 
occupation of Alexandria by the Federals. He died in 
1869 in New Orleans where one of his sons, Horace, 
became advertising manager of the Tlmes-Democrat. One 
of the sons of this Horace, Mr. Minor H. Valias, is 
now 11926] Professor at Tulane University, New Orleans.
Alexander Kocsls had also been a professor at the 
college In New Orleans for six years, after which he 
traveled extensively in North and Central America, and 
was one of those who were trying to establish the kin­
ship of the Central American Indian Idioms with the 
Hungarian language.
Charles Kornls edited the first Hungarian newspaper 
in America, the Magyar Czamuzotteklaola (Hungarian 
Exiles' Paper) which was published in New York in 1853* 
The first sermon in the Hungarian language in America 
was preached also in New York in 1852 by The Reverend 
Gedeon Acs, the former Chaplain of Kossuth in Kutahla.
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origin. Pew peasants In Hungary owned their homes, tools or 
livestock. They worked on the farms of absentee landlords, 
usually on shares of 1/3 and under the direction of farm 
managers.22 As a consequence, the peasants were discontented 
and land hungry. Even the few who had money enough to buy 
land for themselves were unable to do so, because little land 
was available for purchase. Another factor contributing to 
their discontent was the fact that only six years of school­
ing were permitted them.
One of the descendants of these Hungarian peasants, The 
Beverend Mr. Alexander Bartus, himself an Immigrant, once 
wrote a newspaper article concerning the migrations of his
people. The Beverend Mr. Bartus, pastor of the Hungarian
Presbyterian church near Albany since 1921, made the follow­
ing comments in lbs. Progress t
We Hungarians • . . are really Mongolians.2*̂ Our
ancestors came out of Asia with the armies of Genghis
Khan, making the first part of their Journey westward 
with swords in their hands. But not by choice. They 
were farmers at heart, as were the legions of Tamerlane 
and the Bussian peasants who were later pressed Into 
the service of the Czar.
22Allen, p. 24.
2*̂ The opinion of modem anthropologists in regard to 
any Mongolian racial strain in the early Hungarians is indi­
cated in the following statement by Carleton Stevens Coon 
(Assistant Professor of Anthropology, Harvard University), 
Xfcs. Baces s£. Europe. Macmillan Company, 1939, P* 233s
We have no physical remains of the early Finnic 
Invaders of Bulgaria, but those of the Ugri of the 
land-taking period, as the Hungarians call it, are 
adequate. As is to be expected, these ancestral 
Magyars, led into Hungary by Arp&d, were only 
Mongoloid to a minor degree. (italics by the present 
writerJ
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This is shown by the fact that when the Invading 
hordes retreated, those who could find a foothold In 
the land remained behind, to carve out what later 
became Hungary, a new land many thousands of miles 
from their Asiatic homes.
But there, conditions were, If anything, worse 
than before, and the people who had come westward 
In the armies of the Invader, found themselves 
Invaded, their country a battleground between Turk, 
Austrian and Pole. In 1699 the allied armies of the 
two last countries crushed Turkey and the country 
[Hungary} passed under the rule of the Hapsburgs.
The lot of the peasant was not a happy one In those 
years, particularly that of a people In an allien land. 
Hungary became In time an Individual nation with 
racial unity, but even so, conditions were hard. When 
the great period of migration to America set In, the 
Hungarian farmer again took up the trek westward to 
the new sanctuary of liberty and land.2**
About ten years after the Civil War, Hungarian Immi­
gration Into the United States began In considerable volume. 
Host of these early Immigrants settled In the North and East 
where they easily found employment, for they were strong and 
willing workers who did not quibble about low wages. Some 
worked In the coal mines of Ohio and West Virginia; some 
loaded Iron ore Into the boats on Lake Erie; some worked In 
steel mills or found other employment near the place of their 
disembarkation. Usually the head of the household would come 
over first, alone, as a steerage passenger. When he had
The Progress (Published Irregularly 1930-19^0, 
usually known as a weekly newspaper, established by Huey Long, 
and known In the beginning as the Louisiana Progress). Hammond, 
Louisiana, October 22, 1937* P* 20.
2^Alezzo Laky and Others, A Companion Hungarian 
Studies (Budapest! The society of the Hungarian Quarterly, 
19*3), p. 503.
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accumulated enough money to send for his family, they sold 
their possessions and joined him.
The Hungarian Community at Albany
In 195^ when the village of Albany in the eastern part 
of Livingston Parish was incorporated, the population was 950. 
Most of the business establishments of the village are on U.S. 
Highway 190. While a number of Hungarians live within the 
village itself, most of them live on small farms clustering 
thereabout. Many of these farms are on the so-called 
Springfield Road, a hard-surfaced road running southward from 
Albany to Springfield; others are on dirt or gravel roads, 
locally referred to as lanes, that lead from the hard-surfaced 
roads.
Surrounding the farms are densely wooded areas, chiefly 
of scrub oak, sweet gum, and short-leaf pine. These trees 
have grown up among the stumps left when the forests of long- 
leaf pine were felled.
The farms are small, averaging 29.1 acres with 8.^ 
acres under cultivation.2^ The fields, or patches, as they 
are invariably called by the Hungarians, are intensively 
cultivated throughout the growing season. About three acres 
is usually given over to growing strawberries, and the remain­
ing acres under cultivation to truck crops and other crops for 
the use of the farmer himself. Every farmer reserves part of 
his acreage for growing pine trees, the needles from which,
2^Allen. op. cit., p. 3/4-.
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called pine straw, are used to mulch the strawberry plants. 
Members of the family do almost all the work In raising the 
strawberries. Migrant labor Is never used, but help from 
neighboring Negro families Is used In emergencies. During 
the strawberry harvest season usually from about March 1 to 
May 15» every able-bodied member of every Hungarian farm 
family works seven days a week harvesting the berries.
Children do not attend school during this period, but go to 
school during the summer months instead. Even church attend­
ance during the berry harvesting season Is slight, for 
berries must be picked on Sundays as well as on other days.
Although strawberries have always been the most impor­
tant crop for the Hungarians, secondary truck crops are also 
grown and marketed. Among these are snap beans, cucumbers, 
bell peppers, English peas, Irish potatoes, and sweet potatoes. 
For his own use each farmer usually raises com, oats, sugar 
cane, soybeans, lespedeza, sorghum, and peanuts, as well as 
figs, pears, and grapes. A comparatively new source of reve­
nue has been found by many Hungarian farmers who now raise 
poultry and sell eggs to hatcheries, or supply broilers for 
the city markets. One of the informants used in this study 
keeps 10,000 chickens from which eggs are sold. The impor­
tance of this business to the Hungarian community is indicated 
in a statement found in the Louisiana Municipal R<?yj.gw:
Since 1950 the business of raising chickens primar­
ily as laying flocks to supply hatcheries all over the 
nation and beyond, has grown by leaps and bounds. • • • 
Livingston Parish, in which Albany is located, now
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ships 750 oases of eggs per week In its new $1,500,000
egg industry. In addition, huge quantities of broilers 
are sold.27
The Hungarians in Livingston Parish early realized the 
value of organization and oo-operation. Two farmers* associ­
ations are functioning at the present time. The older of the 
two, the First Hungarian Association, was organized in 1910 
and has continuously served the farmers sinoe that time. The 
first president of the association, Steve Eesetar, one of the 
informants used in this study, headed the organization until 
1927. Under his leadership, the "famous Hungarian straw­
berries" were first marketed at Chicago and elsewhere at good 
prices. The other farmers* association has since 1935 been 
known as the United Hungarian Co-operative Association. Prior 
to that time it operated first as the Albany Farm Bureau, and 
later as the Albany Hungarian Association.
A library in Albany, a branch of the Livingston Parish 
Library, has a good supply of books on varied subjects printed 
in Hungarian, as well as books printed in the English language. 
The supply is replenished from time to time by books from the 
State Library. On the walls of this library, among reproduc­
tions of a number of famous paintings, hangs a picture of one 
of the Hungarian patriots, Louis Kossuth, whose democratic 
principles have served as high incentive to the people of the 
settlement.
A home for aged persons known as "Our Home" is maintained 
by the community with the oo-operation of the Public Welfare
2?Lg.UlBlaaa Mvmlslual Bevlewf March, 195^, Vol. 18, p. 2.
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Department. Under the leadership of Mrs. Alexander Bartus, 
an abandoned settlement school building belonging to the 
Livingston Parish Sohool Board was converted to the use of 
old people, and a matron employed to care for them. At 
present, seven men are inmates of this home, including one 
who served as an informant in this study.
The comfortable homes of the Hungarian farmers sit in 
the midst of their strawberry patches. As the years have gone 
by, and prosperity has increased, the original make-shift 
dwellings have been replaced. Now most homes are adequately 
spacious, of modern design, well furnished and tidily kept. 
Although the greater number are painted frame structures, 
some are made of brick. Almost every home is equipped with 
television, electricity, and butane gas for cooking and heat­
ing. Some of the more prosperous farmers have installed pri­
vate pressure pumps to provide running water for the house 
and farm.
Most of the Hungarians own their own homes, the few 
who do not, being, as a rule, young people who rent from 
their parents until such time as they cam buy their own land.28 
There are no sharecroppers in the Hungarian settlement.
Many old country customs linger on in this community, 
particularly in the environs of the family.2? The father is 
the recognized head of his household, and his authority is
28Allen, ££. £i£., p. 94.
2?Bertrand, si£., p. 23.
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respected even by his adult children. The mother is second 
to the father in command. The women take pride in being 
good housekeepers and cooks, while at the same time doing a 
day»s work in the fields. Traditional dishes of the old 
country, such as toltot kaoosta. or stuffed cabbage, and 
gUl&S., the famous Hungarian goulash, are still favorites. 
Delicious home made bread made in great round loaves is pre­
ferred to any kind of bread. Until quite recently it was 
baked according to the old world tradition in outdoor ovens, 
but now these ovens are used only for harvest festivals and 
on other festive occasions.
There has been no case of Juvenile delinquency in the 
Hungarian community at Albany. Community leaders attribute 
this fact to the pattern of family life in their settlement. 
The father is truly the head of the household, and his deci­
sions are respected and obeyed. The mother is also respected 
and obeyed. The writer was continually impressed, during 
this study, by the fact that while the Hungarian parents 
exact obedience and respect from their children, they in 
turn, set a good standard of conduct for their children, and 
treat each child with due consideration. Derogatory terms 
such as "kid," "young-un,*' or "brat” are never employed by 
these parents, and seem not only distasteful, but even shock­
ing to them. Each child is taught almost from babyhood to 
work in the fields with his parents, and each is assigned a 
task suited to his age and strength. Since the youngsters
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are busy at their tasks before and after school hours, there 
is little time or inclination left them for mischief or 
wrongdoing.
In the early days of the settlement, the Hungarians 
operated schools of their own for their children, where the 
Hungarian language and religious doctrines as well as school 
subjects were taught. For many years, however, all their 
children have attended the public schools at Albany, and 
follow the prescribed courses of study. Their teachers know 
no Hungarian, as a rule, and the other students at the public 
schools at Albany are of Anglo-Saxon or Italian parentage.
The Reverend Mr. Alexander Bartus was the last person to 
teach classes in the Hungarian language in the community.
They were taught for years in connection with his summer Bible 
school classes, but have recently been discontinued. The 
pastor regrets that the younger generation has little or no 
Interest in mastering the language of their ancestors.^0
The average number of years of schooling attained by 
persons 25 years of age and over in the Hungarian community 
is six. This is slightly above that for rural farm folk in 
Louisiana as a whole. ^  This is noteworthy, since most of 
the native-born Hungarians had considerably less than the six
30p>or the outsider, conversation sometimes is hard to 
follow in a group of older Hungarians. Although all of them 
normally converse in Hungarian, they switch quickly from 
English to Hungarian and back, for the enlightenment of child­
ren, few of whom know the language of their ancestors. Some 
of the youngsters understand the spoken Hungarian, but do not 
have sufficient command of the language to speak it themselves.
^Bertrand, ap. clt.. p. 23.
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years of schooling permitted to them in Hungary, For example, 
the father of the Reverend Mr. Bartus could neither read nor 
write. Many raised their general level of attainment after 
coming to Albany by attending adult education classes.
There are some college-trained individuals in the community.
The Hungarians in Livingston Parish attend church regu­
larly. Much of their social and recreational life is closely 
connected with the churches. Most of the people are Catholic, 
and with few exceptions the others are Presbyterian in faith. 
The outsider is continually impressed with the lack of fric­
tion and the spirit of mutual helpfulness existing between the 
two church groups. In the words of Steve Resetar, "We try to 
be good brothers."
The first church erected by the Hungarians was the 
Presbyterian Church, which was dedicated in 1908. The 
Catholic church was built in 1910. In 19^5 a second Presby­
terian church was built at Albany.
The writer visited all three of these churches and 
their environs during May, 1956. One Sunday afternoon she 
was accompanied to the Catholic church property by the oldest 
of the Informants used in this study, Lawrence Shaffer, aged 
87 years. Having helped build the church, and having been a 
devoted member of it thereafter, he made a good guide and 
source of information about the various buildings grouped 
near the church, as well as the Catholic cemetery not far 
away.
32Allen, J2p.. clt. r p. 76.
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The little white Catholic church lifts its spire among 
pines and cedars a short distance off the Springfield Hoad, 
about two miles south of the village of Albany* Farms are 
adjacent to the church grounds on all sides* The seating 
capacity is perhaps 150-200 persons* On the occasion of the 
writer’s visit, doors and windows were open to the soft May 
breeze, and cut garden flowers filled several vases at the 
altar. A small pipe organ and choir loft occupy a balcony at 
the rear of the building. The whole is simple and unpreten­
tious. Behind the church is the home of the resident priest. 
Another building houses three nuns who give religious instruc­
tion to the youngsters, and occasional lessons in sewing or 
English to the older girls and women. A large recreation 
hall, nearly as old as the church itself, is always open on 
Sunday afternoons and on many other occasions for community 
entertainment. The writer observed a merry group of older 
men and women. Amid much hearty laughter and friendly rail­
lery the men were playing billiards or cards, while their 
wives sat more quietly talking or watching the games. One of 
the men remarked, "We feel better to work the next day, you 
see."
Another building, no longer in use, formerly served as 
a school in the earlier days of the settlement.
At some distance from the church beyond a field not yet 
cleared of the great stumps of the long leaf pines, lies the 
Catholic cemetery. Although most of the graves are marked
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with granite headstones, all of which are inscribed in 
Hungarian, the place appeared unkempt. Tall grass mingled 
with wild black-eyed susans, covered the entire plot. The 
oldest marked grave in the Catholic cemetery is that of one 
Pauline Toth, who died in 1911. According to Lawrence Shaffej; 
in the earliest days of the settlement, both Catholics and 
Protestants were buried on the same piece of ground, which 
was owned by the Brakenridge Lumber Company. Later when 
this land was sold, the bodies were removed and re-interred 
in separate cemeteries located near the Catholic and 
Presbyterian churches, respectively.
A mile or so from the Catholio church and about three 
miles from Albany is the Hungarian Presbyterian Church built 
in 1908. It too is a small white frame building among the 
pines in the heart of the farming area. Here the Hungarian 
language is used exclusively in the services. Members are, 
for the most part, native-born Hungarians and are of the 
older generation. ^
The writer twice attended church services at this 
church. The first visit was in April, 1956, when the straw­
berry harvest season was at its height. As a consequence, 
only a few persons could leave the strawberries long enough
33̂Every Sunday morning at 10 o'clock the pastor, The 
Beverend Mr. Alexander Bartus, preaches in the Hungarian 
language at the Hungarian Presbyterian Church in the farming 
area. Then immediately after, at 11 o'clock, he preaches in 
the English language at the Presbyterian Church in the village 
of Albany, about three miles distant. The members of the 
ohuroh in Albany are composed of the younger generation of 
Hungarians•
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to come to church. Regardless of that, the minister rang 
the church bell at the usual time, and held a short service 
for the few who came. The writer was invited to return at 
the close of the strawberry season in late May. This she did.
About 9*30 a.m. on May 20, 1956, elderly Hungarians 
began assembling in the shade of the trees in the churchyard. 
With considerable banter and laughter, old friends shook 
hands all around, chattering volubly in Hungarian. At the 
sight of a stranger, they broke off to stare in astonishment, 
responding to her greeting, however, in the friendliest manner 
possible. At 9*^5 the minister appeared in the vestibule and 
pulled the bell rope hanging from the belfry above it. At 
once the oldsters ceased their chatter and filed quietly into 
the church. An usher at the door handed each one a church 
bulletin printed in Hungarian. Inside the church, about 100 
persons can be seated in the two sections of white painted 
pews. The walls are painted a soft yellow. An electric 
organ is used. The organist being absent, the minister not 
only conducted the service, but also played the organ accom­
paniment to the congregational singing. The men*s voices rose 
strong, resolute, and stirring; the fewer women*s voices a bit 
quavery and weaker. Although the service followed the ritual 
usual in all Presbyterian churches in the United States, only 
Hungarian was spoken or sung.3** The entire service was 
earnest, sincere, and worshipful.
3**'Until comparatively recently, an old world custom 
had been observed in this church when the Sacrament of
Outside the church on one side lies the neatly tended 
little cemetery. Most of the inscriptions on the tombs there 
are in Hungarian, but a few of the more recent ones are in 
English. On the other side of the church is the manse, a 
spacious, rambling, comfortable home in the shade of a gigan­
tic live oak tree. This is the third home occupied by the 
minister*s family in the thirty-five years he has served as 
pastor of this church. A strawberry patch is near by, for 
the minister is a farmer too. To the rear of the church is 
the Community House, erected in 1923, at a cost of $8,000.
This building is a cultural center, being equipped with a 
stage, a sound moving picture projector and screen, a modern 
kitchen, a library, and adequate space for large crowds to 
assemble. Although it is used throughout the year, the 
annual Harvest Festival is the most colorful event that takes 
place in this building.
Margaret Dixon in the Baton Eouge Morning Advocate 
described one of these festivals:
Hungarian Harvest Festival
For 30 years now, each October, the Hungarians who 
live at Albany have held a Harvest Festival,
Now it is an accepted part of life in the small 
town where a group of Hungarian emigrants settled half 
a century or so ago. Each year, its sponsors, Eev. 
Alexander Bartus, Pastor of the Hungarian Presbyterian 
Church at Albany, and Mrs. Bartus think this year*s 
celebration will be the last.
Communion was administered to the congregation. This required 
that the men of the congregation first stand around the com­
munion table to reoeive the bread and wine, drinking from the 
same cup. When they had finished, the women would come for­
ward in a group and be served in like manner.
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But, so far, the Hungarian Harvest Festival has 
endured. And during the years, Its fame has spread 
so that now the annual celebration, held In the 
Hungarian Community Center, which Is a part of the 
Bartus church, Is widely attended with spectators com­
ing from New Orleans, from Baton Eouge and other towns 
far and near.
Originally the festival was part of the Reverend 
Bartus* program to preserve the Hungarian traditions 
among the members of his flock. He carefully coached 
the youngsters In the csardacs, the national dance of 
Hungary, and In other folk dances of that far away 
land. Mrs. Bartus saw to It that the costumes worn by 
the participants were authentic In every detail and 
that the music was of the standard Hungarian variety.
In the program, of course, they had the enthusiastic 
co-operation of a vast majority of the Hungarians who 
lived In Albany, to whom the Harvest Festival repre­
sented a link with the home they had left.
Now both the Reverend and Mrs. Bartus say a little 
sadly that the Harvest Festival has become "American­
ized."
Not, they say hastily, that they object to the 
Americanization of the Hungarians. In fact, they 
have promoted Just that. But they believe that a 
great part of the charm of the festival lay in keeping 
alive the traditions of Hungary.
This year's festival was held about a week ago. As 
usual the Hungarian Community Center was decked with 
streamers of white, red, and green, the national colors 
of Hungary. Bags of grapes and apples, polished to 
shining brightness and wrapped in cellophane were sus­
pended from the streamers.
The cellophane, explained Mrs. Bartus, is a modem • 
touch. It was added because when the grapes and apples 
are pulled from the streamers in the course of the 
festival, they invariably fell on the floor, eventually 
making it unfit for dancing.
Centering what was practically a canopy of streamers 
and fruit was an enormous bunch, the grandfather, in 
size at least, of any bunch, of grapes ever seen. This 
was covered with the red, green and white streamers. At 
one end of the room was a huge American flag.
The fruit, of course, is the piece de resistance of 
the festival. In the old country, the harvest festival
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was held when the grape crop was gathered. The land­
lord was the host and the workers the guests, and tri­
bute was paid to the grapes which had been gathered.
A group of young people ranging from pre-teen age 
to young men and women were the performers. They wore 
costumes modeled after those of their parents* native 
Hungary. Present-day Hungarians, four generations 
removed from the old country, are not even sure that 
the costumes are authentic but they are carried out 
according to the memory of some of the older resident^ 
who came to Albany from Hungary.
But, whether authentic or not, the costumes were 
colorful and charming. The girls wore pleated skirts 
of white with sleeveless bright red bodices, made on 
the style that Bo-Peep made familiar to Americans.
Bed and green ribbons edged the full skirts and the 
colors were repeated on the white blouses with huge 
billowing sleeves which peeped from beneath the bod­
ices. Bed and green aprons were worn.
The costumes of the boys were similar. They were 
pleated trousers about the length of today's pedal 
pushers. They too had vests and under them were worn 
shirts, also fashioned with billowing sleeves. In 
Hungary, boots reaching to the top of the divided 
trousers are worn but here the youngsters wore long 
pants which extended below the pleated trousers, simu­
lating boots. All wore hats, each with its bouquet 
of white, red and green fresh flowers.
At one time, Mrs. Bartus recalls, the boys were 
with great difficulty persuaded to wear the costumes.
”They thought they were sissy,” she recalls. ”But 
when the veterans came back from the war and were 
willing to wear them, that was all forgotten. Now the 
boys seem to like them.”
The young people are trained in the Csardacs by 
John Balint, who is also leader of the Hungarian band. 
The band incidentally is quite accomplished and plays 
Hungarian and modem music without a change of pace. 
Mostly members play by ear.35
35Violins and a Hungarian zither, a large horizontal 
stringed instrument called a czimbalom are used to accompany 
the festival dances.
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The Community Center was filled to the brim this 
year for the festival. The formal opening came in an 
address of welcome from the Bev. Bartus, who explained 
that in the olden days in Hungary, the festival marked 
a period of thanksgiving for the harvest. At the end 
of the dances to be given by the young people, he said, 
efforts would be made to "steal” the bags of grapes and 
the cellophanes. Persons caught would be fined.
Then as the soft haunting strains of a Hungarian 
melody sounded, the costumed dancers marched into the 
hall. They presented a series of complicated maneuvers 
and then slid easily into folk dances, ending with the 
famed Csardacs, the national dance of Hungary.
Actually, they went through their paces with grace 
and verve, although some of the oldsters present 
sighed over what they said was lack of rhythm. Then 
as the final dance was completed, the audience made 
a dash for the grapes and apples. Fines were paid 
to judges who stood at vantage points in the room.
The finale came when the biggest bunch of grapes was 
auotloned to the highest bidder.
General dancing followed and here the real spirit 
of the festival flowered. Old folks and young alike 
Joined in the dancing which included both modern 
Jitterbugging and dances of the old country.
The Harvest Festival at Albany is a community fes­
tival in the best sense of the word. It is held in 
alternate years in the Hungarian Presbyterian and 
Catholic churches. Old and young alike take part.
"It’s not what it used to be," sighed Mrs. Bartus, 
"but the people still like them."36
Personages Important in the Progress of the 
Albany Hungarian Community
Perhaps one of the people chiefly responsible for
stimulating an interest in preserving the Hungarian culture
in the community was Miss Mary Mims of Louisiana State
^Margaret Dixon, "Hungarian Harvest Festival," 
Morning Advocate (Magazine Section), Baton Bouge, Louisiana, 
October 28, 1951> P» 3»
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University.37 She found the Hungarians eager to cooperate 
with her, and their interest in their cultural heritage has 
been sustained.
The man who has done more than any other person to 
keep the Hungarian colony at Albany close knit and steadily 
progressing is The Sever end Mr. Alexander Bartus. He 
co-operates actively with all other churches, sued all other 
individuals or organizations in any enterprise, temporal or 
spiritual, that will contribute to the betterment of his com­
munity. In 1951 the Progressive Farmer selected him as 
Louisiana^ rural minister of the year.38
Alexander Bartus was born in Tlsza-Dob, Hungary,
April 4, 1892, and emigrated with his parents to the United 
States in 1901. His father, a peasant who could neither read 
nor write, worked for a while in Ohio coal mines before 
settling with his family in Albany in 19.03* Only eight other 
Hungarian families were in the colony at the time. Although 
the boy Alexander was only eleven years old, he worked the 
twelve-hour days with his father in the sawmill, and in addi­
tion, worked on their twenty-acre farm. In 1910 he entered 
the Bloomfield Theological Seminary, at Bloomfield, New Jersey
37'icivic, intellectual, and educational endeavors 
received their greatest stimulus on the formation of the 
Hungarian Settlement Community Organization, brought about in 
1925, when Miss Mary Mims, the extension sociologist 
[Louisiana State University] was invited to visit the settle­
ment." Fred Williamson, Morning Advocate. Baton Eouge, 
Louisiana, November 21, 19*1-3, p. 10A.
38Margaret Dixon, "The Reverend Alexander Bartus, Rural 
Minister of the Year," Morning Advocate. (Magazine Section) 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, August 12, 1951, p. 3.
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where he spent nine years in preparation for the ministry.
For two years thereafter he was pastor of a Presbyterian 
Church at Aurora, Illinois; then, in 1921 he became pastor 
of the Hungarian Presbyterian Church that he has served con­
tinuously ever since. In 19^5* for the benefit of the 
younger church members who preferred sermons delivered in 
the English language to those preached in Hungarian, the minis­
ter established a second Presbyterian church in the village 
of Albany.
His wife, whom he met and married early in his minis­
try at Albany, was formerly Aranka Szekely. She was born in 
Ternova in a part of Rumania which iB now a portion of 
Translyvania. The six sons and daughters of the minister and 
his wife have received college educations, and with one 
exception, they no longer live in the Hungarian community.39
3?The educational status and the present occupation 
of the six sons and daughters of The Reverend Mr. Alexander 
Bartus are as follows*
Margaret Bartus. B.M., Southeastern Louisiana. College, 
Hammond, Louisiana; M.A. Presbyterian General Assembly 
Training School, Richmond, Virginia. Director of 
Religious Education at St. Stephen Presbyterian Church, 
Fort Worth, Texas.
Alexander Bartus. B.S., Louisiana State University, 
Engineer for International Business Machines, Baton 
Rouge, Louisiana.
Goldie Bartus. B.S., Southeastern Louisiana College, 
Hammond, Louisiana. Additional training at Baptist 
Hospital, New Orleans, and Tulane University. Labora­
tory technician at the Baton Rouge General Hospital, 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
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Although the minister has labored to preserve the cul­
tural heritage of his people, he is profoundly grateful for 
the opportunities they have had in the little community at 
Albany to achieve so great a measure of independence, secur­
ity, and happiness.
The cultural island created by the Hungarians at 
Albany will probably retain its characteristic features for 
a long time. However the increased trend toward more educa­
tion, increased migration out of the community and the 
speeded up process of assimilation are breaking down the 
barriers that have kept the members of the community a close- 
knit endogamous group. The present identifying peculiarities 
of their English speech will inevitably begin to disappear 
when the native-born Hungarians have passed on. It seems 
likely that in time the community will completely be 
Americanized.
Louis Bartus. B.S., Southeastern Louisiana College, 
Hammond, Louisiana, working toward M.A. at L.S.U., 
teaches in the Doyle High School but lives at Albany, 
Louisiana.
Joe Bartus. attended L.S.U., draftsman for Delta Tank 
Manufacturing Company, Baton Houge, Louisiana.
Eugene Bartusf B.S., Southeastern Louisiana College, 
Hammond, Louisiana. Floor manager for the J.C. Fenny 




A brief biography of each of the six informants whose 
speech is used for this study is given in this chapter. These 
biographies are modeled on "Suggestions to Field Workers" for 
the Atlflg, q£_ tiis. United States and Canada. They
note aspects of background and experience bearing on dialect, 
such as education, social contacts, family history, general 




Lawrence Shaffer, [larints JeifaQ, hereafter listed 
or referred to as Informant la, is 87 years old. He was 
born July 14, 1868, in Magy Tama, Hungary, jmegi ta£na> 
h.Ange£i3» He has lived since 1951 at "Our Home," a home 
for aged persons maintained by the Hungarian community on 
the so-called Springfield Hoad, about two miles south of 
the village of Albany. He is much more vigorous and alert 
than any of the other six men now being cared for in this 
home. As was stated in another portion of this study, the 
home was established as a community project by the Presby­
terian minister, the Reverend Mr. Alexander Bartus, and is 
housed in a former schoolbullding, a fairly large, rambling 
frame structure.
The grounds about "Our Home" are carefully tended by 
Mr. Shaffer, and at almost any season his flowers bloom pro­
fusely. Looking after these flowers seems his chief means 
of avoiding boredom and restlessness. Being quite gregarious, 
he also pays daily visits to neighboring families, always on 
foot, and carrying a stout walking stick cut from a hickory 
tree. This stick serves as a weapon against rattlesnakes, 
which he frequently encounters and kills as he takes a short 
cut through the woods to some farm perhaps a mile or more 
away. Mr. Shaffer is remarkably healthy, strong, agile, and 
erect, considering his age. He is rather below medium height, 
not overweight, and like most of the Hungarians of this
*K>
community, a good-looking person. He walks easily and lightly 
on his small and well-formed feet. His head is covered with 
silver gray hair. His eyes twinkle often with merriment, 
although his general demeanor is serious and reserved. His 
voice is gentle, and his English is strongly marked with 
Hungarian accent.
In November, 1955» when the writer first visited this 
home, she found Mr. Shaffer busily digging among his flowers. 
He seemed puzzled, a trifle suspicious, and unwilling to 
grant an interview. In fact, he turned away from her, picked 
up his hoe and resumed his digging about the plants. However, 
a telephone call to the Reverend Bartus secured the desired 
results. When the minister heard the dilemma of the writer, 
he spoke on the phone in Hungarian with Mr. Shaffer, explain­
ing what kind of study was being made, and urging his coopera­
tion with the writer. At length the elderly man turned from 
the phone, mopping his brow, a bit shaken, but smiling, as he 
remarked, "I never talked on a telephone before?” Within a 
few minutes he was undergoing another new experience— speaking 
into the microphone of a tape recorder. On succeeding visits, 
the writer found him apparently eager to go on with the inter­
views, and always courteous and kind. His utterance .seemed 
entirely natural, with no attempt at ”improving the language.” 
Frequently he lapsed into wistful reminiscences of his native 
land. It was easy to understand why all the Hungarian com­
munity regards him with love and respect.
Since coming to Albany in 1911, Mr* Shaffer has not 
left the community. He stated that when he arrived in 
Louisiana ^5 years ago, the Hungarian colony included twenty- 
five families. He first came to the United States in 1899, 
in the month of May, and worked as a laborer for a railroad 
in Ohio. His family had remained behind in Hungary. He 
returned to Hungary after a year or so. In 1906, he came 
again to this country and worked in the coal mines of West 
Virginia, but returned to Hungary after three years. Finally 
in 1910 he brought his family over, worked again in the West 
Virginia coal mines, and determined that he would follow some 
of his friends to Louisiana and buy some of the cheap cut­
over land for himself. This he did in 1911. In order to 
subsist until his strawberries could yield a crop, he worked 
in a sawmill owned by the Brakenridge Lumber Company. As 
time went on, he bought three small farms, all of which he 
cleared by digging out the stumps himself. The three farms 
were not adjacent. The first consisted of twenty acres, only 
eleven of which were cleared and cultivated. The remainder of 
the farm was used to grow pines, the needles of which are 
needed to "straw" the strawberry plants. The second farm con­
sisted of six acres and the third of only two. In addition, 
he bought 60 acres of timberland, from which he sells pulp.
His wife, like all other wives in the Hungarian colony worked 
beside her husband in the fields, and from early childhood 
their three sons also worked beside their parents. Temporarily 
abandoning his farming, Mr. Shaffer operated a small grocery
store from 1920 to 1935* He ruefully recalled that during 
the last few years of its existence the business had cost 
him dearly, because he had extended credit too generously to 
many people who were victims of the great financial depression 
of that time. In recent years he has given his landholdings 
to his three sons. Now he has nothing, he stated simply, 
except his old-age pension. His own home had none of the 
modem conveniences such as electricity, butane gas, and run­
ning water— conveniences that almost every Hungarian family 
in the community has at the present time. Now his wife is 
dead, and only one son, Joe Shaffer, still lives at Albany, 
and continues to raise strawberries on one of the farms his 
father cleared forty-five years ago. Another son, Lawrence, 
Jr., lives in Detroit, Michigan, and the third in Tampa, 
Florida.
Magy Tarna, Shaffer*s birthplace, is in a hilly 
part of Hungary, where grapes were grown for the great wine 
industries. His father was a German who had settled there, 
and had there met and married his mother, who was a native 
of the place. Both his parents worked in the fields. His 
father was also a craftsman skilled in making barrels, casks, 
and other containers for wine. He made these in a shop at 
his own home, using red oak wood. Mr. Shaffer stated that 
his father had been able to speak seven languages— Hungarian, 
Jewish, Russian, Rumanian, German, Czechoslovakian, and 
Bohemian. Both parents died when he was twelve years old, and 
he at once was put to work behind a plow on a neighboring farm.
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Although he had only three years of schooling in 
Hungary, and none in this country, he taught himself to read 
English, and professes to be able also to read, besides his 
native Hungarian, German, Rumanian, and a little Latin. He 
said that he easily learned the Rumanian because the town 
he grew up in was more than half composed of Rumanians. (The 
town is now in Rumania.) He never learned to speak German 
well, although he reads it. The Latin he picked up during 
his boyhood when he served as altar boy in the Roman Catholic 
Church near his home. To this day he is a devout Catholic 
and regularly attends mass in the little white-spired church 
which the early Hungarian settlers built among the pines in 
the heart of the farming area.
Reading does not occupy much of his time. Occasionally 
he reads the Hammond Vindicator, which of course is in English, 
and reads regularly a Hungarian weekly published in Cleveland, 
Ohio.
Mr. Shaffer is an appealing and admirable man, with his 
gentleness, his humility, his innate dignity, his fortitude 
and his unceasing industry.
Steve Resetar
Steve Resetar [stiv rejitaf-], hereafter listed or 
referred to as informant lb, is 78 years old. He was born 
August 17, I877, in the town of Nagy Kapos [nog kopoj]* ln 
the county of Ung Megye [Urj megi], Hungary QiAngefci], This 
was in a great wheat-growing region, "the bread basket of 
Europe." The informant spoke of his native land as "a 
beautiful country, a nice flat country." Both of his parents 
were born at this same place. His mother had already died 
when at the age of nineteen he emigrated to the United States 
in February, 1897. His father died five years later. His 
parents were peasants who with their children labored in 
the wheat fields. In the 63 years since he came to America, 
Mr. Resetar has never returned to Hungary.
The informant is a dynamic, hearty, powerfully built 
man, about six feet in height, with a thick,shock of grizzled 
hair. He has a booming voice, ready laughter, a keen sense* 
of humor, a vivid imagination, and effervescent spirits. He 
is friendly and cordial in manner. He has been financially 
successful and now lives comfortably and pleasantly with his 
second wife. He and his wife always speak Hungarian in their 
home. There was no difficulty in securing him as an inform­
ant. He Immediately grasped the purpose of the study, and 
seemed thoroughly to enjoy giving the desired information.
Mr. Resetar has retired from strawberry farming, and 
has sold his farm on the "Old Hammond Highway. Ten years
ago he built his attractive six-room brick home in the village 
of Albany* just off U.S. highway 190. The property is sur­
rounded by a wire fence* the only kind of fencing used in 
this community. Cedar trees shade the walk leading from the 
front gate to the large screened front porch.
At the rear of the house is a garage for his car* which 
he still drives himself* despite his poor eyesight. A shed 
adjoining the garage contains his gardening tools and those 
used for an occasional bit of carpentering. The grass is 
neatly trimmed on his lawn. On one side of the yard is a 
large vegetable garden, and grape vines and fruit trees.
Among the latter are about a dozen satsuma orange trees and 
a big Japanese persimmon tree.
About thirty years ago the informant introduced sat— 
sumas to Livingston Parish by ordering 100 young trees from 
St. Mary, Florida. When the neighbors observed how well the 
trees thrived, Mr. Resetar obligingly ordered plants for them 
also.
The abundant flowers that surround the house are tended 
by Mrs. Resetar. She has many varieties of roses* and a number 
of azaleas and other shrubs as well as many old-fashioned 
garden flowers. One day she cut some flowers for the writer 
to take home. Among them was a delightful* strange aromatic 
plant. She said that she always put sprays of that plant 
among flowers to be used in the church. On that same occasion* 
her husband added to her gift a large bag of satsumas from his 
trees.
Mrs. Resetar is also a Hungarian. She lived in Cleveland* 
Ohio* until her marriage ten years ago. Two previous husbands 
had died and Mr. Resetar's first wife had died. The informant's 
wife is a plump* motherly person* who recently has had several 
heart attacks for which she was treated at Charity Hospital in 
Hew Orleans. When the writer first visited her home* she was 
quite diffident* and sat with downoast eyes and primly clasped 
hands. However, in a short time she was completely at ease. 
During all interviews she hovered about, apparently feeling 
that she should restrain her husband's frequent exuberant out­
bursts. She would chide him when he became too playful and 
seemed to her to be delaying the progress of the work. Some­
times she disagreed with him with the answer he had given and 
a torrent of Hungarian ensued. He always blithely shrugged 
off her opinions and held fast to his own.
Mr. Resetar entered school at six years of age and 
finished six grades of school in Hungary by the time he was 
twelve. Before he was twenty, he had emigrated to the United 
States and was working in Eairport, Ohio, shoveling iron ore 
into the boats on Lake Erie. Then when he was about twenty- 
one* he attended a Catholic school at Plainsville, Ohio.
Here he sat in a class of small children taught by nuns. He 
remained at this school for two months* learning to read and 
write the English language. He seldom reads anything printed 
in English, however, except a daily paper, the Hew Orleans 
Times Picayune, and a church paper, Catholic Action. He 
used to read rather extensively among Hungarian newspapers.
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magazines and books before cataracts on his eyes interrupted 
suoh reading. Now that these cataracts have been removed* he 
reads as much as he can with comfort. In his home he has a 
room he calls his little office [lilx ofis}. It contains an 
office desk and shelves of books* magazines* and pamphlets. 
Enthusiastically* he showed the writer old illustrated stories 
in Hungarian* stories of the Huns and the Tartars. These he 
has kept for more than twenty—five years waiting for the 
leisure time to enjoy them.
On November 3, 1904, Mr. Resetar and his first wife 
came to Albany to live, and with the exception of a few 
brief trips to Chicago and Cleveland* he has remained there.
He had married a Hungarian girl in Ohio. They were a part 
of a group of twelve families who arrived together at Albany. 
This group had noticed advertisements in Hungarian papers 
printed in the North and the East about twenty to thirty 
thousand acres of cut-over land in Livingston Parish which 
could be bought cheaply* and about the warm and agreeable 
climate there. They were all weary of the cold Ohio winters* 
and longed for land of their own. Three or four of the 
group came down in the summer of 1904 to look the country 
over. They found it very satisfactory, particularly so in 
view of the fact that eight or nine other Hungarian families 
were already settled on farms which had in some cases been 
bought for only five dollars an acre. Mr. Resetar paid ten 
dollars an acre for his farm. He remarked* "I liked the 
country right away* because the birds were singing and we
had left the cold of Ohio. We had a hard time at first be­
cause we had to make our bread before the crops could come 
In later.” The newcomers found employment at the sawmill, 
earning only $1.15 fo** twelve hours work, but that sufficed, 
for everything was cheap at that time.
Although strawberries were being raised by the 
Hungarians and others at Albany in 190^, the farmers had no 
assured market or price for their berries. Besides, they 
were plagued with doctor’s bills, for they had little cash 
with which to pay them. Mr. Eesetar took the lead in remedy­
ing both these conditions. In 1905* he and others organized 
an association to take care of the expense of illness in any 
of the families. Each member paid twenty-five cents a month. 
When a doctor's services were needed by any member for his 
family, the association paid the doctor's fee. Five years 
later, in 1910, the First Hungarian Farmer's Association was 
organized in Mr. Eesetar's yard, and he was elected president 
of it. He held this office for seventeen years, or until 1927 
He went to Chicago and arranged for the marketing of what was 
known from that time on as the "Famous Hungarian Strawberries, 
berries that brought from twenty-five to thirty cents more a 
crate than those of other associations. Said he, "I was 
preaching at the members for 17 years to put up good stuff 
so we would have a good name that way." Continuing his 
reminiscences, he recalled, "Once I myself loaded eighteen 
cars of strawberries in one day. Once we had cars on the
line . . . .  In those days, everything was cheaper and 
people made out much better than now.”
Mr. Resetar is a loyal member of the little Roman 
Catholic church which he helped to bjiild in 1910. He also 
helped to build the recreational hall where he still often 
goes to mingle with his friends on a Sunday afternoon.
There the young people dance, while their elders play cards 
or billiards "for fun" or talk. '’They feel better to work 
the next day, you see," he explained.
Mr. Resetar has one daughter living at Albany, the 
wife of a prosperous farmer. His four sons many years ago 
went North where they found employment in industry. They 
have prospered and they visit their father now and then.
Two more different personalities could hardly be 
found than the first two Informants used in this study. 




Mary Megyesi Prokop [meri midzesi prokap], hereafter 
listed or referred to as Informant Ila, was born February 17 > 
1910, on the same farm that she and her husband, Joe Prokop, 
now occupy. She was 46 years of age when this study was made.
The Prokop farm, which consists of 46 acres, is consid­
erably larger than most of the other little farms in the 
Albany community. Like all the others, however, it is inten­
sively cultivated and scrupulously neat. Indications of 
prosperity are numerous.
In order to reach the farm, one must turn off the 
Springfield Road about a mile south of Albany, and follow a 
lane (the term used by the Hungarians far- a neighborhood dirt 
road) for about a quarter of a mile. At the entrance to the 
Prokop property a large weathered gate must be opened and 
closed every time a car passes through. This is necessary 
because a small herd of cattle, numbering about twenty, is 
pastured there. Beyond the gate, a long winding drive through 
pine and oak trees leads past a pond and through strawberry 
patches on one hand, and on the other, patches devoted to 
truck farming. The ground is in cultivation very near to the 
family home.
A small lawn, neatly cut, is directly in front of the 
house, but there is no walk leading from the driveway to the 
front door. It seems that the family enters the house from 
the rear most of the time. Very few flowers are grown around 
the house, but there are various kinds of shrubs including
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flowering quince. The dwelling is of red brick, modern, 
well-built, substantial, and comfortable. It has a large 
screened front porch, four bedrooms, a bath room, living 
room, dining room and a back porch. The furnishings are 
adequate, but no attempt has been made to satisfy an esthetic 
sense. An expensive television set dominates the living room. 
Beside the house, but detached from it, is a one—car garage.
A shed for tools adjoins it.
The farm has electricity, and by means of a private 
pressure pump and well, it has running water. As tractors 
are used for plowing, and trucks for hauling, no horses or 
mules are kept. In fact, there is no live stock other than 
the herd of cattle and two hogs which are fattening in a pen.
At some distance from the dwelling, 10,000 white 
rock chickens are kept, For three years eggs from these 
chickens have been sold to a hatchery in New Orleans. Many 
other families also sell eggs or broilers to city markets, 
Mary Prokop does most of the work necessary to care for so 
many chickens, but other members of the family also help in 
that task, just as in all other farm chores. Although auto­
matic feeders and other efficiency devices are used, about 
seven hours of Mrs. Prokop* s time are required daily by the 
poultry. Once she pushed up her sleeves and displayed numer­
ous small scars resulting from injuries inflicted by some of 
the "old clucks." Laughing, she said, "I don't mind their
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pecking, but when they bite hard and twist [the flesh^ at the 
same time, that makes me mad."
It was difficult to find a time in this informant’s 
busy life when she could be interviewed. Even Sundays are 
not days of rest, by any means. At last, the hours Just 
after the family returned from early mass on Sunday mornings 
were granted for the interviews.
The Informant is the daughter of Steve Megyesi and his 
wife Mary Somizldi, both natives of Hungary. The father, now 
deceased, was bora in the town of Kiskapos Qc*skopou/], (the 
literal meaning of which is little gate), in the county of 
Ung, Hungary. He settled in Albany shortly before the year 
1900. The widowed mother lives with her daughter's family 
and does most of the cooking and housework. The English 
spoken by the mother is so broken that it is scarcely under­
standable.
The Informant, Mary Prokop, has traveled neither far 
nor often from the little farm on which she was born, and her 
interests do not appear to extend beyond her family and com­
munity. She is intelligent, pretty, somewhat plump, about 
five feet, three inches in height, and has light brown hair. 
She attended the public school at Albany but quit after com­
pleting only four grades. She married at the age of sixteen 
and became the mother of four sons. Although diffident at 
the beginning of the first interview, she soon was free of 
constraint, and answered all questions in a natural, direct,
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and unaffooted manner. When asked whether the family usually 
spoke Hungarian rather than English In the home, she replied, 
"Yes, we does." She belongs to the Women's Altar Society of 
the local Catholic church, the P.T.A., and the Veterans'
Ladles Club. A very few books were In evidence. However, 
the family subscribes to Colliers, the Ladles Home Journal, 
and three farm journals: Farm Range. Progressive Farmer,
and Poultry Magazine. They read two weekly newspapers, the 
Hammond and the Pgflhftro SBTAngfi. Usm-
The informant's husband, Joe Prokop, is friendly, 
assured, alert, kindly, and a very hard worker. His straw­
berries and truck farming leave few idle moments for him, his 
wife and young sons. The latter, fifteen-year-old identical 
twins, are ninth grade students at the public school at 
Albany. They are well-mannered boys, with laughing eyes much 
like those of their father. Another son, aged 22, is in the 
United States Navy, and the oldest son, aged 28, works as an 
engineer at a television station, Channel 28, in Baton Eouge.
He had finished High school at Albany before entering a 
period of military service during the Korean War. Afterward 
he had three years of technical training for the work he now 
does. During one of the writer's visits to Mary Prokop, her 
oldest son came to see his parents. They good-naturedly 
chafed him about his "soft" Job, and his smooth, we11-manicured 
hands. The young man laughingly admitted that he found work 
at the television station much easier and more to his liking
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than the hard, incessant labor demanded from every member of 
any Hungarian farm family in Albany.
Mary Megyesi Prokop is quite a typical wife and mother 
in this community. She and her busy family are wholesome, 
practical, sensible, happy people.
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*Annie Beregi Kinohen
Annie Beregi Klnchen, [aeni berigi kintjin] hereafter 
listed or referred to as informant lib, was bora at Albany, 
March 3, 1917* She is a kind and gracious woman, alert and 
intelligent, quiet and decisive in manner. She is a second 
cousin of Informant Ila, Mary Megyesi Prokop, but the two, 
while somewhat similar in appearance and in temperament, live 
quite differently, and their speech habits differ greatly. 
Annie Beregi attended the Albany public schools, and after 
graduating from high school, entered Southeastern College at 
Hammond, a town only about six miles from the Hungarian 
settlement at Albany. Before completing her freshman year, 
however, she left college to marry Jake Kinchen, a young man 
of Anglo-Saxon stock, whose father was a prosperous farmer 
owning considerable land adjacent to the Hungarian Settle­
ment. Since her marriage, Annie Beregi has not lived on a 
strawberry farm, for her husband has successfully engaged in 
businesses other than farming. Her life, in consequence, has 
been much like that of the usual American housewife. As a 
child, however, she helped her parents raise their straw­
berries, as all Hungarian children on the farms do to this 
day.
During one interview with the writer, the informant 
recalled a significant little incident from her childhood.
In those days all the children brought lunches to school, for 
there were no cafeterias. At noon the little Anglo-Saxons
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congregated together as usual to eat lunch, while the 
Hungarian children formed their own group. The latter had 
in their well-filled lunch baskets sandwiches made of home­
made Hungarian bread. The rival group, on the other hand, 
had sandwiches made with biscuits. Each group began Jeering 
the other, the Anglo-Saxons shouting "You old homemade bread 
eatersS" and the Hungarians as lustily retaliating with "You 
old biscuit eaters!" Remembering this, Annie Beregi shook 
her head, smiling,and said, "Children can be so cruel."
The informant is one of a family of eight boys and girls 
and is the mother of two sons, aged 18 and l*f. Her father, 
Joseph Beregi, a leader in the settlement since 1903, was born 
June 9» 1886, in the town of Klskapos, [kijkapo/] county of 
Ung, Hungary. He came to Albany in 1903, when he was sixteen 
years old. He was twice married. When his first wife died, 
leaving him with three children, he married Mary Megyesi, a 
girl of nineteen who had just come directly to Albany from 
Hungary to visit relatives. This second wife is the mother 
of Annie Beregi. The mother has never liked Albany farm life 
and has never even tried to learn to speak English. She was 
born March 26, I895, near Budapest in the town of Scheszent 
[tjehiminsint] (sic). in the county of Vas Megye {voj megi]* 
and in her girlhood was accustomed to the life of Budapest.
To her Albany seemed "a wilderness," when she arrived there 
in 191^. In spite of her longing for her native land, Anna*s 
mother lovingly reared her three step-children as well as 
five of her own. The family not only raised crops of
strawberries and "truck," but also operated a little groc­
ery store, Joseph Beregi and his wife have retired from 
farming and now live in the nearby town of Livingston, where 
they own and operate the Star Theatre, a moving picture 
theatre. Three of the eight sons and daughters of Joseph 
Beregi married non-Hungarians, one French and two Anglo- 
Saxon neighbors. The remaining five married Hungarians.
None of the eight has engaged in strawberry farming since 
reaching adulthood.
The informant has traveled seldom and briefly. Her 
last vacation trip was in 19^7, when she visited her sister 
in Detroit for ten days. She reads little other than a 
daily paper, the Baton Bouge Morning AdvocateT and two 
magazines, Look and American Home. She was reared a 
Presbyterian, but now is a member of the Baptist church to 
which her husband belongs.
Hungarian is not spoken in the informant’s home except 
when Hungarian guests are present, and her two sons have no 
interest in the language. Like most of the third generation 
Hungarians, they want to conform in every way and be regular 
Americans. The Informant belongs to no clubs, and appears 
concerned only with her family and old friends.
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John Bodi
John Bodi, [d3an boudi] , hereafter listed or referred 
to as informant Ilia, was born of Hungarian parents in Dover, 
Florida, July 9, 1921. When he was two years of age, the 
family settled on a strawberry farm near Albany, and there 
John grew up in a family of two boys and three girls. All 
the children attended the Albany public school, where John 
finished the ninth grade. After these five brothers and 
sisters were grown, they all decided to leave strawberry and 
truck farming. One by one they settled in Baton Rouge. John 
followed in 19^9, and since that time has owned and operated 
a shop for painting automobiles on North 33rd Street. How­
ever, his speech shows much more Hungarian accent than that 
of many Hungarians still living in the settlement. John 
retains his membership in the older Hungarian Presbyterian 
Church at Albany, and returns there frequently for worship.
On those Sundays he does not attend church, he goes fishing, 
his one favorite sport and means of relaxation.
The informant’s father, also named John Bodi, was born 
in a portion of Hungary now in Czechoslovakia. He emigrated 
to America at the age of 20 or 21. The mother, Mary Vargo, 
[msri 'vor.go!) was b o m  in a part of Hungary now in Yugoslavia. 
At the age of sixteen, she also came to the United States, 
where she met and married John Bodi. She speaks almost no 
English to this day. Since her husband’s death, she has lived 
alone in the family farm home. The informant, who visits his 
mother often, has taught his two daughters enough Hungarian
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so that they can understand their grandmother. The girls 
Spend much of each summer vacation with her on the farm.
native of Maurepas, Louisiana. She married John June 7, 19^1, 
and their two daughters are Beverly Jean, aged 13, and Mary 
Alice, aged 11, at the time of this writing. The wife was 
formerly a Catholic, but now attends the Presbyterian church 
at Albany with her husband. She is an unusually pretty woman 
and an excellent housekeeper. Her new and modern home is not 
only immaculately kept, but tastefully furnished. The house 
has two bedrooms, and the other usual rooms, which contain 
modern conveniences such as automatic washing and drying 
machines, air conditioning and television.
The informant belongs to no organization other than 
the church. He never reads books. A daily paper, the Baton 
Bouge Morning Advocate, and Motor Manual, a magazine related 
to his work, are the only reading materials he is interested 
in.
John Bodi has traveled very little. During the summer 
he usually takes his family on a brief trip to Pensacola. 
Florida. He finds that he can rarely leave his business 
longer than four or five days, for his several employees can 
not take care of it in his absence.
The informant is a short, stocky man with dark hair 
and brown eyes. He is practical, shrewd, and a hard worker.
He laughs easily, has a serene attitude, yet smokes cigarettes
The informant’s wife, formerly Yvonne Pioou, £ivan 
is a non-Hungarian, of Louisiana French extraction, a
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almost continuously. He is the only Hungarian observed by 
the writer during this study who smoked at all. He failed 
to grasp the significance of the study and regarded the 
questions asked him as foolish.
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Andrew Gubancslk Jr.
Andrew Gubancslk Jr. (sendru ‘gu.bant/ik]» hereafter 
listed or referred to as Informant Illb, Is typical of many 
of the Hungarians of his age In the Albany settlement. He 
Is mentally alert, quick in movement, warmly cordial In manner, 
ambitious and hard working. He is 30 years old. His birth­
place was Gary, West Virginia, and his birth date January 25» 
1926. His parents had left their native Hungary and, like 
Lawrence Shaffer and many other Hungarian Immigrants now at 
Albany, his father worked in the West Virginia coal mines.
In 1927 the family moved to Albany and bought a thirty-acre 
farm about three miles south of the village of Albany, and 
about one mile off the Springfield Hoad. To reach this 
farm, one must follow a gravel road a short distance past 
the little white painted Presbyterian Church, which was 
erected by the early settlers in 1908, and the adjoining 
cemetery where most of the men who built it now lie burled.
One must also pass the Presbyterian manse and the Com­
munity Hall where the annual Harvest Festivals are cele­
brated with native Hungarian music, dancing, food and good 
fellowship. The Gubancsik family, however, is not 
Presbyterian, but like about two-thirds of the Hungarians 
in the Albany settlement, adheres to the Roman Catholic faith. 
(As was stated elsewhere in this study, the warmest and 
friendliest relations possible exist between the Presbyterian 
and Catholic neighbors.) The Gubancslk family attends the
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little Catholic church built in 1910 among the pines in the 
heart of the farming area.
The informant, known to his friends as Andy, grew up 
in a family of four boys and one girl, all of whom worked 
with their parents in cultivating the farm. Most families 
in the community had only two or three acres planted in 
strawberries, but the Gubancsiks had six or seven. In addi­
tion they did considerably truck farming, as did all their 
neighbors.
Andy is a handsome, powerfully built man, above medium 
height, with dark brown hair and eyes. He is poised and 
friendly. When he was a student at the Albany public high 
school, he excelled at playing basket ball, and to this day 
is fond of all outdoor sports common to the community, par­
ticularly fishing. He expressed regret that he had never had 
the opportunity to play football because the Albany public 
school is too small to offer the game in its athletic program.
In 19^3» immediately after graduating from high school 
at Albany, the informant, at the age of 17, joined the armed 
forces and served in the United States Army as an infantryman 
for two years and four months. Most of this time was spent 
in Germany, where for 157 days he was in front line fighting. 
Following his discharge from military service at the close of 
the war, he returned to his father's farm, and has not trav­
eled any at all since that time. He married Ann Bayus tpn 
bejss J , daughter of a neighboring Hungarian family. They 
became the parents of two sons, Johnny, aged eighty and Gary,
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aged six at the time this information was obtained. In 1953 
the informant decided to give up strawberry farming and, 
after working for the state for a short time, is now employed 
by the Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company to Install tele­
phones. He has recently moved his family to Baton Rouge, 
about 38 miles from Albany. He has bought a neat, attrac­
tive home at 2035 North Street. His home is neat, taste­
fully furnished and immaculately kept by his wife. His two 
small sons watch television on a large and handsome tele­
vision screen. They have entered the Sacred Heart Catholic 
school.
The Informant admitted that he was "just not inter­
ested" in reading books or magazines, but he reads the Baton 
Rouge daily, the Morning Advocate. He now attends the 
Sacred Heart Church in Baton Rouge, but returns to the Albany 
church for important occasions. He also returns often to 
visit his parents, and to attend meetings there of the local 
Amvets, an organization of veterans of foreign wars. English 
is spoken in his home except when Hungarian speaking friends 
are present. He uses fairly correct grammar, and tries to 
speak as well as possible. His voice, like that of most men 
in the Hungarian community, is strong and resonant, and is 
free of nasality. Although Hungarian accent appears in some 
of his unguarded speech, his enunciation is clear and pleas­
ing. It was most pleasant to interview Andrew Gubancslk Jr. 
He is a good man and a good citizen.
CHAPTER III
COMPARISON OP THE SOUND-SYSTEMS OF 
HUNGARIAN AND ENGLISH SPEECH
In this chapter the sounds used in Hungarian and in 
English speech are listed in parallel columns. For con­
venient comparison by the reader, the Hungarian sounds are 
listed on the left of the page, and the English sounds on 
the right. Sounds appearing in English but not in Hungarian 




The Hungarian and English Sound-Systems 














































iRobert A. Hall* Jr., “Hungarian Grammar," Language 
Monograph No. 21, Vol. 20, No. 4 Supplement, October— 
December, 1944, pp. 13-15.
2Claude M. Wise and Morris Cohen, "The Language 
Problems of German— Speaking Refugees and English-Speaking 
InvadersJ* The Quarterly Journal of Speech, Vol. 30, No. 4, 



































P /p/ M [p]
Plosive b A / M M
t / V W [t]
d /d/ M W
k A / W M
_g /g/ fej fej
m /m/ [mj M
Nasal m /m/ M —
n /n/ W w
n /n/ b] [»]
ny A / M [nj]
Lateral 3 A/ LU M
Trilled r A / —
- - - M
i—
— — W
Erica— f A / M
i—
Itive
V A / W [y]
sz /s/ M M




Spelling Phonemes Allophones Allophones












h A / H M
h A / H -
-






















cs /e/ Cv] [t/J
ds /g/ [dj] [d3]
c, cz M fr'l Ltsj
The Hungarian language has no silent letters. Every 
oharacter is pronounced fully and distinctly, always retain­
ing the same sound. Each word contains as many syllables as
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it has vowels. Two adjacent vowels form separate syllables. 
There are, in consequence, no diphthongs.
Vocalic harmony is a distinctive feature of Hungarian 
speech. In any given word, in theory, all vowels must be of 
the same type, i.e., either all front or all back vowels. 
Words containing the front vowels /i, e, y, 0/, are called 
front-vowel words! those containing the back vowels /a, o, u/ 
are called back-vowel words. Any suffix must in theory 
contain the same type of vowel as appears in the stem of 
the word. Note that the same ending, e.g., the plural sign 
£, is preceded by the front vowel £ to agree with the front 
vowel of the stem ember as in emberek. but it is preceded by 
the back vowel £ to agree with a in the plural of vaigas. 
viz., vagasok. However, in actual practice, exceptions to 
the rule of vocalic harmony exist. For instance, the back 
vowels/a, q' may occur in some words which take front vowels 
in the endings. An example is Magvarokert.
Internal sandhi, or progressive assimilation, occurs 
in some cases when suffixes are added and also when words 
are pronounced in a single breath group resulting in close 
juncture between them. In these cases, there is partial or 
complete assimilation of a consonant to the following con­
sonant. For example, if voiced consonants /b, d, g, v, z, 
z, z»j/» occur in a word before unvoiced consonants 
/p, t, k, f, s, s, c, c, t, h/, either in a suffix or in the 
word added in word-composition, the voiced consonant is
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assimilated to the unvoiced consonant. Similarly, when the 
unvoiced precedes the voiced in such oases, the unvoiced is 
assimilated to the voiced. For example, /ablak/ (window) + 
/zat/ (suffix indicating provision q£) = /ablagzat/. Before 
/P> b/, /r/ is replaced by /m/% before /t", j/, /n/ is replaced 
by fr/. For example, /tan/ (instruction) + beer (fee) = 
/tambeer/j and/mond/ (to say) + /ja/ = /monja/ (he says). 
Before /k, g/, ^ 1/ is replaced by /n/. For example, /arap/ 
(gold) + /keez/ (hand) = /aran-keez/ (golden hand).
External sandhi (liason), or regressive assimilation, 
occurs when a word ending in a consonant is immediately fol­
lowed by a vowel, and both are pronounced in the same breath 
group. In such cases, the consonant is pronounced with the 
following word. For example, /Tyt0rt0k0n ebeed utaan/ (on 
Thursday after dinner) is pronounced as [tsy|t0r|t0|k0|ne| 
be: |du | tajnJ.
When, however, a word ending in a consonant is fol­
lowed by a word beginning with a consonant, the same assimi­
lations take place as occurs in instances of internal sandhi.
Any consonant may be initial in a syllable except b  
and any consonant may be final in a syllable except/h/C
In the initial position of a syllable two consonant
sounds may appear; as follows:
|pr, br, tr, dr, kr, gr, fr, J*r|
|pl, bl, kl, gl, gl, Jl|
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In the final position of a syllable, two consonant 
sounds may appear as follows:
In final position in a word two consonant sounds may 
appear as follows:
[pj> bj, dj, kj, gj, fij, vj]
Three consonant sounds which appear only in initial
Emphasis always rests on the first syllable. A 
stress accent indicates strong aspiration on the initial 
syllable of every word. A secondary accent in words of 
three or more syllables indicates gradually diminishing 
intensity thus:
jmp, mb, mr, mj]
£nt, nd, nk, ng, nts, ntj, ndj]
[st, ;t]
[ad, 3d}
[rt, rd, rk, rr, rj, rts, rtj, rj, rj] 
[lp, It, Id, lk, lr, ld3, ltj}
+ any consonant except [h]
position in a syllable are [tjrj.
i
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The English speech sounds which do not appear in
Hungarian are the following:
Vowels — £i, e, se, a, a, u, 3, a]
Diphthings - [ei, 00, ao, aUf au, aii ai* ai» 01,
oi, 10, 0©, 09) us, £0) seaj
Combinations with [j] *r (ju, ja]
Consonants — [r, aj and £w] except in loan words.
The Hungarian r is always trilled.
The considerable differences in the sound-systems of 
Hungarian and English speech naturally present difficulties 
to a Hungarian who speaks English. The preceding comparison 
of the two sound— systems is helpful in detecting Hungarian 




This presents a tabulation of data as a basis of 
phonetic analysis in Chapter V. Words from the work books 
of the six informants used in this study are grouped accord­
ing to the sounds in the sound system of English. The words 
tabulated show deviations from normal English pronunciation 
in the speech of one or more informants. The tabulation 
does not include all words used by the Informants, but does 
include representative words.
The pages of this tabulation are arranged in a 
widened form so that the reader may conveniently follow the 
transcribed words from the six work books. The column of 
words at the extreme left records the words showing devia­
tions and the page number of the work sheet for the 
Linguistic Atlas upon which the word may be located. The 
replies of the six informants are then arranged in widened 
form in six parallel columns. The replies are listed accord­
ing to the age of the informant, beginning on the first page 
with la, aged 87, followed in succession by lb, aged 78, and 
Ila, aged 46. On the seoond page are listed the replies of 
lib and the younger informants, Ilia and Illb.
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Five sentences composed by the writer, containing 
sounds difficult for the informants to pronounce, are 
arranged so that the reader may compare the pronunciation 







t?i24.1 greasy grizi45.7 yeast ist
54.2 peach Pi/54.7 peanuts •pi,nats
56.1 bean
















51.3 genuine 3injam86.6 Virginia wad 3 m i
- [ju]
2.1 Tuesday tjuzdi




















































eri eri erigrizz grizz grizzist ist istpit/ pit/ Pit /pinAts pinats pillAtSbinz binz binzt/eri tri t/erz tri t/erz tritit/» tit/» tit/»
t/eznd3in
[eij
t/eznd3in t/eznd3derz deirz de^rzdr 8i mi] dreiniq dreininpfflxnkeik p'iInkeik pie1 nkezkmeri meri meridei dei dez
w
hups hups hupsruts ruts rut 8muvi muvi
d3»Injoeri
W
d3ffinj9weri d3»nj9werifebjeeri f ebjsweri febjswerid3inj9win d3inj9wain d3inj9wainTa>d3inj9 va‘d3inj9 va»d3inj9
tuzdi
Du]
tjuzdi tjuzdznju sut nju sut nju sutd*uz duz duz
77
LouJ
la lb H a
4.2 tomorrow temare 'tumafo temare23.2 wheelbarrow ailba: Milbsere ailbsere50.7 homegrown houmgroun86.8 Ohio o'hax jo o'Jiai Jo o'haije
95.2 borrow bare bAro bare
89.1 Methodist metedist metodzst me6edzs
L03.7 purpose pe®pes 'p»,pous p»pes
H
13.5 thinking tiQk tiQkzn 6iijkin
18.1 dishes di/zz 'dijez dx/zz
19.3 sifter sift* *sif,ter sift*
19.5 whip M.up axp Azp26.6 pretty purdi puti purdi.
51.3 genuine 3injein d3znewzn d3znjewazn
58.6 wish wuj wxj WI J
70.6 minute mznxt mini t mznzt
70.8 here hjie hzf hjir
71.7 ear ji® y if jxr86.8 Missouri mz zurz •mi.zuri •mi,zuri




1.3 ten tzn ^ten tin
16.5 fence f into fints x- fznts
46.1 egg e*k egz egz49.7 help hep hselp he®p
54.8 shell fel fse^l fel56.2 head hedz hae^dz hed
56.2 lettuce le^s lae^dis lens66.2 nephew nef ju naef juv nef ju
68.3 General 31nefel d3inerel d 3in9 el
77.2 deaf dzf dif dif
90.1 deyil devel daevel devel
93.5 Merry ChriBtmas: merz kfismes mserz krzsmes merz krxsms
























0ii]kin di Jiz sift*
M. I p
purdi 
d3injawin wi J 













0iijkm di Jiz 
sift*
Mipp*ri


















































































































































































































sa :» d i
a 1 J i z
t  J a r
paxn t r i8t a Xk
b axg
haro
g rav a l









p a ran ts
kaxBkit
merid
daunts0a iq k je
r a i p t
kextj








































































































































































































































1.5 forty fordx fof^i fordx2.4 morning morniq morniqg mo*nxn4.4 watch wa / wat/ wat/
6.8 storm storm st»m starm
6.7 foggy fogi f2 Si fogx7.5 frost frast frost8.5 log log log log
9.6 closet klazxt kLazx t
13.4 talking tokin takm tokxn
18.7 f auoet fasx t fosxt
29.7 swamp swomp swomp swomp
31.4 fall (s) fal
33.1 dog dog dog dog
46.6 sausage sasid3 sasxd3 sasxd3
48.7 ooffee kof i kofx kofx
48.8 water W0d9 worw
51.1 sorghum sprgem sofgem sorgem
55.2 oranges arin3iz V *arxnd3xz arxnd3xz
60.2 frog frog frag frog
60.6 moth ma9s
73.1 strong stf*Aqg® stroq stroq
79.1 coffin kofxn kofxn
84.2 office ofxs ofxs ofxs94.7 loss los




12.6 does duz du du, dAZ




70.8 look here luk e hjie luk:if luk a hjir
1.5 thirty t»dx t9j}-*i e*di
2.1 Thursday t»zdx t»zdi 6*zdx
2.1 Saturday sffiSdx 8»r?dx J8Br9dl
2.5 afternoon o*ftwnun 'afjtefnun
‘jes^di
aiftwnun


























































































luk: jir luks hir luk hjir
©*dx ©*dx ©*dx
©*zdx ©*zdi ©*zdx























































































































18.6 towel taul taul taul
31.1 mountain mau?p mauntzn maeu?p
33.5 cow kau kau kau
49.6 down d3?*un daun daun
59.1 owl auw®lz aul
71.8 mouth maut maut mauO
86.7 South saut Bauty saut










gsOj, g»l g»ld 3 xn»al d3xn»9l d3in*9l
k»n9l ksnal ksnal
w»?x r WArx W A M












d 3axndx8 djandis d3andiB


















d3sen9weri1.8 February 'febja.er 
to *maf®
febaweri febaweri
4.2 tomorrow 'tu.maro tamar®
5.3 ago 9gOU eigou agou
18.6 towel taul taul^ taul




31. 5 gravel 'gra.vel grovel
50.4 digest . 'dai31s •dai,d3ist 'dai,d3Est
56.2 lettuce •lens •lodis lens
57.3 .swallow 1swalo .'swalo swalo
60.7 mosquito msskito ■mAs.kita maskita
80.4 stomach 1 stAmsk 1stAmik stAmak
85.8 government 'gAvamant 'gAV»mant gAvamant86. 5 Massachusetts 'mEsa, Jbisit 
'mea.laPn
'msesei,tjuset mees1 tjusi ts
86 j 6 Maryland 'meriIan merlan
86.7 Georgia 'd30ad3i 'd3o3Fd3i d3ord3a
86.7 Tennessee •tinesi 'tinasi tinasi86.8 Missouri mi1zuri •mi,zuri 'mi,zuri86.8 California 'kela.foni® -'kael9,f ornia kselafornja
87.1 Cincinnati 1 sinsi ,naedi ' sinsi, naeti sinsanseta
87.2 Asia 'eiji ' § 1 .3i9 0131a87.2 Russia '?A/l ' ru, Ja rAja
89.1 Methodist 'metadist •metodist meOadis




63.7 papa paps papa






















































































































































































































1.1 three tri Ori eri1.5 thirty tad i tat z eadx
1.6 fifth fxf fxf fxf
1.6 sixth jxks si ks si ks
2.1 Thursday tazdx v tazdx eazdx
6.2 thunder storm tAnda storm tAnSa stam SAnda starm
8.2 hearth hare
13.5 thinking tiqk tiqkxn exqkxn
18.6 bath bjt . b|t baeO
32.1 throw drou eroud eroud
32.3 without wxdaut wxtaut wxeaut
32.3 with wxd, wit wit, wxd wxe, wxd, wit
42.1 thrashed tre/, t£e/t
67. 2 Martha marts marts mares




























































































































































































































































1.2 seven sebqi sevan sev®n
1,3 eleven let»ji levan lev8n
2,7 evening ivpiij ivaniq ivnin
27.1 very weri we£i verr
27.1 vest west WS8t west
50.7 vegetables •we3, teib^-z *ved3i, teibelz ved 3ti
51.6 give me giv mi giv mi gimi
53.4 voted woutid voutiq woutid
62.2 poison vines poizp wainz
80.3 vomit wamak vami t
86 .’6 Virginia wad3ini • wird3ina wad3inja
86.6 Vermont •wa^mant •vetfmant 'wermant
87.1 Ashville ejvil e/wil se1 Jwil




















































































































5xs jxr dxs jir Sis Jxr
5xm dim 5xm, dim
wit, wxd, wi<* wxt, wxd wit, wid, wx6
5®rz derz derz, 5erz
fa8a fa5» fa5»
mA.59 mAda* mA6*
5x, 5i, 5s dx, di, da dx, ds
Sex dex Sex, dai
5xs dis 5xs, dxs
6set dat dat, Set
5iz diz 5iz, diz
5ouz douz Souz, douz









17.3 pail pexl pexl
18.4 towel taul taul taul
19.4 funnel f&nal ‘fAjiel, fAX4
23.2 wheelbarrow Ailbar Ailbmra Ailbmra
32.3 milk miak miak miak
39.8 little 111 lili lirl
49.7 help yourself hep joseIf hsslp jur sef he®p
60.5 turtle tstalz tstli t»t;
1.1 three tri eri 8ri
7.5 froBt f h z frast frost
10.4 broom bfum brum
11.6 roof ruf ruf
14.3 oorn crib kprn krxb korn krxb
23.7 grease gris griz griz
26.6 pretty purdi puti purdi
26.8 apron expfcin expran e i p»n
27.7 shrank stiqks srxqk srxqkt





64.3 children ‘/xldrxn tjxldran
96.1 drown draun dfaund draundid
19.3 barrel bmtl */ brml21.7 harrow hmro^ hmr»
57.4 cigarette sigareta sxgarets signets
62.1 cherry tree /erx tri tjerx triz t/erx tri
62.3 strawberry stfcoberi stroberi stroberx63.8 parents pedants pmtxnts pmr®nts
69.4 .American amelrxkan amefcik®n amer®kp
82.6 married merid mmrxd mmrxd
86.6 Maryland 'meo,lmxn 'merxlan merlan
94.2 grocery 'grouseri 'gtoustx grousri
95.2 borrow bat a bArou bara
98.1 oarried km: id keT£id kmrxd













































1.1 four foue four four8.8 chair /er, t/a£* t/®xr10.8 poroh pour / pourt/ pourt/11.1 door dou dour
11.3 clapboard
14.2 barn ba£n barn barn
14.3 corn korn korn korn
23.5 oar kaf kar kar67.8 your aunt Joue ent ju£ ant j» ®xnt
70.7 far fas faf far71.7 ear jze i* jzr71.8 beard bird74.3 soared skeed skerd


































































1.8 January 3*newer d 3® newer d3»newerx10.2 Junk 3AQk d3AQk d3AQk
47.4 -cottage kar 13 katxd3 katzd3
50.4 digest •dai, 3i8 •daz,d3iat 'dai,dzest
51.3 genuine 3injezn d3inewzn d3xnjuazn
51.4 jelly d3elz d3«lx djeli
60.8 jacket d3»kit d3®kit d3aski ts
83.6 education e3ekez/en ed3ekez/en ed3ekex/an
1 just 3A8 d3Ast djis d3es





































































1.2 8676X1 sslsop. 8£Y9n seven
,1.3 61676X1 letup levsn ley®n
1.5 867enty sebqrtx sebiptx 887®ntl8.2 chimney Jxmlx t/imni t/imni12.4 don't duynat doUy du nat dount don23.3 sharpen /arp Jarp®n / arpqi58.4 won' t wil nat wxl nat wou





10. 2 junk 3Aqk d3Aqk k3Aqk
13.4 talking tokxn takxn tokxn
13.5 thinking tiqkxn tiqkin Oxqkxn
15.6 ohanging t/end3in
22.8 swing swxqg swx qg swxq24.5 going gouxqg gouns gouxqg gouna gouxq gouxn
57.5 singing aiqgiqk s^qxqg sxqxn
57.5 laughing leefgxqk leeIfiqg l£zfxn
73.1 strong BtrAqg® stroq stroq
99.7 feeling filiqk filxq filin
103.4 thing tiq tiq Oiq
103.1 nothing XIAtp xiAtiq nAOxq





















0 i q k m
tjeznd3zn
swzq










seysndz sevpdzt/zmlz t/zmlzdount dou dou dountJarpp / arpmwou wount wou wountgraempo graempogreemso greemso
m
klzrzn klznqlzvzq lzvzi]








la aua stroberi pej iz m a  di kinjin prapati 
lb au£ strobe£i pej iz ni£ di kintjin p?apa«ti 
Ila au» sttoberi psetj iz ni» 5a kintjin prapa>ti 
lib aur stroberi paeIt/ iz m a  8a kintjm prap^ti 
Ilia oar stroberi psetj iz m r  da kintjin prapati 
Illb aur stroberi psetj iz m r  di kintjin prapati
2.
Ia di louka r e m 3a iz a di wud 
lb di louksel '£ein,d3e£ iz et di ed3 av di wuts
Ila da loukal reind^ iz set 5a ed3 af da wudz
lib 8i loukal reindsa1 iz art 5i ed3 av 5i wud3 
Ilia di loukal reind3» iz set di ed3 av di wudz
Illb di loukal reind3» iz set di ed3 av da wudz
3.
Ia wud: 3U laik ta hev di Jerifs be3 fa, liviqstan pe&J
lb wudS3u laik ta hev di Jerifs bed3 fa liviqstan perij
Ila wud:3u laik ta hsev 8a Jerif bffiid3 fa livigstan pserj
lib wudS3u laik ta hffiiv 5a Jsfs ba^ds fa liviijstan psê J
Ilia wud:3u laik ta hffiIv da Jerif bseMs fa liviqstan pserj 
Illb wudS3u laik ta hsev d1 Jerifs bsed3 fa liviqstan pserij
4*
Ia di nju beit ai juz it waz bits 
lb d1 nju beit ai juzd waz bits
Ila 61 nju beit ai juzd was bits
lib 5i nju beit ai juzd waz bits
Ilia di nju beit ai juzd waz bits
Illb d1 nju beit ai juzd waz bits
5.
Ia di bout waz hi Jid tu di otou
lb di bout waz hitjid tu di •atou
Ila di bout was hi tjt tu d1 atoulib 8i bout waz hitjt ta 5i otou
Ilia di bout waz hitjt ta di otou
Illb di bout waz hitjt ta di otou
. CHAPTER V
>PHONETIC FEATURES OF THE ENGLISH SPOKEN BY 
THE HUNGARIANS OF ALBANY, LOUISIANA
This chapter Is based on the word lists in Chapter IV 
showing deviations from standard English pronunciation. The 
pronunciation of the sounds by each informant is analyzed in 
the order in which the sounds are listed. The informants 
are the following namedi
Comparison of sounds in words which show deviations 
from standard speech will be made with the sound system of 
Hungarian speech and with that of the local native English 
speech.
Older informants. . . . 
Middle-aged informants. 
Younger informants. . .
. . Ia and lb 





The pronunciation of [i] by informants Ia and Ib, 
while standard in most words, show occasional substitutions 
of [x], Both informants pronounce bean as [bin]# Ia pro­
nounces teacher as [tija] and peanuts as ['pinatsl). Ib 
pronounces peach as (jp^tj]. All other informants consist­
ently use the standard pronunciation of [i], with no leng­
thening of the sound as sometimes heard in local native 
speech.
[exj '
The pronunciation of [ei-] by all informants is con­
sistent in most words# Ia and Ib occasionally omit [i] 
from the diphthong, as in lb's pronunciation of pancake as .
['pen,kek] and day as [de].
Ib substitutes £e] for [ei] in.changing pronounced 
[,' tjend3113] • lib makes the same substitution in pronouncing 
dairy as H'deri]. Ia and Illb pronounce dairy |l<de0ri|, and 
Ila pronounces it |'deIri|, All informants pronounce Mary 
as C'meriJ, though many local native speakers pronounce it 
|meiri|#
Ila reflects local native pronunciation in the substi­
tution of [i] for(ei] in drainage pronounced [drinid3],
M
Few substitutions for jVj occur in the pronunciation of 
any of the informants# Informant Ila substitutes [u] for £u] 
in hoops* pronouncing it as |hups|. This pronunciation is
among native speakers. Informant Ib occasionally substitutes 
[a | for (ul, pronouncing moving as [inAVi^*
D O
Occasional omissions of CJ3 occur in the pronunciation 
of the syllable by informants Ia, lb, and Ila. Ia pro­
nounces January as £' SeneweF}* Ib pronounces it CAd3enowe£i3, 
and Ila pronounces it ]}l3senower]. Ia pronounces genuine as 
jj5en®winJ. Ib pronounces Virginia as ['wi^d3in9j. Ia substi­
tutes [i] for p©3 in the same word pronouncing it (wo’dsiniQ.
D O
The pronunciation of. u, eu, and ew after t, d, n as 
■CJuJ is consistent in most words. Informants Ib and lib 
pronounce ju3 rather than QjuJ in Tuesday, and Ib, Ila, Ilia, 
and Illb pronounce B*3 in dues. lib substitutes [il for 03 
in dues. All informants pronounce Cdu | in new. In local 
Southern speech [JO is usually pronounced in these words.
QovQ
All informants complete the diphthong [ou] in stressed 
syllables. One deviation occurs in the substitution of [a ] 
for [jpVLl by lib in homegrown/- -pronounced Q'hAingroun3. In 
Unstressed syllables Ib pronounces [p3 rather than £bu3. The 
other informants usually substitute [V] f°r C°1 I*1 the final 
syllables of words such as tomorrow and borrow. Ia, Ila, Ilia, 
and Illb substitute | for Col *n the pronunciation of the 
last, syllable of Ohio. In local native speech the same 
substitutions occur.
Informants Ia and Ib often substitute [ij for £i3 as 
in pronouncing think as ftigk]. Ib pronounces minute as 
[.‘minitU* Missouri as ll’mizufcO* Kinohen as pkintjin],
money as [,'mAnl], And Asia as £.‘ei3i93» often substitutes
!
[V] for ftQ in final unstressed syllables* pronouncing dishes 
as fdi/ez3 and sifter as £sifte?3. Ia substitutes [u] for 
(j3 in some words, as native speakers often do, pronouncing 
whip as OaupX and wish as |wuJ3* The other informants use the 
standard pronunciation for JjQ in most words but [jar] is sub-
' t ' ''
. \stituted for £13 by Ila, Ilia, and Illb in the pronunciation 
of genuine as £‘dzinj9,w a m j . All informants show metathesis 
and substitution for [13 in the word pretty* pronounced [purdiQ 
by Ia, Ila, lib, and Ilia. Ib pronounces it as |puti|, omito­
ting the [rj, and Illb pronounces it as [parO* Local 
Southern speech often shows these pronunciations.
m
Informants Ia, Ib, and lib substitute [e1 | or (VJ for 
£ej in some words, although both sounds appear in Hungarian.
Ia pronounces egg as [eIk3 and edge as [§33» lib pronounces 
eggs as [eIgz]. Ib pronounces edge as £ed33.
Ib sometimes substitutes jaê G I®3 for 0&3 as in the 
pronunciation of shell as CJ’ffiX3 and devil as C'dafevs^# This 
perhaps results from confusion about when to use the [»3 sound 
not heard in Hungarian.
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All informants make the substitution of [i] for CO 
which is also used by most native speakers in pronouncing ten 
as [tin] and fence as [fints]. A substitution of CO for £e] 
also occurs in Ha's pronunciation of kettle as pat].]. Here 
the influence of local speech promotes the discarding of a 
Hungarian CO sound in favor of a nonrHungarian local dialec­
tal sound CO*
The glide CO is especially prominent before [e] in 
the pronunciation of January, and Eebruary by Ib, Ila, Ilia, 
and Illb, This feature is also frequent in local native 
speech.
DO
As a result of the fact that the Hungarian sound system, 
has no [a]* informants Ia and Ib substitute [e] for [a] in 
nearly all words. Both, for example, pronounce man as |men|, 
apple as |p]J» have as [hev], and dance as [dents]. Badge is 
pronounced [be3] by Ia and [bed3] by Ib. All informants sub­
stitute CO for [a] in pronouncing jcalch as [ket/]. This 
pronunciation, being already firmly established in sub­
standard English, cannot be attributed to Hungarian influence.
The influence of local native speech appears in the frequent 
raising and nazalization of [a] by informants Ila, lib, and 
Ilia. They substitute [Se1] for |a|, for example, in pronounc­
ing man as [ma^n], and dance as [daunts]. Glass is pronounced 
£glSIs] by Ia, Ila, lib, and Ilia. All informants except Ib 
pronounce pancake as CPalInkeik]. Ib, as already noted, pronounces
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it as [penkek], Ila and lib pronounce aunt as [SPnt], while 
lib substitutes [a] for fee] in the word, pronouncing it as Cant]. 
This substitution may result from Hungarian influence, or may 
be acquired from some local speaker of English who uses broad
La]
Substitutions for [a] rarely occur in the pronunciation 
of any word by the informants. Ib substitutes [a] in pronounc­
ing docks as [dAks] and John as [d3An]» All informants substi­
tute I®] for [a] in strag, pronounced [straep]. Ib pronounces 
0 2 as Can], but all other informants pronounce it as [on], the 
pronunciation generally used by local native speakers. Ib 
substitutes £o] for [a] in contract pronounced as fkontrekt].
|o|
Influence of local native speakers shows in the use by 
all informants of [o] rather than [d] as the first vowel sound 
heard in coffin, water, office, foggy, log, dog, loss, and 
swamp, and, with the exception of Ib, in frost, frog, fall and 
faucet. Ib pronounces these words [frast], [frag], jfal]* and 
Lfasit]. All informants except Illb also pronounce coffee as 
£kofi], Illb pronounces it Qcafx]. lib and Ilia use an excres­
cent [r] after £°] in water, pronounced [wordy]. All informants 
follow local speech in using [a] as the first vowel sound heard 
in orange, sausage, closet, and moth, and with the exception of 
Ib, in borrow. Ib pronounces the word C'bAro], la also sub­
stitutes [a] for Co] in pronouncing strong as [strAijg9], Ib
/
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substitutes Q3! f°r fori in -pronouncing storm ub fstgml. Ila 
substitutes [off for Q>!] ib the same word.
w
The pronunciation of [a ] by all informants is standard 
in nearly all words*
Ia and Ila occasionally substitute [u] for [a ] in pro­
nouncing does as [duz]*
Ib substitutes Co] for CA] in pronouncing hundred as 
[•hondred].
Ib lowerB the tongue in pronouncing judge as [d3AT d3“l*
M
All informants used the standard pronunciation of IuQ 
in all words* although the sound does not occur in Hungarian*
Lai]
An unmistakable Qail is pronounced with few exceptions
by all informants. Some such exceptions are as follows*
Ila pronounces while as (aa*l], 
lib pronounces Irons as [a^nzj.
Illb nronounces ironing as [armiff
These three pronunciations are common in local native
dialect*
Coil
Several substitutions for Cpf] occur in the speech of 
all informants except Ib. Informant Ia pronounces oil* boiled 
and hoist as [oil], (bolpd}, "andjhaist3* Ila pronounces boiled
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eggs aB [barld egz^j "but pronounces 1)011 as |T>oil}. Ila, lib, 
and Illb pronounce oil as C°all* Ila pronounces boiled and 
boil as [bo®ld] and [bo93* lib, Ilia, and Illb pronounce 
jaundice as jd3axndis3> a pronunciation occurring frequently 
in substandard local native speech,
Cau]
The informants used a standard [au] in most words, but 
the influence of local Southern speech causes some deviations. 
Informants Ila, lib, and Ilia pronounce cow as [katO* lib 
pronounces south, mountain and mouth as [sau©], ['maun?pf], 
and Jjnaue], Ila pronounces mountain and mouth as Qn2eU?nJ and 
(mauSQ* An excrescent [w] follows |auj in lib's pronunciation 
of flowers aB Q'flauw^z]* and lb's pronunciation of owls as 
Qauw9lz3. Ib rarely shows any local speech influence in pro­
nouncing any other word.
Three informants pronounce flowers as [flaurz]• Ib 
trills the r in the word, Ia pronounces the word as {jflauaz]? 
lib uses standard pronunciation.
0 , 0
In positions where either (VJ or CO might be used, CO 
is almost always used. For instance, lettuce, minute, and 
bucket all are pronounced with CO in the last syllable by all 
informants. One exception occurs in the pronunciation of 
stomach as C  stAmok] by all informants except Ib, who pronounces 
it ['stAmik^. Ia substitutes CO for CO in the final syllables
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of Russiat Asiaj and apron. Ila and Ilia substitute (V] for 
£1] in the final syllables of Cincinnati. Informant Ib 
stresses the first syllable in tomorrow) ago, mosquito, and 
Missouri) pronouncing them as ptumaroU, Q* eigou}, [.•mAs.kito], 
and t'mi.zuri]. He also stresses the seoond syllables in 
Massachusetts and Aai&t pronouncing them as | 'maes.eit/usetl 
amd |'ei,ziS|. Ib also gives stress to the second syllables in 
gravel) haunted) Methodist, and swallow, pronouncing them as 
Q'gr»v,el3, (3hon,ted3» (jme, todist], and Q* swa4lo"3. This 
stressing shows the influence of Hungarian pronunciation.
0,
Stressed syllables Bnelled ear, er. ir. or. our, ur. and 
ur. are almost invariably pronounced [V] by all informants 
except one. For example, squirrel and worm are pronounced 
£skw»l] and [w3m] by all informants. Ia uses the pronunciation 
heard in local native speech in pronouncing girl, learn. 
colonel, early, and bird as £gail], jkssnal], [3:113, and 
jb3Sd3. . Ia pronounces purpose as Q>e®p9s3* uses a sub­
stitution heard in local Southern dialect in pronouncing 
burst as (bAstid].
Unstressed syllables consisting of (VJ preceded by any 
orthographic vowel are pronounced jVj by all informants 
except Ia and Ib. For example, father and butcher are pro­
nounced [IfaSaQ and [but/*] by all informants except ia and Ib. 
Ia pronounces the words [fade] and (bujg^, while Ib pronounces 
them Jjfader} and [butJet]. An exception occurs in the
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pronunciation of government "by all informants except Ib.
They substitute Hal for I>] and pronounce the word [gAvsmont]. 
Another exception occurs in the pronunciation of general.
Ia pronounces it as 3insrol3 and Ib, as Ld3inorol3. Only 
Informant Ib consistently uses the trilled £ found in Hungarian 
speech, but all informants, with few exceptions, pronounce 
£ as is usual in general American speech. Only Ia sometimes 
makes substitutions for r commonly heard in the South.
M
With few exceptions, [p] is pronounced in the ordinary 
manner of standard speech. Ia substitutes |{3| in pronouncing 
papa as [papa]. The substitution of PdJ for [p] occurs in 
the pronunciation of Baptist by all informants except Ib.
This substitution is frequent in local native dialect. Ila 
omits the [p] in pronouncing both wasp and wasps as [wasS]
Ilia pronounces wasps as (was:U.
Itl
The influence of Hungarian speech is shown in the pro­
nunciation of Ib of a strongly plosive dental C.t3 in most 
words. He pronounces thirty, forty, beautiful, and haunted 
as C'bju^i jfulQ, and | 'hon, $ced | • One
exception is his pronunciation of little, pronounced [lili].
No informant pronounces Lt] in the word. Ia pronounces the 
word as [lil]J Ilia, as [lid}/]j and the Cdbher three, as C'lir^]. 
No informant pronounces medial [t] in Saturday. Ia and Ila
omit medial Qt], pronouncing the word [sseSdi] and £s®:ad:fj, 
respectively. All other informants say {srorfrdi}. Ih pro­
nounces beautiful as £'bjutiful], but all other informants 
substitute Of) for [t] pronouncing it [bjudefal]. Ia substi­
tutes OH for ft] in cartridges, pronouncing [karjri3iz3 , 
while Ila and Ilia substitute £d], pronouncing [kardid3].
A glottal stop is substituted for [t] by Ia, Ila, and lib 
in mountain, pronounced f'maij?nl. Speakers of the native 
local dialect frequently omit medial ft] or substitute £d],
£r] or a glottal stop in these words. Ila and lib omit IX) in 
haunted, pronouncing fhonid], but Ia substitutes [k] for ft], 
pronouncing the word C'hoqkidJ. Ila and Ilia substitute ft/J 
for [tj in oysters. pronouncing it [pistj>z] as many natives 
do.
Pinal ft] is usually omitted by all informants in pro­
nouncing first, half-past, posts, best. Methodist, and Baptist. 
Posts is pronounced JpousS-] by all informants except Ila and 
lib. All informants, except Ib and Ila substitute Id] for ft] 
in the final syllable of Cincinnati. Omission of final ft] is 
common in the local native dialect.
Ck]
[k] is pronounced, with one exception, in the usual manr- 
ner. Ilia omits [k] in asked, pronouncing it [SPstl. This 
deviation is common in local dialect.
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[d]
Although Cd] is pronounced in the ueual manner by all 
informants, final [d]' is dropped by all informants except Ib 
in friend and wind. Ila and Ilia add a superfluous [d] in 
drowned* which promotes the development of an extra syllable, 
thus: [draundid^. Local dialect often shows this pronunciation.
oa .
Gg] is almost invariably pronounced in the usual manner 
by all informants. Ia substitutes IX) for Gg] in bag produc­
ing [bek3 , and Ib, in egg, producing jVk].
[«a
The almost invariable substitution of (Y] for [o] by
informants Ia and Ib results froni the fact that Hungarian/
speech has no 0*3 sound. Both informants pronounce three, 
think and bath, t for instance, as Qtri], [tiqk], and [bet]. Ia 
pronounces Mathodini as ['metadist], and Ib pronounced it as 
jjme,todist^• A glottal stop ocours in la's pronunciation of 
something* as jjsAm?qi]. This may be caused by the influence of 
local dialect. Ib pronounces something as [sAmtiij]. All other 
informants pronounce the word in normal fashion.
All;informants except lib consistently substitute either 
. [d] or [t] in with, pronouncing it [wid] or (wit].
. All informants except lib omit [6 ] in fifth and sixth. . 
pronounoed. (fifj and (siks], Ila substitutes Lt] for {6 j» 
pronouncing the words as jfift] and (sikstQ. These deviations . 




Although the Hungarian [s] is spelled sz, and the ortho­
graphic a is pronounced [/], no confusion of the two sounds is 
found in the speech of the informants. The few deviations 
which occur in the pronunciation of [s] result from the influence 
of local native speech. Rinse is pronounced [rintj] by all 
informants except lb, who did not use the word. In the expres­
sion miss vou. [s] before ["j] is palatalized to fJJ by all 
informants except Illb, and is pronounced fmi/sjul. Ia is 
the only informant who palatalizes [s] before [j] to [J1 in 
the expression this year, pronounced [dxj:x£]. ia and jfc use 
an excrescent £tlj finally in the words once and twice, pro­
nouncing them [wAnst] and [twai st].
in
[J“3 is pronounced in normal fashion except in four 
words spelled with sh before r. All informants pronounce 
shrink as [srigk}. Ila pronounces shrank aB ŝrmijk]. The 
other informants did not use the word. Ib pronounces shrivel. 
as £'sri,vel|j Ila, as {jsriv}.] and lib, as £'srival3.
Shreveport is pronounced £'sriv.poat] by Ia, and £* s£iv,pourt3 
by Ib and lib. Ila substitutes a Cw] for x following the 




There was only one deviation in the pronunciation of 
[h] initially in a stressed syllable. Informants Ia and Ib 
pronounce the h in hear with a palatalized [j], thus: [hjiiQ.
Cm ]
The pronunciation of the voiceless [w] is in a few 
instances inconsistent in the speech of some of the informants. 
Every informant except Ila substitutes Ih] for {k] in whoa, 
pronouncing it QiouO This pronunciation must be attributed 
to the influence of the Hungarian speech which has no [w] 
sound. Ila substitutes WJ for 0*0 » pronouncing the word 
[wou;]. lib and Ilia substitute O] for Qyi] in while, pro­
nouncing it Cwail], Ila and lib pronounce white as [wait].
Ila pronounces wheat as [wit] • lib, Ilia, and Illb pronounce 
why as (wai]• Native local speakers make the same substitu­
tions of £w] for [k].'.
w
Although Hungarian speech has no fw] sound except in a 
few borrowed words, all informants except Ia and Ib generally 
use [w] in a consistent manner. Ia and Ib sometimes substi­
tute [v] DCI, pronouncing was, work, we, woman, and way 
as Jv9z], [vadc], £vi], [vAmari] and [vei].
Cv]
Although Hungarian speech has no £w] sound, as already 
noted, inconsistencies occur in occasional substitutions of £w]
for Cjr] by four of the six informants as a result of confusion 
about when to use the unfamiliar [V]. Virginia is pronounced 
as [we'dsim! by Ia, £'wi$,d3in9l by Ib, (wo'dainja] by Ila, 
and Iwâ djinjeCI by lib. Vest is pronounced [west! by Ia, Ib,
and Ila. Voted is pronounced ['woutid! by Ia and Ila. Vermont
is pronounced [['wammnt] by Ia and [jwermantO by Ila. Ashville 
is pronounced £'e/,wil]J by Ib, and jjre1/ ,wil] by Ila. IgiijLfivjLJLlg 
is pronounced [jluiz.wil] by Ib and (jluis.wil] by Ila. Very 
is pronounced C'weriJ by Ia and Ib. Ia pronounces vomit as 
C'wamak], vegetables as C'we3 iteib^z^, and vines as jwainz].
The influence of local native speech is shown in a few 
other deviations in pronouncing jv}. Seven and eleven are 
pronounced C'sebijQ and C'lebgi] "by Ia» Tk® [̂ 3 disappears 
in the expression give me, pronounced ['gimi] by Ila, Ilia, 
and Illb.
[83
Since Hungarian speech has no [83 sound, the most con­
sistent substitution of sounds occurs in pronouncing [8]. A
substitution of [d] for [83 is almost invariably mhde by Ia
and Ib. Every informant, for example, except Ila, pronounces 
.the as I3.il or [di}, pronouncing this as [dis], these as [diz], 
them as [dim], ia pronounces mother and father as |mAdaj| and 
£fadel and Ib pronounces the words as £'mA,der[ and [fader!. 
ihaJt is pronounced [det] by Ia and Ib, and {deet! by all the 
other informants except Ila. The only substitution for [83 
made by Ila occurs in pronouncing with as Qwtd3 or [witj.
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The fact that she makes no other substitutions for [8J results 
perhaps from closer contact with native speakers than the other 
informants have had.
Ia substitutes [w] *n theirs, pronounced (wse»z]» perhaps 
as mentioned earlier, as a result of his confusion about the 
use of the [w3 sound not found in Hungarian speech.
An [1-] is very clear in initial positions before front 
vowels, and moderately clear before back vowels.
L-i 1
The final [l] in the speech of all informants is only 
moderately dark. It is occasionally omitted or has an CO 
or 03 substituted for it, as in the expression help yourself, 
pronounced Qiep jo se1 ]̂ by Ia, [hselp jur sef] by Ib, Jhe0p 
sef] by Ila, fhelp sef] by lib, Qielp i *  sef] by Ilia and 
[help se9f3 by Illb. All informants substitute 03 for 
[13 in pronouncing milk. Southern local speech uses these 
same deviations. Metathesis occurs in lb's pronunciation of 
two words, little and turtle. In little, he omits medial [t3 
and substitutes [i3 for J>3, producing [I1I13. He pronounces 
turtle as Lt»tli3.
Final [13 is often used as a syllable as in funnel. 
pronounced QfAnJ.] by Ila. Ib uses a clear [13 in the same 
word, pronouncing it ['fA.ne^.
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The trilled r used in Hungarian speech is always used by 
informants Ia and Ib when it occurs in the initial position.
For example, roof, road and broom are pronounced [ruf}, jroud}, 
and. CbrunQ. Instances of metathesis occur in the pronunciation 
of apron and pretty. Only Ila pronounces apron as L‘ eip»n],. 
but pretty is pronounced fjpxiardxJ by Ia, ['purdiG by Ila, lib, 
and Ilia, and t'pâ rij by Illb. Ib, who usually pronounces 
any x as a trilled x» in this instance omits Ed. pronouncing 
the word jjputiU. Metathesis frequently occurs in the pro­
nunciation of apron and pretty by local speakers. Ho meta­
thesis appeared in the pronunciation’of children by any inform­
ant, although it is also commonly heard in the native dialect.
Ila substitutes |jG for pr} in the initial consonant 
cluster in screech, which is pronounced [skwitj}. This is 
also done in substandard native speech.
E-r-}
Intervocalic Cr] is invariably present and usually given 
full value by all informants except Ia, who occasionally omits 
it after the fashion of local speakers. Ia and Ib trill inter­
vocalic [r} in the manner of speakers of Hungarian with few 
exceptions. All other informants pronounce CrQ between vowels 
in the manner usual in general American speech. Ia omits fr}, 
for instance, in the pronunciation of Maryland, carried, and 
the expression your aunt, pronounced [.'mealS1 n}, [ksMd] and 
frjoua entf], In carried the Jce] is lengthened to compensate 
for the omitted [rj. In the pronunciation of parish, jj}
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is omitted in the last syllable of three informants* and the 
word is pronounced by Ia, and [peer/} by Ila and Ilia.
Metathesis and substitution of [a] for JjQ occurs in lib’s 
pronunciation of parish as Ia omits I>1 in the final
syllable of barrel, pronouncing it £baerll. All these devi­
ations result from the influence of local dialect. The meta­
thesis which occurs in Ha's pronunciation of barrel as [brae!] 
is not heard in local dialect.
Crra
Final Ir] is always present in the speech of all informr- 
ants except Ia, who occasionally omits the sound of substi­
tutes £©3 for [r] in the manner usual in Southern American 
Speech. Ia pronounces four, door, your and far as QfouaJ,
£dou3, Cjoua] and [Fa-,:}. Ia and Ib trill final [r] in the 
manner of Hungarian speech.
Qr] (' excrescent)
Although local native dialect often uses excrescent ££] 
in pronouncing words ending in unstressed £, the deviation is 
infrequent in the speech of any of the informants. The few 
exceptions are found in mosquito, pronounced jms'skitaQ by lib 
and Ilia, and swallow, pronounced C'swalaT] by Ilia and Illb.
As already noted, excrescent Er3 in a stressed syllable occurs 
in water, pronounced C'wordaO by two informants and in Chicago, 
pronounced t/i'kar.gou] by three informants.
Although LtJ] in Hungarian is pronounced for ortho­
graphic cs and in English chiefly for ch, only informant Ia 
consistently substitutes EJ] for For. example, Ia pro­
nounces watch* chair, cheese and natch as Ewa.fl], Lfe£|> CfizU 
and jpeJl]. With a few exceptions, all other informants pro­
nounce EtfU in the manner of normal English speech. Ib also 
substituted [/] for [tj] in children, pronounced H* Jil.drin].
He substitutes the voiced E<i3l for voiceless ftj] in pronounc­
ing catch as Qcedi].
Cd3]
Informant Ia almost always substitutes [3] for Cd3l]» 
pronouncing [jd3TI in the normal manner in only a few words, 
including Jelly and Jacket. Eor instance, he pronounces Junk, 
JUSi, Ibadae, and edge, as [jAijk], (jas] , Jbei] and |e£]. In 
view of the fact that [3] and [d3]. appear in both Hungarian 
and English speech, no explanation of the informant's con­
fusion seems Justifiable.
EM-
In most words, all informants pronounce fnj in the 
normal manner. Deviations occur as a result of the influence 
of local dialect. In several words [n] has been assimilated to 
£m]. Seven and eleven are pronounced f sebjpJ and E'lebjpU by Ia. 
Seventy is pronounced H‘sebiptiJ by Ia and Ib. Sharpen is pro­
nounced C'Jarpip] by all informants except Ia and Ib. . Grandpa 
is pronounced C'greempoJ by all informants except Ib. Grandma. 
is pronounced L'graem: o] by all informants except Ib and Ila.
In the word chimney; pxibridUhaed £' Jimlx] by la and t'tjimli} 
by Ilia and Illb, the glide [1] has remained as a residuum of 
£n3 (the tongue— tip remaining in the [nj position), the [nj 
being otherwise completely assimilated,
DO
As a result of the influence of local speech, in the 
suffix ing. ft)3 is Very often replaced by |X1 in the pronunci­
ation of all informants. Talking is pronounced [/ tokin] by 
all informants except lb, who pronounces it as £'takm]. 
Thinking is pronounced C'^igkin] by all informants except la 
and lb, who pronounce it as i£itii]kirfj. Ia pronounces nothing 
ab C'nAtp] and something as ['sArnp?^]. The ing in something 
is frequently completely assimilated to pjf| in the speech of 
natives. All informants also sometimes pronounce going as 
C'gounsU.
When 0aQ is pronounced in the suffix ing by la and lb,
1X1 or [k] usually follows £13]. For example, going is pro­
nounced C'gouiqgl by both. Singing is pronounced C'siijgiqkJ 
by Ia and £'siqiQgL by lb. Laughing is pronounced [1 lmfgi 13k] 
by Ia and pia^fiqg] by lb. Feeling is pronounced H’filiqk] 
by lb. Living and clearing are pronounced [’liviqk] and 
t'klxrx.qgQ by lb. No consistency appears in the use of [g3 
and [k] after [13] in the speech of Ia and lb. Frequently 
these informants pronounce £133 without added sound. Both 
Ia and lb also add [g3 in the pronunciation of swing as Lswii3g3. 
Ia pronounces strong as £strAi3g83
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Bfl is replaced by 03] in two words used by the inform­
ants. All informants pronounce the expression used to as 
Pjustsl and Ia pronounces music as L'mjusik], Native speakers 
make this substitution.
•CHAPTER VI
• LEXICAL FEATURES OF THE ENGLISH SPOKEN BY 
THE HUNGARIANS AT ALBANY
In general, the English vocabulary of the Hungarian 
colony at Albany is like that of the non-Hungarians in the 
locality. However, the foreign-born group naturally has a 
more limited knowledge of regional and local words than has 
the non-Hungarian population. The English dialect used by 
the Hungarians has a definitely local, rather than regional 
flavor, for several reasons. One reason is that the Hungarian 
settlers learned their English vocabulary from rural people 
already in the locality, most of whom had a limited educa­
tion and had traveled very little. Another reason is that 
the Hungarians themselves have lived in such a close-knit 
endogamous group, and have traveled so little since settl­
ing at Albany, that they have had slight contact with people 
outside the Immediately surrounding area. A further reason 
is that the early Hungarian settlers, like the people already 
in the locality, often had little or no education.
Several factors make it apparent that some of the 
provincial flavor of the English dialect of the Hungarians 
will, soon disappear. The community has prospered, and many 
of the young people are now taking advantage of advanced
schooling at Louisiana State University or at other schools 
and colleges away from Albany. Moreover, as stated pre­
viously in this study, assimilation into an ever-widening 
social group has begun. The leveling influence of such mass 
media as radio and television is making its Impact on the 
Hungarian community, as well as on all other communities in 
the United States. Kurath* has noted that the general trend 
of speech usage in this country is from local to regional 
usage, and from regional to national. The several factors 
which influence this trend Include growth of compulsory 
school education, the shift of agricultural population to 
industry, the influx of people from cultural centers to 
local areas, and the breaking down of social barriers. All 
these influences are. now being felt in the Hungarian community . 
at Albany.
Of the major dialects of the United States, viz.. Eastern, 
Southern, and General American,2 the speech of educated and 
cultivated people in Livingston Parish is close to the Southern 
regional standard. Conversely, the speech of persons of 
limited educational and cultural background shows many sub­
standard usages.
The purpose of this chapter is to compare the vocabu­
lary of the Hungarian group at Albany with that of the local 
non-Hungarian population, both those who speak the standard
*Hans Kurath, &  Iforfl ffftflgrapfry fit Eflg-ksra United 
States. (University of Michigan Press, 1949), pp. 2-10.
2Glles W. Gray and Claude M. Wise, The Bases of 
Speech, (New York, Harper & Brothers, Revised edition, 1946), pp. 222-233.
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dialect and those who speak the substandard dialect. Words 
selected from the six workbooks have been arranged from the 
point of view of meaning, all synonyms being treated under 
one heading. Some of these words are also treated by Kurath 
In his W.ord Geography of the United States. The words 
selected from the workbooks of the six informants are those 
commonly used by any people. They pertain to food, shelter, 
clothing, birth, death, and other Items of intimate concern 
to common folk in their dally existence.
The small numbers: at the right of the tabulated words 
or expressions indicate the page of the worksheet of the 
Linguistic Atlas on which they appear. The Hungarian inform­
ants are Identified as follows:
Lawrence Shaffer (aged 87)...
Steve Besetar (£ged 78).....
Mary Megyesi Prokop (aged 46) 
Anna Beregl Kinchen (aged 39)
John Bodi (aged 35) • • •  .....








Hegional and Local Words
Good day! (in mooting? in parting?) (2)
Ia: ’’The Hungarians always say *God bless you' or
•God be withlypu* when we are leaving someone . 
We always mention God that way."
• ; ? ’ . i '
This custom is however, apparently observed 
only by the older native-born Hungarians.
Quarter of eleven (4)
Ia: fifteen ifi. eleven
lb: quarter to eleven
The other four Informants use the expressions 
above and also lQjjfc5, or quarter ill eleven.
(The wind is) rising (7)
ia: blowing, strongerlb: stronger
Ha: getting freshnb: .blowing haxfler 
nia: really blowing
Illb: "It,s getting windy.”
living room (7)
lb: ”1 think it’s parlor.”
All other informants use the expression living
room.
kindling wood (8)
lb: wood to lighten fire
Ia: fat wood, and torch wood.





la: black dust [blek dAst]
All other informants use the term soot.
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andirons (8)
No informant uses the term andirons and only lib 
had ever heard it. Formerly among the Hungarians heat 
was supplied by wood-burning stoves, but now gas is 
used for heating by most families in tbe settlement.
mantel shelf (8)
No Informant uses the expression.
roller shades (9)
lb: window shades |>xndo Jedz]
Ila: HlnflftW rollers are cloth shades.
Metal venetial blinds are used in nearly all 
Hungarian homes at present.
clothes closet (9)
All informants use the expression clothes closet, 
lib considers wardrobe a separate piece of furniture 
used to hang clothes in. She remembered the big old- 
fashioned wardrobes used in her childhood home. Such 
wardrobes were formerly used everywhere in the South.
Store room (10)
lb: pantry :Epentri} junk room
All informants distinguish between pantry in 
which food is stored and a .1unk room in which items 
such as old furniture, utensils, or tools might be 
stored.
(The broom) is behind the door (10)
Ia: Inglflg
gutters (on the roof) (11)
Informants Ia and lb know only the Hungarian 
word for fla.ttflre *
privy (12)





Ia and lb use only the Hungarian term for loft. 
The other informants consider the loft a place for 
storing hay.
c o m  crib (14)
Ia* c o m  crib Dkofn krib]
This is the usual term used by the Hungarians, 
but lb never uses it. "We build up a shanty to put 
feed in."
hay stack (14)
lb: hay stack [hei stekj
In the Hungarian community, hay is stacked around 
poles 10-15 foot in height. This was never done in 
Hungary, according to Informant lb.
fodder (14)
Ila* fihuoKAng £££nib* piaLLLne ssm
cow pen (15)
Ia: cow pen Tkau pin}
lb* b a m
lib* "We used only the Hungarian words."
Informant Illb explained that at milking time he 
would say, "Let the cows come on in the bam. .It’s 
time to milk."
b a m  yard (15)
lb* b a m  yard [bafn jafd}
Informant Ia uses only the Hungarian term for 
b a m  yard.
field (16)
lib* "Everything was always a natch, not a field,
with us."
Illb* "To mie, the field was the entire portion farmed.
The natch -was a smaller portion of the field."
On the Hungarian farms, there are no fences ' 
separating the"patches"of land used in growing differ­




No picket fences are used anywhere in the 
Hungarian community. Wire fences with one strand 
of barbed wire along the top encloses all fields, 
pastures or yards. The first Hungarian settlers 
built fences of slats from the sawmill. These 
were replaoed long ago with wire fences. No rail 
fences were ever used by the Hungarians, although 




ib: gflriaaKft sail 
Hlb: gflKbag? ££&
E & H  1b infrequently used by any of the informants. 
Informant Ila distinguished between the milk pail and 
iZafcSZ bucket.




All other informants use the expression frying ran.
faucet (18)
All informants use the term faucet rather than tan 
of spigot.lust as all local native Southerners do.
ox goad (19)
None of the Hungarian informants have ever used 
oxen, and have never heard the term pi goad.
switch (for punishing children) (19)
Ia: "Fused a little thin stick."
All other Informants except Illb use the term 
switch. Illb uses the term stick.
paper bag (19)
Vi
All informants use the expression paper bag.
burlap sack (19)
‘. Ia * feed sack 
Hfiiax: sack
lb* "We call a sack what we got the fertilizer In." 
Ila* "A burlap sack and a croker sack are about thfe 
same. They hold about a bushel or more of com, 
oats, etc."
grist of c o m  (19)
The Hungarians of Albany use c o m  chiefly for 
feeding stock. They do not have their c o m  ground.
tongue (of a wagon) (20) 
lb* wflftpfl nalift
All other informants except Ia, who uses the 
equivalent Hungarian term, say tongue.
hauling (wood) (21)
Hauling is used by all informants.
evener (21)
Ia: [a 'dAbl 1siqgl tfri iz Juzd f» tu 1 hofsiz^
Ila* Ca 'spreda spredz da ma'njuriaj 
lib: iUSa
dragged (a log) (21)
lb* |[dei 'dfcaegiq di logz}
Has Cdr®1 g] 
lib* drug 
Ilia* drug
Illb* He pulled the log out.
strop (used for sharpening razor blades) (22)
la* C'le-fa1 juzd fa1 'Jatfpin '£eizaO
(Leather used for sharpening razors.)
All other informants use the word strap
seesaw (22)
Informants Ia and lb know only the Hungarian 
word for seesaw, but all other informants use seesaw, 
as is the oustom of all native local speakers.
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saw-buck (22)
All Informants except Ia and lb, who use the 
Hungarian equivalent, use the term saw-horse.
whet stone (23)
Ia: Cai^tiqk o 'grain,stoun ai juz 'mini taim taJarp di tulz]
Most Informants usually use the Hungarian word 
for whet stone, but also calle the stone used for 
sharpening a scythe, a sharpening stone. and the stone 
used for sharpening an ax, a grind stone, which "you 






swamp boat ( shallow wide-bottomed boat)
None of the informants except Ilia and Illb knows 
much about boats, although fishing from boats in the 
locality is a popular sport among the natives.
vest (27)
Ia: vest [west]
All informants use the term vest.
pallet ,.(29,),
Only informants Ila and lib know pallet. All 
• others simply use "a bed on the floor."
comfort (29)
Ia: "We had a quilt case in Hungary buttoned all over
to keep the quilts clean."
Ib: (9 kwilt iz 'wa/.eib].]











Ilbt ”Any stream with a tiny bit of water.”
A branch Is considered smaller than a 
creek by all Informants except Ila.
turnpike (31)
Highway and road are the terms used by all 
Informants•
Lane (31)
lane Is used by all Informants with a variety 
of meanings. It most frequently means a neighbor­
hood dirt road. The "headlane” is a strip left 
in the field for the plow horse to turn in. A 
land imay be an unusually long driveway from a 
road to a house.
he threw a stone Cat the dog) (32)
Ia: [hi drou 9 stoun]
All other informants except Ila say throwed
&. stone. 
bull (33)
A bull is simply a bull to all informants, 
except lb, who uses the expression male animal in the 
presence of ladies.
(Daily is going) to calve (33)
Ia: [kauz 'weitin f& kaefj v ^
lb: tsAn ’gouna hev a kaef fram mai kay]
All other Informants use the term freshen.
bawl (of a oalf being weaned) (36)
Ia: Qdei fetj] ^bawl)




la* "I'd say, 'The cow she Is calling woo to his calf 
bellow (36)
All informants* low 
a sotting hen (36)
t
Although the Informants have heard the expression 
&  setting Jhsa, they ordinarily say J&s. glusfr.
Calls to Cows In the Pasture (3?)
All Informants simply called the animals by name. 
Each Hungarian family usually kept only three or four 
cows or horses.
Calls to Cows during Milking (37)
lib: "We would Just fuss at the cow and tell her to
stand still."
haslet (37)
No comprehensive term Is used for the edible 
Inner organs of a pig or a calf•
chlttllns (37)
Although most Southerners use the term chlttllns 
for the small intestines of a pig, the Hungarian 
Informants do not know It.
Calls to Pigs (38)
Ia: Qaz 'tel om bu p dei vsz kAminJ
Most of the Hungarians follow local custom and 
call: pig pig pig::
Calls to Chickens (38)
Ia: [Jik /ik J*ik:3 
lb: B/ik t/ik tjik::]
Calls for Driving Horses (38)
The Informants all used both get ]£& and clucking 
to start the horses. To stop them they said 
They do not use the terms gee and haw heard In local 




No Informant knows the expression.
a little way (39)
Ia: (a 111 vei 1ouvaQ
lb: C/i livss lilx far awei frsm hji^
All other Informants use the expression sl little
you-all (43)
Informants Ia and lb never use the expression 
you-all commonly heard In local speech. All other 
Informants say you-all CjolJ , meaning all of you.
They also follow Southern practice In saying who-all 
JSBfi. M  SM. and who-all's children
a[g£g. £l2SJC&.
Term for Wheat and Corn Breads (43) (44)
All the Hungarians of the Albany settlement pre­
fer wheat bread baked at home In big round loaves, and 
called simply bf.ggfl or home made bread. To them, 
bread bought from a store or bakery Is baker*s bread 
or light bread. The Hungarians know, but do not like 
to eat, the biscuits. Joans., and rolls, which are favor_ 
ites in local families. They are very fond of sweet rolls 
containing walnuts or pecans. These are calledJkalat/3 
and used on festive occasions. Pancakes are either pan- 
cakes or hot cakes. The families of all the informants 
eat doughnuts often. They do not like c o m  bread, the 
Southern favorite, made in any fashion, whether, in 
pones, sticks, or hot cakes. The informants do not 
know the7term cracklln bread. Among local natives 
orackllns. small pieces of rendered pork fat, are 
sometimes mixed with c o m  meal to make cracklln 
bread.. Hungarians do not know the term egg bread, 
also heard in local speech.
salt pork (46)
Ia: salt meat
lb: salt pork [aolt povfrfj
Informants rarely cook salt pork with their vegeta­
bles for seasoning, as nearly all local natives do.
bacon (smoked) (46)
smoked bacon is simply bacon to the Informants.
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clabber (47)
The Invariable expression used is clabber milk, 
cottage cheese (4?)
The Informants use no other expression for curds, 
a bite (between meals) (48)
Most Informants use the expression a bite, but Ila 
and lib use a snack.
fruit salad (5 0 )
Iai [ffcut 'salxtsU
lb: psalid]
Although all the Informants have on occasion eaten 
salads, they are seldom, If ever, served by the majority 
of Hungarian housewives.
mush (5 0 )
Mush made of corn meal and water is a popular dish 
among local natives. lib, the only informant who had 
eaten mush, described its preparation and serving in 
her childhood- hoibe as follows s
"My mother would take dry c o m  meal and put 
it In a dry pan over the fire and stir it con­
tinually as it gradually browned. Then she 
would mix it with boiling water and cook it.
That•s what we called mush. We ate it with milk 
and sugar."
(Native Southerners usually serve mush with butter 
or gravy, as they do grits and rice.) 
cling stone peach, free stone peach (54)
No informant used the terms, although local native 
speakers differentiate between the two types of peaches 
as cling stone and free stone. The explanation may lie 
in the fact that few, if any, of the Hungarians at Albany 
cultivate peaches on their farms.
spring onions (55)




ia: JfeamiliL scssaos.Ib: turnips
iia: .ggHaca gr.g.onB
Looal speakers often also refer to the leafy tops 
of mustard as greens. No Informant or looal native 
uses greens and salad synonymously, as some speakers 
do elsewhere.
shelling (beans) (55)
All informants shell beans.
string beans (55)
la: string beans [string binz]
Ib: snap beans [snap bintsj
potatoes (55)
The informants follow local native custom in refer­
ring to Irish potatoes as potatoes. and to sweet pota­
toes either as sweet potatoes or yams.
lima beans (55)
The Hungarian informants as well as local natives 
distinguish between the large lima beans and the smaller
fcufcfcgr foganp •
corn husks (:56)
The cover leaves of an ear of c o m  are invariably 
called shucks by the Informants and natives.
sweet c o m  (56)
Ia and Ib: sweet c o m
Ila: “you could oall it roasting ['rousp] s&TS. or





All Informants use the term woodpecker rather 
than peokerwood. Only lib has heard the expres­
sion used Jooularly for persons.
skunk (59)
Skunk Is used by all informants, although the 
expressions pole cat and skunk are both lused by native 
local speakers.
chipmunk (59)
Ila: "There are a few around here."
Natives of the region use the term squirrel, not 
chipmunk. The informants usually follow local custom
' custom and differentiate among squirrels as Ila does,
thus: "Gray and cat squirrels are the same. A red
squirrel is a fox squirrel. My husband killed a 
black squirrel."
earth worm (60)
Informants and local natives.often refer to earth 
worms as worms, worms.• bait fishing worms
or wlgglers.
dragonfly (60)
The expression dragon fly, is not heard in local 
speech or in the speech of the informants. The only 
egression used is mosquito hawk.
sugar-maple (61)
The sugar maple does not grow in the local area. 
Informants are all familiar with another speoies of 
maple which grows abundantly in the swampy sections 
of South Louisiana.
syoamore (61)
The sycamore goes invariably by this name in the 
Hungarian community as well as in the surrounding area.
magnolia (61)
Hungarians and local speakers regularly call the 




Ib: Q'beibi 'ke£id35 ,
iia: frflfrg g&rxlfigg., g.tr-gllgr. lib: baby buggy
Illb: 3?e0?g buggy
wheel the baby (6*0
Ia: Qdei puj 'beibi in 9 rkae:id33
Ib: D?UJ di 'beibi 'bagilj
Ila and lib: roll the baby 
Ilia and Illb: push the buggy
midwife (65)
No other term is used for midwife by the 
Hungarians or the local speakers.
bastard (65)
No playful or veiled terms are used by the , 
informants. None would utter the blunt term 
bastard in the presence of.thbowriter. Ia and Ib 
would not even use the neutral term Illegitimate 
which the other informants used.
Negro (neutral and derogatory terms)
Ia: Twi kol am hjgez3 (general term)Ib: L'ni.ger"! (general term)




The other Informants used no derogatory terms for 
a rustic.
(she*s too) slovenly (for me) (7*J<)
(usual term used by all informants.)
All informants use the term sloppy
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coffin (79)
The informants more frequently use the term 
coffin than casket. According to lib, "If we want 
to flower it up, we*d say, *the casket is beautiful.*"
sick at the stomach (80)
Two of the informants use the preposition An, and. 
four use at in the expression.
best man (82)
This is the only term used by any informant, and 
the usual term used by local speakers.
serenade (82)
The folk custom of serenading newly-weds is 
rarely observed and is confined in the Hungarian com­
munity to serenading newly-weds who have each been 
previously married. It is called chlvaree.
frolic (82)
Among the Hungarians, the usual expressions for 
a big informal social affair are & ~blg to do. a  big 
blow out and a  shindig. All these expressions are 
common in surrounding areas.
(school) lets out (83)
The Informants say: lets out or will be out for
this expression. In common with the native speakers, 
they usually refer:to the beginning of the next school 
term with the expression school starts.
played truant (83)
The Hungarian informants follow local custom in 
using played hookey to mean playing truant for a 
whole school day. They also use the expression 
skipped olhss for truancy from one class.
I want to get off (85)
Ib: Cai 'wona git of in da neks 'kot.neiQ
None of the informants and no local speakers use 
the expressldn A want off often heard in other areas.
by the time I get there (89)
lbs before I get there 
Has time I get there 
libs by -the -time 
Ilia and IHbS before 1 get there
Merry Christmas! (93)
Hungarians always shake hands when giving this 
greeting. All local speakers use the expression 
Merry Christmas but no longer use the older expres­
sion Christmas Gift.
Happy New Yeari (93)
lbs [hffipi nju jir 'brAderz]
In addition to the words and expressions treated in 
the preceding pages of this chapter are the following sen­
tences showing syntactical deviations from standard usage. 
Most of these sentences, which are phonetically transcribed,, 
occurred in the conversational speech of Ia and Ib, and not 
as specific response sought by the items in the worksheets.
Use of equational sentences:
Ia$ dz msliPsiz tik (The molasses is thick.) 
ai nat Ju£ (I am not sure.)
Ib: diz dz kain ai. laik (These are the kind I like.)
dz klouz frait de£ (The clothes are right there.)
In sentences where English contains the simple 
present copula Hungarian omits the verb. The result­
ing sentences are called equational sentences.
Use of the present progressive for the past tense with 
omission of the auxilliary verb:
Ia: ai kAmiqk te dzs kAntiri t£i tazm (I came to
this country three times.)
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lb: dei organaizig di souseijanz (They organized
the associations.)
ax hselpig maisef (I helped myself.)
Use of a present in place of a past verb form:
Ia: hu teika max naif (Who took my knife?)
Ib: if ax em ju ax du nat veit ini 'logger (if I
were you I would not wait any longer.)
Use of present in place of present perfect verb form:
Ia: ax d^igk 3 lat av it (I have drunk a lot of it.)
Ib: hi hez hjit it (He has heard it.)
Use of incorrect present progressive form of the verb in 
place of the present form denoting havitual action:
Ib: Si iz git sou engri (She always gets so angry.)
Omission of the auxilliary ia or are from present progressive
of zsl which in turn is used with the main future time
of the verb:
Ia: kala gouin ta s£igks Ap (The collar is going to
shrink up.)
Ib: dei gouigg 1 tumafo (They are going tomorrow.)
/
Use of past (did) rather than present (ia)as an auxilliary 
with going infinitive to express future time:
Ib: a m  did skul gouna sta£t (When is school going
to start?)
Lack of agreement in tenses of verbs in a sentence:
Ib: tj>tj iz olmoust 'ouve¥* a,in ai win defc
(Churoh was almost over when I went there.)
Lack of agreement between subject and verb:
Ib: hu du di wajxn (Who does the washing?)
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Additions of the superfluous syllable [jn] to the auxilliary 
verb:
Ib: wi v»in takin tu him (We were talking to him.)
Lack of agreement in number between subject and complement:
Ia: douz a£ di fela ai min (Those are the fellows I
mean.)
Ib: douz boi ar 9 gud boi (Those boys are good boys.)
Incorrect formation of plural nouns:
Ia: kaerlz (cattle)
ju pip!j.z (you people)
Ib: di VAmanz (the women)
dz menz (the men)
Omission of the infinitive to go:
Ia: mai f£in hiz bizi din mi (My friend, he's
busier than I.)
Ib: hiz moui* bizi laik ai jim (He's busier than
I am.)
wAn d£es mouf puti» laik di nAda« (One dress 
is prettier than the other.
(Informant Ib always substitutes like for than in 
making comparisons.)
Misuse of the articles & and an:
Ia: hi iz ez oul men (He is an old man.)
Ib: wi gfcou sevifal kain av a ep}. (We grow several
kinds of apples.)
Transposing word order of the article:
Ia: hiz a sou fAni fela (He is so funny a fellow.)
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Incorrect choice of adverb:
Ibj hi wsz si tig tu tait wit mi (He was Bitting 
too close to me.)
Substitution of like for instead of:
Ib: hi sit daun laik hmlpii] mi to vak (He sat
down instead of helping me.)
Confusion of pronouns denoting gender:
Ia: di kau Ji kolin wu ts hiz lSxf (The cow is
calling "woo" to her calf.)
The following sentences illustrates habitual syntactical uses
not neoessarily incorrect, but unusual in English speech
Absence of contractions such as nanli, won1t. and doesn1t:
Ia: ai keen nat du it (I cannot do it.)
Ib: ai wil nat du det (I will not do that.)
hi du nat V3k der (He does not work there.)
Use of inflection rather than word order to indicate a
question:
Ia: dei gouiqk t9 git sAm (Are they going to get 
some?)
Ib: Min ju ar kAmiqk 9gin (when are you coming 
again?)
Substitution of what for for why in a question:
Ia: Mat for ju gou
Ib: Mat for hi du det
••
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APPENDIX
. WORKBOOK FOR INFORMANT STEVE RESETAR
The responses made by informant Steve Resetar {aged 78), 
lb, to the questions in the work sheets for the Linguistic 
Atlas are given in the following pages. The left column of 
each page records the items from the work sheets of the 
December, 1951» edition of the Work Sheets for the Linguistic 
Atlas. qL  UfSjA. M  Canada Associated Projects, com­
piled by Ravin I. McDavid, Jr., and Virginia MoDavid. The 
right column of each page records in symbols of the Inter­
national Phonetic Alphabet the responses of the Informant. 
Included also are occasional side-remarks which reflect the 
speech habits, the attitudes, and reactions of the informant, 
as well as the customs of the Hungarians of Albany. Blank 
spaces opposite items from the work sheets for the Linguistic 
Atlas indicate that the informant did not use or know the 
term or expression sought. The number at the top of the page 
indicates the page of the appendix, the number at the center, 
that of the work sheet page.
Differences between the deviations from normal English 
found in Ib*s workbook, and those found in the speech of the 
other five informants are shown in the tabulated lists of
l4*f
1^5
words in Chapter Iv, and In the analysis of the deviations 
in Chapter V.
As stated in Chapter VI, the topics of conversation 
between investigator and informant concern such basic items 
as food, shelter, clothing, daily activities, and other 










one w a u
two tu


















the first (man di f*s men
the second (man di seken men
the fifth (man di fif men
the sixth (man di siks men
(a) he said it only)
once wAnst
(h) he said it) twice twaist
(c) all at once|to once











4. good morning! |until 
what time?|
5. afternoon]the part of 
the day before supper?| 
evening — when does it 
begin and end?










Until 12 o'clock 
noon




at meeting) but 
not at parting
7. evening|the part of the 
day after supper| night
SAmtaim wi sex gad bles ju
ain wit livxij
gad bi wit:/u
/'The Hungarian always mention 
God that way when they leave a 
man."
nait "When the fellow is 
going to sleep.”
1. Do you say 'good night' wi sei gud nait aen wi sepatfeit 
in meeting?
3. We start to work before bifout sAn^aiz in di motniQg 
(sunrise) sunup)
4. The sun) rose (at six| 
when did the sun rise?|
5. we work until) sunset 
sun-down
7. yesterday
dx sAn raxz at sxks 
(The sun rose • • • )
sAnset
jestedi wi kAm houm
3 (cont.)
8. Do you say 'He came 
or will come) Sunday a 
week? (Record equivalents |
1, a) Do you say 'Is he




c) we work from) can to 
can't
2, tomorrow
3, What time is it? (record 
entire sentenoe.
4, a gold) watch
5, half past seven 
after seven
6* quarter of eleven|10:451 
to, till
7* a) for quite) a while* 
stay a spell, a spell
b) he spelled me (off)
8. this year
1. He is three year(s) old
2. He's going to be (ten 
going on, coming, he'll 
make ten in June.
3. a year ago
ax wxl kAm wik from sAndi
4
xz i kAmiqk wik f£om sAndx 
da&k
wi W3>k ffcom dark to 4ark
'itu.maro 
Mat taim xt xz
o gould watj 
hse pees sevon
kwot* 'tu levon 
ten fofcri faxv
for kwaxt o Maxi
hi heT lp to rest o lili 
dis ji£
5
hi 0ri jirz ould 
hi wxl bi ten in d 3un
ei jir exgou
1^9










7. it's) clearing up,
fairing off
clearing, fairing up,
dx we8a* iz klxrxqg Ap naisli 
The informant inconsistently 
adds a superfluous [g] or [k] 
to [xjJ •
8, the weather is) ohangingl di we6a» iz tjendjiq f» fcexn bAt 
when rain or snow is wi nid fexn ve¥i bed
expected|breaking,, gather­
ing, turning, threatening 
(a storm)




2. thunder storm, thunder it xz tAndamj tu mAtf 
shower, tempest, storm tAnda> stann
3. it) blew (all night)} it di wind blou ol naxt 
blew and blew, blowed The wind blew all night.
t
4. a) the wind's) from the di wind blouiq f^sm saut 
south to the south(w)ard, bet t/end3iq to nort
to the south(w)ard
b) a southwest wind} sauOist wind 
southeast wind} south-
wester, southeaster
c) northeaster, northeast no£tist
5. a) it's drizzling it xz drizlxq
splitting









1. drought, dry spell drai spel
2. the wind is) picking up, di wind iz stfcoqg* 
breezing on, breezing up
fresh, etc.
3. it's) letting up, laying, di wind iz slouiq 
going down breikii] of
4. it's) rather snappy (this i ju¥ iz gat o ffcej mofcniq 
morning) sharp, edgy, keen,
etc.
5. we had a) frost, a 
freeze
6. a) the lake) froze over
(last night) friz
b)? it's frozen (solid)
wi hed o f&xst
ffcouz ouv»
"I have seen snow only about 
three times in the past 51 
years."
it iz ffcouz salid
7. sitting room|where gueBts liviijk fum 
are entertained







c) andirons — dog irons
•piktjef*
't/imni
In the Hungarian community 
stoves have always been used 
exclusively for heating. The 
informant is not familiar with 
fireplace and mantel.
3.51
3. chimney|of an industrial 
plant|smoke stack
4. the lampf etc., is on the 
(mantle shelf, mantle
piece, etc.
5. a) log (a back log)
b) chunk|split wood for 
stovejbiller, stick
c) lightwood|the fatty 
kindling sticks|
6. soot
7. a) the ashes are (white
is
b) it burns to) white 
ashes, a white ash






fet wud «We'd burn it to light 
toft/ wud our way home in the 
evening."
sut
di e/iz <xf gfei 
it b?nz to e/iz
t/ef
windo
1. sofa, lounge, couch soufo
2. chest of drawers |describe drees? 
dresser, bureau




5. window shadeB|roller 
shades|blinds, curtains










7. garret etik [t]
attic, Blsy-parlor, cook 
loft
8. a) kitchen|describe|
porch, .cook room, 
kitchen house 
b) piano





2. junk|old, worthless 
furniture, implements! 
clutoh, rubbish, trash, 
plunder
3. a) she cleans up (every
morning) tidies, reds 
(up) etc. 
b) junk room — plunder 
room, lumber room
4. The broom is behind (the 
, door) on back of, tohind,
hindside
5. who does the) washing and 
ironing, laundry




8. porch| at front door) at 











Ji klinz Ap di haus 
d3AQk turn
di bfum iz bek ev di douf*
mei waif du di wajin 
ai rintid e turn 




1. shut the door





4. I drove in (a nail 
druv, driv
mama /At do douf qwik 
hu ¥xqg det bel autsaid
said i id
ax dfcaiv d1 neil in d1 wud 
(I drove . • • )
5* the posts have to be) ^
driven in, drove in, drew ax dou draxv am in ai d3As
meik o houl p put di pous: 
in it
The informant was amused at the 
idea of driving posts into the ground.
6. roof
7. a) eaves troughs|built
in or suspended?| 
gutters 
b) valley|of joining 
roofs
hxf
The informant knows only the 
Hungarian term.
Jed8. shed|for wood, tools, 
etof separate, and built 
on|ell, hill house, lean- for tools, 
to, cob-house





2. I have my (troubles 
I've got 
You . . •
We-. . ..
Uses Hungarian terms only.




a) 1 have heard it (lots 
of times| unstressed 
have I 
He • • •
They . . . 
h) I've heard (of him 
heard tell
a) I haven't (done it| 




) You) ain't forget (it 
) I haven't (seen him
a) I haven't|stressed, in 
answer to 'Have you 
seen him?'| 
hain't, aint
I do it (all the time 
He • • •
We . . .
Does he do (that sort of
thing?
do he do
ai hev hjif it
hi hez hjifc it 
dei hev hji£ it
ai du nat du initiq laik det 
The informant says "aint1* 
when unguarded. He almost 
never uses contractions.
ai hev nat si it 
hi hez nat si it
ai du nat si him 
("I have not seen him. •') 
hi du nat
ai du det ol d 
hi du det 
wi du





a), You don't think so)» 
do you?
enty
b) Don't I know it? 
Ain't I knows it?
13
ju dou tiqk sou du je
ai nou det
He doesn't care 
don't
a) I,work (all day 
We . ...
They , . .
b) I'm.not for sure
hi dAz hat vaOc
ai vsk ol dei mAtJ* iz ai ken 
wi v»k The informant alter-
dei vak nates in using a and i 
in certain words* such 
as a& and wan, 
ai em nat JuS*
13 (cont.)
4. I -was talking (to him 
You . . .
We . . .
They . . .
5. I have been thinking 
(about it
We . . .
They . . .
6. What) make (him do it| 
enter other cases of the 
uninflected 3 sing.
7. People think (s)(he did it
8. They say (s)(he did it 
They says j >,
14
1. a) says I, ('you can't
fool meJ I says, s'l 
says you, you says, etc. 
b) house, houses
2. a) barn|what is it used
for? |
b) bank barn, ground barn
3. a) corn crib|building for
storing corn|crib
4. granary|building, or part 
of b., for storing grain|
5. left|upper part of barnj 
describe|loft, bay, mow.
6. a) |place for hay in barn|
loft, bay, mow, etc.
b) shucking fodder (to 
strip blades off corn 
stalks.
155
ax vaz takxn tu him 
ju vaz takin 
wi W3xn takin 
dei wjyxn takin
ax bin tiijkin abaut it
vi bin
dei ol waz tiqkin 
Mat fo£ hi du det
pip]}, tiqk hi du det
(people think he did that)
dei sex hi du it
(They say he did it)
haus, hauziz
ba£n A barn is used to shelter 
cows and horses in the 
Hungarian community.
wi bild Ap a Jsenti ta put fid in 
(We built......... )
The informant uses Hungarian term 
only
Ap» pafct adi ba£n
156
<14 (cont.)
7. hay stack| observe shape dei 39s put hei in bAnt/iz ja si
and size; out of doors 
or in barn?| 
rick, mow, cock
p put faiv ta tin wmgan loud a 
hei ouv» de? in hei stek





di wAmanz * di men miskiij
(The woman and the man . . • ) 
di kauz rait in def ja si
3, stable I shelter for horses; dei diwaid Ap di bafcn, WAn ind 
describe |barn f» hors p WAn fa» kauz
Usually two or three cows 
were kept in the barn.
4. |shelter and enclosure hog pin 
for hogs and pigs; describe|
hog pen, run, stye, etc.
5. dairy
6. barnyard|where stock is 
kept or fed|stable lot, 
cow lot, etc.
8. pasture|where cows, 
sheep, etc. graze| lot, 
range
9. |place where cows are 
•staked' or 'penned' for 
milking; describe|cow 
pen,.cup pin', milk gap
deiri
barn ja£d
•rt iz kold f& paestja>z 
(It is called pastures.)
bafn
16
1. a) cotton field; tobacco 
field; potato field, 
patch
st^oberi fild
dei feizip nau sAm tameitaz p 
pep^z n bintz p kjukAmba»z p 
SAm korn bat nat ve!ri mAtJ. 
/Amtaimz SAm outs tu
157
16 (cont.)
b) chop cotton, scrape 
cotton
c) Cocoa grass, nut grass, 
Johnson grass, Bermuda 
(•wire, crawling) etc.
2. picket fence
paling f•, pale f., slat 
f., garden f,, shingle f.
3. pickets|pointed or not? 
shape in cross-section| 
palings, slate, riving, 
frow (free), clapboard, 
other related terms
4. barbed wire fence 
bob-wire f.
5. rail fence|describe con­
struction (worm fence, herring 
bone fence, Virginia fence, 
chain fence, snake fence, stake 
and rider f ., shed f •
6. post( e) s <jei kol am poust
7. a) stone wall|of loose stones|
rock fence, rock wall 
b) yard fence jard fints
8. cup|with small looped handle? kAp 
or straight handlejdescribe|
tin, dipper, mug, dipa>




2. bucket|wooden vessel? bAkit
shape and usejpail peil
3. pail|large open tin vessel bAkxt
for water, milk|bucket
wair gfcees
kou kou gfaes iz WAn a dx wasxst
waifc fxntsxz
The first Hungarian settlers 
built fences of slats from the 
sawmill, but wire has been used 
exclusively for many years for 
all fencing in the community.
wi gdt bobwai£ on di tap
158
17 (cont.)
4. lunch pall|small tin vessel 
with cover for carrying 
dinner|bucket, billy, blick 
box, dinner bucket
5. garbage pail{describe| 
can, swill bucket, slop 
pail, etc,
6. frying pan|flat or round 
bottom? legs? skillet, 
spider, creeper
7, kettle{heavy iron kettle 






1. I must) wash the dishes
2, She rinseb(the dishes)
3, dish rag|for washing dishes)
4, dish towels|for wiping 
dishes|dish wiper, tea 
towel, cup towel, etc,
5, wash cloth|for face) 
face cloth, wash rag, 
bath rag
6• bath towel 
Turkish towel







spun The informant was 
prompted by his wife. 
He normally uses a 
Hungarian term.
ai waj di di/es bikoz msii waif 
wint to di t/erati 'haspitael
The informant gives nearly 







7. faucet|on water pipe at 
kitchen sink|tap, spigot




dz paip b3>s les nait
19
1. They must have|burst 
(last night
2. a) |container for meal,
flour|barrel, gum
b) |container for lard 
and molasses|stand




dei mAs hazv has
wi kip it in big bAkits





5. a) whip |for driving horses, Mip 
oxenjhickory, gad
6. switoh for punishing 
children|gad, hickory, 
rattan, ferule
7. a) Bag?|made of oareri
size|sack, poke 





wi kol e sek Mat wi gat di 
f»tolaiz» in it
MIn Hungary every woman made her 
own sacks which lasted for a 
long time. Flour was put into 
sackB, too.9
8. turn|of corn, of meal, 
wood, of water|










&• mouth organ, harp, 
harmonica, mouth harp
6. hhmmer
7. who took (my knife? 
tuok, taken
8. a) tongue| of a wagon|
neap, pole, spear 
b) shafts|of a buggy| 












1. a) steel)rim|of wheel) 
tire








4* a) he was) hauling(wood 
in his wagon)drawing, 
oartlng






''We put a chain on them so we 
oould plow."
hoi 113
dex dfcsegxq dx logz
(They were dragging the logs.)




(spring-tooth harrow) wi Juz 9 haefo p kAltaweiti* p
drag plau. dets abaut ol.
"We had a board the horse 
would drag and make the ground 
level like a table.1
7. stone boat I for transportr- 
ing stores from fields| 
drag) mud boat* eto.
22
1. sled|for boysf describe 
types used|












b) they are) see-sawing, 
teetering* etc.
c) swing|suspended from 
a limb or bar|swing- 
swang
sled









1. a) coal hod
scuttle 









5. Can you drive a)car? 
automobile» motor oar
6. He pleaded (guilty 
plead
7. grease
























5, I am going (today 






lointj di bout 
skif
ai em gouiqg tadei
wi gouiqg tadei (We are going. , .)
They . . .  in what persons?! dei gouiqg (They are going . . .)
6. am I going (to get some? 
• • • they ai goiqs ta git SAm dei gouiqk ta git sAm
A question is intended. Often 
inflection rather than word order 




7, a) These are (the kind I





1. here are your clothes!| 
mother to child|here's
2. there are (many people 
who think so) there's
3. I am not (going to hurt 
him) ain't 
He . . .
They . . .
5; I'm right,) am I not? 
ain11
6. We were (going to do it 
anyway) was
You . . •
They . . .
I was 
he was
7. Those were (the good old 
days) them was
8. a) No, it wasn't me
b) There are right 
smart, many
c) There are plenty 
enough, plenty (fish)
26
1. be you going? Enter 
phrases like how be you?He's busier than I be





hjz£ zz juf klouz
mznz pipi tiQk sou
az nat gouzq to hst zm
hi nat 
dez nat
ju tiqk az em fait
A question is intended.





jes zt W9z dz gud oul dezz
nou nou az doun du det 
gud mznz
plzntz fij tu evrzbodz .
(plenty fish everybody)
ju gouzi} sAmaer 
hau af ju
hiz mour bzzz lazk az jzm
26 (cont.)
If I were you (I wouldn't if ai em ju, ai dount weit ini 

















Juf 9 puti dfes












I have) brought(your 
coat) brung
his coat (fitted) me 
fit
a) new suit
>) . _had me(a new suit












ai brot Jufc kout
(I have brought your coat.)
hiz kout fitid mi gud
nju sut
ai gat mi nju sut
nitid 'swstsfz
di kal9 iz sriijk (the collar
shrank)
di kal» iz sfciqk 
(the collar has shrunk)
she likes)|to|for|dress mai waif dresing Ap naisli 
up, dike up, rig up, slick 
up, etc,
nurseIfor coins|pocket— pakit buk
book, wallet (distinguish)
a) bracelet v
b) string of beads — pair string av bidz 
of beads
half-shoes











hef Juz (half-shoes) 
tap Juz (high-top shoes)







|bed on floor| pallet
loam| rich black soil| 
loom, gumbo, buck shot 
(land)
fertile
bottom land|flat, low- 
lying land along a stream| 
low-land* intervals, flats, 
bottom(s)
s kwilt iz‘wajteibij.
bed on d1 flour 






6. meadow| low-lying grass 'medo
land|swale, bayou, mash
7. swamp |inland| swomp
slough, march, bog, gaul
8. marshes|along the sea| 'marjiz
salt marshes
30
1. a) they are)draining(the
marshes dreening
b) drainage canal 
drain, cunnel
2. creelc | shallow arm of the 
sea) tidal stream|bayou, 
slue, bay, cove
3. wharf(where boats stop 
and upon which freight
is unloaded(landing, pier 
dock.
4. ravine|deep, narrow 
yalley of a small stream| 
draw, glen, gully, gulch, 
etc.
5. gully|channel cut by 
stream? arrange by size
6. crook| small fresh water 
stream? arrange by size|
7. |names of streams in 
neighborhood|
8. hill|small elevation? 
arrange by size|knob, 
knoll, etc.
dei dteiniq d1 marjiz 
d£einid3 'ksnael
jee wi gat kxik on aut lend
The informant uses only the 
Hungarian term
waJauts
spriqg “All the time grow-
strim ing and going to the
ktik octan.**
'tivet




The informant places almost 








5. cement road 
concrete r., hard r., 
pave, etc,
6, Do you still use the word 
' turn-pike-'- or ‘pike?1 
What does it mean?
7, by—way, parish road, 
neighborhood road, etc.
8. land|from public road 
to house|driveway, gap
1. he threw a stone (at the 
dog) rook, throwed, 
chuoked, etc.
2. a) he isn’t) to home, at
home
b) she's) to the house, 
to the kitchen
3. a) without(milk) withouten
b) with(mllk) with followed
by a voiced sound|
4. he was sitting right|agin 
me |—close to me | next to me
5. he was coming)toward(s) 
me
6. I ran)across(him)met 









The term turnpikes is not used 
in this part of the country.




hi 6toud det stoun
det men iz nat houm tadei
Jiz in d1 haus 
in d1 kit/in
witaut miak
ai laik bera> kofi wit da miak
hi waz sitiq tu tait wit mi
The informant pronounces a 
strongly plosive t.
det men wokit) tu mi
ai mit him in olbini 
(X met . . . )
32 (cont*)
ai neim mai 1)01 for di seim 
neim. laik az gat) stivi.
(I named • • • )
it iz nat tru
The informant seldom uses 
contractions.
eint
The informant knows a.in'» t is 




b) call to dog 1) to lie lei daun 
down> 2) to attack 
another dog
mongrel
cur> curl dog) fiste) 
scrub) etc.
he was)bitten(by a dog 
bit
bull
animal) beast) male) etc.
a) among farmers
b) in presence of women
c) term used by women
cow





a) Daisy is going) to calve sun gouno hev a keef ffcam mai kau 
find a calf) come in»
come in fresh) etc.
b) bird det lili banl iz siQgiQ nais
gou ahed kstj im




tu jouk av aksin
lili 'hefer 
bull
a) we named the child) 
for him) at) after





stud, stable-horse, top- 
horse, seed horse, service 
horse
a) among farmers
b) in presence of women
c) used by women
2* gelding
gelded horse, horse
3. Do you use the word 
'horse1 as a general 
term for gelding, mares, 
and stallions?I record 
horse|and mare|
4. I have never)ridden( a 
horse) rode
a) He fell)off(the horse 
off'n, off of
b) He fell) out of(bed 
outen the




This is the only term used for 
the male animal*
hors Horse is the
me£ general term
ai never raid di hors 
fel of d1 hors 








a) among farmers bAk
b) in presence of women
c) term used by women
35
1. a) ewe
b) a pet sheep wi jas kol am Jip
cosset, cade
2. wool wul
3. boar bour 
boar-hog, male hog,
hog, seed—hog
The informant knows little 
about sheep, for none are 





b) in presence of women
c) term used by women
d) barrow 
barrow hog
4, pig|how old? | 
suckling pig
5. shots (shoat)|weaned 
pig? how old? jyearling, 
feeding hog
6, hogs Imale and female? 
old and young?





1. castrate|horses, bull| 
calves, boars, cats| 
alter, change, trim, 
cut, etc,
2. bawl|of calf being 
weanedjblare, cry, blat
3. low|during feeding time| 
moo, bawl
4. whinny|during feeding 
time | nicker, whicker
5. feed)the cattle 
critters, creeters
6. feed)the fowls|general 
term | fowl
pig Until 6 months of age









di lili kspf iz k£a;iq 
mu








7. a setting-hen 
hatching-hen, d u c k  
brooder









3. livers, harslet, giblets 
(comprehensive term for 
edible insides| innards 
chittlins, pleuk, skwin, 
liver and lights
4. feeding time 
fodder time, chore—time
5. calls to cows(mark stress 
and intonation| co, bossJ 
saw, saw, sock, saw,
mad ami
a) to get them from pasture
b) to make them stand still 
during the milking
6. oalls to calves
sook, calf.1 sook, sooki
7. calls to draft—oxen|to 
make them go left or 
right in plowing|geei 
hawi
8. oalls to horses|when 
getting them from the 
pasture|ku—jacki co— 
jacki kopei curpi etc*
wxj boun






kAm dexzx kAm kAm 
houj
The informant uses Hungarian 
term only.
ax 'axsel tu d1 ha^B
38
1* |to urge horses on(get upi 
gee upi oome upi —clucking
a) when already in motion gerjAp ju
b) when standing geriAp ju
38 (cont.)
2# | to , 8'top them |
whoai "back upi hike upi
3. calls to pigs|when feed­
ing them|chock, chock, 
pokei souyi peeg-peeg, etc.
4. calls to sheep|when 
getting them from the pas­
ture | coo-sheepi coo— 
nan(nie)i kudacki kunani
5. calls to chickens|when 
feeding themlchickie^- 
chiokiei chickoo
6. I want to)harness(the 
horses) tackle up, rig up, 
gear up, hook up




2. lines|for driving? for 
riding horseback?(reins, 
plow line, tugs, traces, 
trace chains
3. fljjlrrttPfl




d) hitch up, harness
5. go slowi 
slowly
6. come quickiInot 'come, 
quioki1| quickly
7. he's feeling bad, badly
8. a little way(over)ways
172 
hou*:
pig pig pigs 
tjik t/ik
put d® harms on d9 hors












Ji livz lili far ©wei from hjir
40
1. a long way(to go 
ways
2. you can find that)any- 
where(s)
3. He walked) backward(s)
4. He fell) for(w)ard(s)
5. We'll not see nay more 
trouble, o'er a bit, 
eara one) ary
6. ne'er a one(nary
7. I ain't done nothin'| 
record other oases of 
double negation
8. a) I didn't like it)
noways, at all
b) he didn't give me)none♦
41
2. he'll have trouble) like 
as not, apt as not
3. £iiIX£tm I trenches cut by plow |
4. we raised a big crop 
(of wheat
5. we cleared(the land I of 
shrubs, trees|cleared up, 
shrubbed, swamped out, 
new ground, old ground
6. a) second cutting.|of
clover, grass|rowen, 
aftermath, lattermath
b) fog grassldry grass 
in spring|old fog
173




wi doun si nou mou£ 't^A.bel 
(We will not see any more 
trouble.)
ax doun du nAtxq
hi doun laxk its tol 
hi doun giv mi ini
ai tiQk hi gouna bi in trAbel 
dxtjxz
wi reiz 8 big krap 8 stroberiz 
wi kli¥d d® lend
41 (bont.)
a) a sheaf(of wheat wi put d1 ait in 'bAndelz in d1
a hind, a "bundle oul kAnt^i
h) shook(of wheat» corn 
stack|how many sheaves?|
forty)"bushel( s) (of wheat forri bA/olz
42
bats la thrashed di outs iz trejt
are
a) you and I(rll have to mi n ju hev to du det
do it me and you 
b) both of us 
all two of us
he and l(are coming over hin ai kAm 'ou.veir
him an1 me
a) it's for) him and me its fo£ hi or ai
he and I
b) between) you and me it iz 'bi.twin ju on ai
you and I
You've got to do it.) I? mi::
| emphatic | me?
it's I it iz mi
me
it's he it iz him
it's she it iz h»
it's they it iz dim
it wasn't I it waz nat mi
me
he isn't as tall) as I am| hi iz nat iz tol iz ai jim
be me
43
IJm not as tall) as he ai em nat iz tol iz him 
is|be as him
he can do it better) than hi kud du det ber» laik ai em 
I can) than me) than I
175
43 (oont*)
3* When are Johnny and them axn xz d3anx p dx Ad9z kAmxng 
ooming?
4. These are) the largest( diz ar d® 'bigis epl Mat wi evefc
apples we have) all the si
’ bigger
5. two miles islthe farthest tu mazlz xz ez fair iz hi kud gou 
(he could go) all the
further, further
6* Vhen are)you(ooming again Min ju a£ kAmxqk ogxn 
youse, you'uns, you-all





who~all(waB there? hu woz der
what-all(did he say? Mat dxt hi sex 
who-all's(ohildren were huz Jzldfcxn iz ol douz 
there?
The informant never says 
you-all* who-all« eto*
8. it's youra, yourn
• • • oura, ourn
• • • theirs, theirn
• • • his, hisn
• • V  her, hern
xt xz juirz
• • • aufz
• • • defcz
• • • hiz
• . haz
44
i» they've got to look out 
for themselves, their- 
selves
2% a) he better do it)him­
self hisself 
b) he)lighted him( a pipe
d) ban we)find us(a trail 
back? .
3. wheat bread|in loaves I 




hi laitxd hiz paxp
kxn wi faxn dx trexl bek?






4, other kinds of hread 'hiskitsmade from flour|prepara- bAnz
tion, shapejrim, wasp- fcoulznest bread, biscuits, etc,
5, a pan of)biscuit(s 'biskits
6, corn bread|in large cakes korn bred
Johnny-cake, corn pone,
pone, spoon bread, hush— Hungarians rarely eat corn bread, 
puppies, etc. They feed corn only to their chick­
ens and livestock,
7—8 a) other kinds of bread 
and cakes made of 
meal.
45
1. home-made bread and) houmjeid bred
bought(en) bread, baker's
bread, town bread
2. sweet.rollsIdescribe| kofi fcoulz
buns, coffee rolls, sugar swit roulz 
rolls
I i/:3. doughnuts|preparation| 'dounats I like it,
fried—cakes, fat-cakes,
raised doughnuts
4. griddle cakes|of wheat| 'penkek
pancakes, batter cakes,
hot cakes, flapjacks, 
slap jacks, fritters, 
flitters
5. two pounds(of flour tu paunz
pound
6. a cake)of yeast ist
east
. 7, a) yolk ‘jelo
yelk, yellow, glare
b) the yolk is)yellow 'jelo
boiled eggs boilid egz
poached eggs|how are 
they prepared?| 
dropped eggs
a) salt pork 
side-meat, sow-belly, 
meat, salt buts meat
b) |smoked salted pork| 
bacon, smoked pork
c) bacon
strip meat, sow belly 











ai laik smoukid beil^n
beik9n
frej pouftk iz gud
1sasid3 
'butjefc
di mit iz spoild
47
a) head cheese|are head- hed tjiz 
cheese and souse the












. This is a rare substitution 
of [o] for [»] by informant*.
47 (cont.)
4. cottage cheese katid3 tjiz 
pot cheese, Dutch cheese,
smear cheese, clabber 
cheese
5. most cheese are (round mou's tjiz iz faun
6 . you better)strain the ju ber» stfen d1 mi ok
milk..
7* apple)cobbler|baked in a epj pai 
deep dishf describe pre­
paration! apple dowdy, pan 





2, sauce|sweet liquid served ,epj bob 
with pudding!
dip, dope, apple sauce, 
a saucy child. o s®si tjild
3, a bite|food taken between o bait
regular meals! a snack,
a piece, bait, etc.
5. we ate(at six o'clock! wi it (we ate)
when did you eat?| eat,
et, ate
6. how often|have you eaten hau mini taimz ju du det
(today?
et, eat, ate
7. I'm going to)make some meik som kofi 
coffee Ihow prepared?!
cook, boil, stew, steep, 
drip ,
&• &) & £l&8£ of water glses ov wora»
tuMbler




1* I drank(a lot of it az driqk a lat sv it
drunk (I drank . * . )
2* how much)have you drunk? 
drank) drunken
3, soda-pop 
soda) pop) toniO) soft 
drink) dope) cold drink
4, sit downJ(invitation to 
sit down at table|draw up) 
set byf set yourself down
a) addressed to relatives 
or intimate friends
b) addressed to strangers
5, he was|sitting|at the 
table setting
6 • I sat down 
set) sat
7. a) help yourself(to pota—
toesi take out) take
b) I helped myself 
help) helped
8, I don't care for any|when 
declining food| choose)
(I'd) thank you for the 
(potatoes))
a) to members of the family ax doun ker initiq nau
(I don't care for , . . ) 
pliz hend mi 5et fud
b) to host
50
1. warmed-over | of food| wa&nid Ap fud
warmed up) heat— over> het
2* chew tju
chaw) champ) chomp
4, hard to) digest 'daitd3ist
hev ju driqk 
sof d^iqk
sit daun tu d® 'teibel 








5. mush|describe prepara- mAj 
tionjhasty puddingy 
Indian puddingy turn 
mushy turn flour
6« fruit salad frut sselid Pew salads are eaten
by the older generation.
7. vegetables |home-grown| *ved3i, teibelz
sasBy garden sassy garden
trucky garden stuff




1. cane sugar syrupy white ’mexpel sirap
syrup (distinguish from sug» kexn sirap
sugar cane syrup) y wi doc hev nou sofcgsm
bagassey sorghum
2. The molasses are I thick di 'moc.lesiz iz ̂ik
This is a rare use of [©] by 
the informant.
3. genuine maple svrun ‘dzxnawxn 'meipel 1sifap




5. salt and pepper solt p 1 peper
6. a) give me a(n) applej gxv mi an ep}.
b) sop (syrup)
c) zip (syrup)y syrups
7. a(n) old man an odd men
8. Just) smell (that y will you? 39s smel det wil ju? 
smell of
these here fellows
them there hoys 
them.hoys> those hoys ;
them1s(the fellows I mean 
those are
a) that tree
yon, yonder, that there 
h) it's)over there, hack 
there over yonder, 
hack yonder
do it) this—a wayi
a) what's that?|when




whom (do you want? 
who
whom (did you talk to? 
who
I don't know)whom(you 
mean 
who
he didn't tell me) whom 
(he voted for 
who
these are the sort of) 
girls(l like 
them's the kin o'girls 
what (I like
a man) that's poor( has 
• a hard life 
what's poor
douz felaz
douz hoiz ar 9 gud hoi 
douz a¥ di felsz ax min 
det t£i
it xz hek xn max jard
du det dxs vei 
Mot ju seSXQg
hu
hu dxd3$u takxn tu 
hu
hi dxd nat tsel mi hu hi wsz 
voutiq f»
dxs xz dx kaxn sv 9 g?l ax laxk
det pu£ men Jur hez a hard laif
The informant expresses the 




7. he*s the man) who. owns hi xz d1 men hu ounz di prt/»d 
the orchard|rel. pron. in 
nom. case omitted; as owns# 
what owns
8, a) he'8 a hoy)whose
father(is very rich 
that his father^ that 
the father
b) since very




1. seed|of a cherry| 
stone) pit
2. stone|of a peach| 
seed) kernel) cure
3. cling—stone) peach 
plumr-peach) press peach) 
stick— stone) cleave stone
4. free-stone peach) clear- 
seed peach) soft peach) 
clear stone
5. core|of an apple|seed) 
chits
6. we grow) several kinds(s 
of apple8
a) this kind of apple(s) 
is late
b) these kind(s)of 
apples are late| refer­
ring to one kind|
7. peanuts
ground peas) goobers 
grubies) pinders
8. a) mlnaJi shell
hull




stoun o d® pitj
sid ev di epj
wi g£ou sevfcsl kaind av 9 ep^z







pecans, hickory nuts 
pig nut
almonds
peaoh-seeds, peach stone 
seeds
a) the orangeb are all 
gone are all










young o», green o., 
shallot, soallion, etc,
those cabbages a (big 
cabbage
to) shell beans 
hull
a) butter beans(large 
yellowish, flat seeds 
not pods) distinct 
varieties?| lima beans 
sinry'beans (siva)






dx arxnd3iz xz ol gon 










douz ksebid3 xz big






a) two) JhancLa Of lettuce tu hm-Mz »v lc^dis 
head
b) greens|of turnips, etc, 
sailit
c) five) heads of 
children 
passel
husks |on ear of corn| 
shucks
sweet corn|served on cob| 
sugar corn, mutton corn, 
green corn, roasting ears
a) tassel|top of corn 
stalk|tossel, spindle, 
top-gallant
b) silk|on the ear| 












he couldn't) swallow it 
swaller it
cigars and gAgaraifl
she was) singing and 
laughing|enter o ther 












ou.ai laik di mAjrum
tjikin mA/rum
hi kud nat swalo wit -
1sigarz 
sigotets
Ji voz siqgxqg p lSPfiqg
185
6. I didn't get to do it 
get around to doing it 
1 ain't beholden (to 
nobody
7. a) I can)do it|stress on
\■"dal .b) I can't|stressed
8. a) I done worked (all day
|only emphatic?|
I done and worked
b) he is|done dead
57 (oont.)
az voz nat 'ezbel tu du det
ai em nat 'dlpon, dixit to 
noubadz
az k e n ’du it
az 'keen nat du it
az v?k ol dez (I worked •
hi. i z  ded The informant 
never uses done in 
place of already.
58
1. he belongs(to be careful) $ ju ot to bi 'kmfcful
we belong( to have a good 
garden
2. You dassn't go 
You don't dast go
3. a) he hadn't ought to|
>neg. of 'he ought to' | 
shouldn't ought to
b) you had ought(to know
4. I won't do it
5. You might have helped 
me | ought to have jmoughtj 
welly mought be
6. I wish(you could come 
tonight | If he would have 
come* it would have been* 
eto.
7. we' 11 go huntin')come 
cobler weather
come
ai tiijk wi gouno hev o gud gard*n 
if d 1 wed? gouno bi gud
ju ber? nat gou todez
hi oto nat to du det
ju oto non 
az wzl nat du det 
ju oto hse^lp mi
ai w i S Ju kud kAm tonaz t 
if hi wud k A m  it wud bi gud




1. a) screech owl auwalz
squeech owl, hoo-owl, 
hootr-owl, squinoh owl,
Bkrinch owl, soroooh owl 
to) woodpecker, peckerwood 'vnjdpeker 
(for persons also?)
2. skunk, pole oat
3. varmints|define|
4. we used to hunt) foxes
i  > i.
5. gray squirrel, oat 
squirrel, quack





8. porgy|a fish|describe 
progee, paugie, pogie, 
soup, suppang
9. mole, plow jogger
60
1. a) hard clam klemz
cohog, quahog, 
poquahog, round, clam 
to) oysters ozst?z
2. a) toull frog toulfrag
paddocks, paddies 
to) peepers, March peepers, 




4. earthworm fi/xq waraz
angle—worm, toait, mud—
worm, red-worm, fish(ing) 
worm
skAqk
wi juzd to hAnt faksxz
skwsl The informant does not 








tarpin, other names 
for turtles




b) dragon fly 
snake doctor 
o) hornets|size, shape 
color) nest) stings






h) yellow jackets|wasp 
or hornet?|
61




d) praying mantise) walking stick (insect
devil's darning needle
2. minnows [a bait| 
minnies, shiners, minnow- 
fish, minners
3. spiderweb 
spider's web, cobweb, 
spider' s nest, <lew web
a] in house '






















button woody plane tree* 
button ball
7. sugar maple
sugar treey hard mapley 
rock maple
8. a) maple grove
What trees do you know?
62
1. oherfry1 tree
2. a) sumaoh 
b) poison ivy (oak)
poison viney mercury
3* strawberries
4. stern|of strawberry) 
capy hull
5. raspberries




8. mountain laurel 
laurely ivyy spoonwoody 
spoonhunt
9. cucumber tree|a magnolia) 
cowoumber
siksmoufc
The informant never saw a 
sugar maple but is familiar 
with another Bpecies which 
















1. 1 must ask)my husband 
my man, the Mr., my old 
man, the old man
2. I must a8k)my wife, the 





6. what do you call your 
father?|usual term and 
terms of affection| 
dad, daddy
7. what do you call your 
mother?|usual term and 
terms of affection! 
maw, mah, mommer
8. parents
1, grandfather |usual term 
and $erms of affection! 
grandpah, granpap, 
grampy, etc,
2, grandmother |usual term 
and affectionate terms! 
grammah, granny, grammy
3, our ohildren(are still in 
school
young'uns
4, a) baby carriage
buggy, cab, coach, 
buggy-vaggon, stroller
b) wheel(the baby 
roll
5, he's) the grown-upest(of 
my boys|superlative of 
ppls.l
max men (my husband) 
max waxf











puj dx bexbi bagi
max guldis boi groun ap laik di 
nAder
6, a) daughter 
b) sister 
tittle
7* a) girl 
b) pet name 
"basket name
8, pet-names for • child1 
sprout, tad, kid, tot, 
etc,
9, yard-child, yard son 
|define|
65
1. she is)pregnant|term used 
by women | in a family way, 




fathertakes after, favors, 
spitten image, etc*




5* a) she has to)look after 
(the baby
tend, see after, etc* 
b) pacifier, sugar* tit 
nipple








» We call them only a little 
child* We use no pet names*'1
Ji bi hevzn a bezbi pzri sun 
mzdwazf
det boz ov main luks laik mi 
dz lezdz fceizd ap t£z t/ildrin
•nzpel




7* Bob)grew(a lot in one year bAb groyz 9 lat zn dz 
growed (Bob grew • • • )
191
65 (cont.)
8, you're grown(bigJ 
growed




The informant would not utter 
any word meaning illegitimate 
child in the presence or the 
interviewer.
66












it iz s gardisn 'emd3el
kinfouks5, a) her relatives
people, folks, kih, etc,
b) he is)no kin to her hi iz nat kin tu h»
6, he is my)chum|of the same hi iz mai bsŝ s frints 
sex|buddy, pal, crony
7, he is the(beatinest fellow ai 'never kxn 'fige^ aut Mat
hi wil du




















4. a) Mrs* Cooper|slow and




mi sis 'kuper 
mi sis btaun
mis braun
tevorind bar to s
5. a) Miss Brown
b) more familiar form of 
address (Miss Mary
6. a) Reverend Simpson
(the) Reverend Mr. S.
b) |a make-shift preacher| 
yard—ax, jack-1eg
c) |an itinerant preacher| 
circuit rider
7. womanr-teacher leidi 1titjerz
school ma'am, school-miss, skul 'titJet 
teacher

























1. a) Justice of the peace





stage woman, show woman
b) medicine show
4. a) an American
b) Gullahja dialect? 
a people?|
5. an Italian |record also 
nicknames
6. nickname for 'Irishman'
7. nickname for 'Jew'








wi jas kol am d 3xu
sAmtaim dez kol di h&qgerzn
hAqkz
70
'nzger1. a) negro|neutral and
derogatory terms| 





3. a) a rustic|derogatory 'dambel
terms and neutral terms| 
yokel, clodhopper, etc.
b) cracker( bukra, poor 
bukra, poor white




d) red bone(negro white 
mixture or negro 
Indian mixture
a) it*8)almost(midnight 
nigh, well-nigh, nigh 
onto, near 
h) I)almost(like to've 
fallen|fell down
you were not)far off| 
nearly right|
Just a minute]
how far(is it to Boston?
70 (cont.)
it iz olmoust midnait
ai mous fol daun 
Ju olmoust rait 
d3ist 9 minit
hau far iz hjxllr frdm hemand
a) look here.1 | exclamation) sei lukji3r 
seriously or jestingly?|
b) I ai The diphthong is habitu­





how oftenfdo you go to 
town?
luk 1ouver der
hau mini taimz ju gou ta di taun
either you or I(will have ju » mi gat ta du det 
to do it 
me or you one
neither you nor I(can do 
anything about it






nid» av as kxn du nAdiij
ai em nat gouna du det 
na mi nida
fourhed














a) the shins 
shanks




peaked|as the result of 
ill health!




















a) good-natured gudneitj>d 
clever, kind, admirable, 
pleasant, likelyb) common|friendly frinli 
affable|
he's so)awkwardJ |referring klAmzi 
to physical appearance| 
ganglin1, gawky, clumsy
that)awkward fellowi 




he la quite)skillful at 
(plowing, carpentering, 
odd jobs|clever, handy, 
knacky, etc.
a) that fool.1 | only of 
men? of women?| dough- 
hand, dunderhead, etc. 
h) he's a Joe gum





hi iz veri gud f» det va>k
dambel
stiQgi (stingy)
hi iz vefci slou to l»n
74
she's)quite lively|of 
young people? of old 
people? of both?(right 
peart, spry, peppy, chipper
Jiz e laivli lili tjail 
laivli





a) she)didn't use to 
usen't to
b) she used to be(afraid
a) she' too)slovenly(for 




don't be so)obstinate 




Ji 'nevet justs du det 
Ji justs bi freid 
/i iz sou slapi
'stiki 
gAmi
'kserlis The omission of £ 
in oareless is most 





1. touohy|easily offended! mai waif iz 'tAtJi
This was said teasingly to the 
informant's wife who was present. 
The informant was amused* hut the 
wife impatiently said [joik]
2. a) he got awfully|angry Ji iz, git ‘eijgri
mad* het up* ugly* 
hot under the collar
b) he1s ya-raring(to get 
you
3. he was mad as)a wet hen hi git med laik a bul 
a bull* a hatter* a
hornet, all get—out
4. he was)all excited!with di pipal iz ol iksaitid
expectation|hopped up
all of a biver, all 
aflutter, all of a tremble
5. oalm down.1 keep calmi kam daun p teik it izi
take it easy
5. tired, exhausted |normal di pip}., iz Jur wouf aut
and strong termsjburnt 
out* worn to a frazzle, etc.
7. he is)worn out* were out hi iz wour aut 
torn in two, broken in
two, worn slam out
8. he is)chronically ill* hi iz sik moust av ol di taim
bad off* ailing* afflicted
76
1. she)got sick, took sick Ji git sik (She got sick.) 
(was) taken sick* was
took sick
2. he is) some better, some- Ji iz fil a lili bed* 
what* a little* a mite*
doing all right
3. he is still) in bed* a—bed in da bed
4. he will be well again)by Ji wil git wel sun 
and by
76 (cont.)
6, He)caught a cold) taken 
take) came down) ketched) 
caught) etc.
7. I'm hoarse
hi tuk 9 koul
mai trout iz hours
8. a) he has a)cough 




1. a) haven't you)taken
(your medicine yet?) 
took
b) I)took(it this morning 
taken) takened) tuck
2. deaf 
hard of hearing) a mite 
deaf
3. fever 
the chills) the shakes) 
chills and fever) a turn 
of chills
4. a) what is the 'ague'?
aguer
b) buck fever 
buck ague(r)





b) water|in a blister| 
humor
8. my hand)swelled up 
swole
did3u teik jour medasin jet
ai tuk it dis morniQg ,
dif
9 lili bit dif 
hard av hjirin
f iv»
ai swetiq pu°ti hafd 
(I am sweating • • • ) 
hi sweat (sweated)
boil
The informant uses only a 
Hungarian term. v 
•woter in 9 'blister
mai hend is sweld ap
it is) swollen 
swelled up





and crude|died out, passed 
away, kicked the "bucket, 
etc.
a) I don't know what)he 
died of, with
b) I)"buried me(a son
cemetery








they are in) mourning 
taking on
pretty well|in response 
to 'how are you?' | 
pretty good, common, 
tolerable, middling, first 
rate
don't worryi
rheumatism is( painful 
rheumatiz are 
rheumatics
zt iz sweld ap 
soitf
ai9dazn 
kwax naz n 
hi dazd
az dou nou aat i daxd fram






az fil puti gud
dou wArx mai wazf 
'zmma.tizm iz ofal bet
200
79 (cont.)
6, a) (the) mumps ia(danger­
ous) (the) mumps are 
h) measles (is, are) di mizli iz bet 
difOifcia






2. he has)tuberculosis 





3. vomit|neutral, crude, hi iz pjukin
and jocular terms|throw 
up, urp, heave Jonah, 
purge, vomick, etc.
4. he is sick|at his stomach,, hi iz sik in di stAmik 
to his
5. he came over)(for) to hi kAm ouv» ta tel mi
tell(me about it
7. you)ought for take(it ju ot a teik it izi
easy) to take
8. I'd like) to keep it ai laik ta kip det loq
for keeps
1. X shall be(disappointed ai wil bi 
if he doesn't come
I will





4• 1 111 go and spank(you 
take and spank, spank 
up an
5. how la it that(you're 
here?
how come
6. he is)courting|her 
going with, walking out 
with, sparking, dating, 
going steady, seeing 
regular, etc.
7. her boy-friend|normal and 
jocular terms Ibeau, 
fellow, steady
8. his girl-friend|normal and 
Jocular termsJheart throb, 
steady, thrill, girl, 
dovey, dopey
9. kissing, smooching, neck­
ing, spooning, sparking, 
bussing
2&k
ai gouzq tu Bpsezqk ju
sat fo£ dxd3u ktun hjer
det boi p g»l gou togeda*
boi frind
g»l frind
dei ar kxsiq it/ a 8»
This [8] in other is a rare 
occurrence in the informant's 
speech.
1. his fiancee, future 
madam, future Mrs., 
intended, best girl, 
wife, wife— to—be
2. she turned him down| 
serious and jocular terms| 
gave the sack, the mitten, 
threw him over, give the 
gate, give the ax, etc.
3. I was)up in(Boston
up to, down in, down to, 
over in, over to
82
dxs g»l gAna bi max waif
f
Ji iz brovk ap wit him 
ai woz it hemand
202
82 (cont.)
4. he lives)up at(the Brown's hi livxq wzt dim 
up to, over at, over to
5. chivaree|noisy, Burlesque 
serenade after wedding) 
serenade, helling, dish- 
panning, callathump, etc.
(must one of the couple 
have Been married Before?)
6. a) marrigfl> hitched,
spliced, jumped the 
Broomstick 
Best man, waiter 
Bridesmaid, waiter 
to stand for 
to stand up with
7* a Big social affair 
goings-on, doings, 






8. The whole crowdjdeprecia— dz rAf geq 
tive terms | shebang, 




Ball, hoe-down, a German 




3. school)lets out(at four
o 'clock)turns out, is over
dents
dez dentszq
*The Hungarians dance most of 
all the [tjardejl. It is some­
thing like a waltz*.
tu kAp°lz
dz skul zz aut
4. when does school)start?
|after a vacation!Begin, 
commence, take up, take 
in
Mzn dzd dz skul gouno start
203
83 (cont.)
5. he)skipped class, played hi rAn awei frsm d 
hookey, hoited, cooked
Jack










6* we were in a)moving 
picture house 




1, public square, common 
green, park, place
2. I live three)blocks(from tri blaks 
here
streets, squares, a five 
minutes1 walk
4. a) he walked)kity-
cornered, angling, 
catter-cornered, etc. b) of furniture standing 

















on the)street oar 
trolley car, trolley, 
surface car, tram car
I)want to get off(at
the corner






tl i Rehellion, War 
between the States, the 
War of the States
law and order 
la?r-r and order























ai wona git of in di neks 
•korner
kaunti sit ( in Ohio)




det men waz heqg
hi heqg himsedf
(He hanged himself.)







nu jork median 
'wird3ina
nofct keralain 
saut kerslam d3ofd3ia 
•alabama 






































h) a country mile | jocular 
expression for a con­
siderable distance
c) a fur(far)piece
5. a) a hundred)rods(from
here rod
b) 3 acres from here (acre 
as a linear measure
6. I don't know as I want to 
if, whether
7. 1 don't care)just so(you
get back soon)just so as,

























The informant does not use 
these terms as a linear measure.
ai dou nou if ai gouna du det




8. it seems)like(he'll never it luks laik Ju nev» git tru 
pull through 
as iff as though
88
1. I won't go)without(he goes ai doun gou if hi doun gou 
•douten, unless, 'lessen
2. Instead of (helping me ... hi sit daun laik haelpiq mi
in piaoe of ta vadc (He sat down instead
of helping me to work.)
3. whilst I(was talking to Mail ai tokin tu him 
him
while
4. a) the Lord help me)do she
smell it 
if, iffen
b) if you go)I won't stay ai wil nat stei if ju gou
an' you go
5. I wouldn't go to his house ai dou gou ta hiz haus if hi
to stay)and(with) him not nat de£
there
6. he went out,)and his over— hi wint aut wit hiz ouva*kout
coat on his arm on ^
7. I like him)'count of(he's 'bikAz 
so funny
because
8. being(bein')as you ai wil tel ju 'bikAz ju esk mi 
asked me. I'll tell you
89




2. They joined (the church da men d3aund da tj*t/
3. God|as pronounced in gad






psalm, song book, hymn 
book, hymnal
a) music
b) ballad|even for 
•hymn'?|song ballit
c) beautiful
d) Church will be over)
90
devil I also veiled and 
jocular terms|the bad man, 
the bugger man, Old 
Scratch, etc.








terribly, right, powerful, 
etc.
I'm mighty glad to see 
you.' awfully, very, right 
proud, real glad, sure 
glad
"it is bad when they swear 








tfat’S iz olmoust 'ouver Min ai 
win de£ (Church was almost 




it waz pudi koul 
tfili
ai nat gou
it iz a f£iziq kould
ai we£i glsed ta si ju
208
90 (cont.)
8. a) I'm good and hungry* ai exn sou:: hAqg^i 
powful hungry
b) If I had my druthers I if ai hed mai tj^s ai wudnt gou 
wouldn't go
c) If I had my ruthers I 
wouldn't go
91
1. a) certainly.'| strong affir­
mation! sure J you beti of 
coursei yes* indeedi 
surely.' etc. 
b). I sure oan
2. a) whv. yesJ
b) habitual form of 'yes'
3. do you habitually say 
'yes* sir,' and 'yes, 
mam' or simply 'yes'?| 
record intonation and 
stress, both normal and 
emphatic|
4. a lot.of them 
loads* stacks* heaps* 
scads* slews* a right 
smart
5. a little(different, high* 
etc.)—
6. welli|hesitation|
7. he)purely(dreaded the 
place pinely(pointedly)* 
plumb
ju beet ai gou tu di taun




j®1 s ' ss
d1 iz o big kraud sy 9"(pip). 
ouva» dei* I
it iz 9 lili hai 
we: X1





order of emphasis! what 
expressions are peculiar 
to women? | blame iti 
dern it! other oaths
3. for the)lamb's sakeJlever 
used by men?|land sakesJ 
sakesi my goodness






7. don't curse(cuss)(like 
thatj




1. How do you do?|to a 
stranger! intonation|
2. good bveI only when parting 
for a long time?|
3. Come againi|to a visitor| 
yTall come back, hear
4. hurrahJ 
hurray
5. Merry Christmas 
Christmas gift.'
6. Happy Hew YearJ






doun kAs laik det 
hAj Ap
kip ju? maut. jAt 
hau du ju fil 'brAder
hau du ju du s»
gudbai gad bles ju 
(Parting for a long time.) 
bar bai
kAm bek agin 
kAm agin
'hurei
me?i krismas tu ol
haepi nju jir 'b?Ade?z
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93 (cont.)
7. I'm much)obliged teqk ju
obleeged mAtJ ablaid3
teqk ju sou mAtJ
8. don't mention iti nat otol (informant's usual reply.)
94
1. I think(l'll have time ai tiqk ai hev taim to du det 
guess* suppose* reckon*
allow* calculate* figure
2. grocery store gfcousri stour
3. I had to do some) shopping ai gou113 tu Japiq 
(downtown) 
trading
4. a) he wrapped it up(in
paper wrap 
b) I)unwrapped(i t 
on wrapped
5. how much do you oharge 
for it?|in a store* 
intonation| take* ask* 
tax* how much you 
getting* etc.
6. how much do you want 
|in private deal| 
what's it worth to you?
7. a) sell) at a loss
below cost
b) it)costs(too much 
costes
c) that will be(25 cents
8. the bill is)due
95
1* pay) the dues duz
2. borrow bA$o
hi !rept it ap 
ai Anrept it
Mat do pKrais av diB tiq
hau mAt/ ju eskik for dis
souldet 9 los
it kost tu mAtJ
it wil bi twinifaiv sints
du
a) money is)scarce( 
nowadays
b) I could)scaroely(see 
him
c) hard come by
the boys)coast (down the 
hill
slidey sled—ride, bob
coast lying down 
coast belly-hunt, belly- 




I swam across 
swum
he dived in 
dove> div
95 (cont.)
di m A m  woz of el Jofct 
ai hardli kAd si him 
it iz hard te git di mAm 
slaid daun
SAm^salt
ai swimiq kros di fciver 
(I swam . , . )
hi daiv in (He dived in.)
96
he was drowned 
drownded
the baby)creeps(on the 
floor crawls
he)climbed(up a tree 
clumy dome, d i m
I have often)climbed up 
clum) dome) d i m
crouch




I ’m going to)lie down 
lay down
hi iz git draund (He drowned.)
di beibi klaim' on di flour 
(The baby climbs . . . )
hi klaim ap di tri 
(He climbed . • • )
ai wint ap mini taim on di tri
Ji nilin daun in do tratj 
(She kneeled • • • )
ai le:iQ daun *n rest
(I'm going to lie down to rest.)
he)lay(in bed all day 
laid
det men zz le:iq an ds bet ol
l)dreamed(all night 
dremt, dremp
I woke up( early
ai drzm tu mAtJ 
(I dreamed . • . )
ai weik ap all die morniQ
wakened, waked up, 
roused.
you better)pitch in, hop gzmi e hend on dis
to, humpito it, hump your­
self, turn to, lend a hand, 
eto.
he ran like)a house a-fire, hi rAn laik a skzr rebit 
a scared rabbit, mad, all 
get out, sixty, etc.
stamp (the floor stom di flour v
stomp (with rubber stamps^ stSImp di 'leter
may I)take you home? ken ai raidju houm
|on foot or in a vehicle?| 
see you home, ride you, 
carry you home
b d up|break a date|
dayen you out|
I lugged(a bag of meal, az ke£id det sek ov mil 
etc. packed, toted, hiked, 
sacked, rassled
don1t you touch itj dou tju tAtJ det
I'll have to)repair ai hev ta fiks det 'tei
(the table, harness, etc.) 
fix, mend, coggle, cobble,
•tend to







6. the children play tag 
play catchers
7. goal|in certain games|
gold> gool




ketched, ketch b) go bring the chickens 
bring this by . . .
2. I have never)caught(it yet 
ketched
3. he is)wasting time, killing 
time, filling, drawing pay, 
loafing on the job, soldier­
ing
4. I'll wait)for you on you
5. give me another chanceJ
7. in good)humor 
in a glee, feeling frisky
8. I want to)get rid of him, 
get shet of
• 100
1. He acted as if(he knew 
it all, made as if, 
acted like, made out like
2. who)swiped(my pencil? 
snitched, snuk, filched, 
cooned, thiefed, stoled
ksd3 di boi
hu ketj* di bAl
gou b£iq di tjikin sAm fud
ai neva* ketj det jet
hi iz d3ist weistzn taim
ai weit for ju £ait hjir 
giv mi onAda* tjents 
hi iz /ur filing hepi
to git rid ov him
hi eks laik hi nouz tu mAtJ
hi stil mai mAm 
(he stole • • . )
100 (cont.)
a) I rentember( seeing him 
remember of, mind me
b) I)don't remember 
disremember
I didn't recognize(you
we're going to) miss you
they used to)chat(for 
hours)gab, chew the fat, 
shoot btill, jaw, jowl, 
chin, clack, etc.
I have)written( to him 
wrote, writ
I expect an)answer
a) will you)address(the 
' letter)
b) what's his address
az tiqk az (imimb* ai si him 
,ai dount rimimber
ai did nat ‘fcekug.naiz him
wi gouiijg ta mijitju
dei Jufc tjuiij di 1Kb1 g a log taim
ai rait ta him (I wrote. . • )
ai 'sekspektiq 'entser 
wil ju 'aedres di 'leter 




a) we)intend(to go soon 
mean, are projectin', 
are letting on going, 
aim, are fixing, are 
studying!on
b) you can)if you're a 
mind to
hu titj ju dei
wi 'figer ta gou sun
ju ken if ju want tu
he queered(himself with hi gat in bed wid det felo 
got in wrong with, got in 
bad, got in Dutch, got 
in hot water, etc.
You won*t)tell on(me, will hei doun tel a teil on mi 
you?|terms used by adults, (The informant was amused at
by children|squeal on, the idea.)
tattle, anitch
5. children's nicle-names 






a pretty, a play-pretty, 
play— toy
8. I knew iti
I just knowed it.'
101 (cont.)
hi tsel teilz
pik di flaurz 
plei toi
ai nou it o:redi
102
1. that's the one you)gave 
(me
give, givin* me (gidden)
2. he)began(to talk 
hegun, commenced
3. he)ran( ashore, a boat, 
etc.
run
4. he)came(over to see me
5. he)saw(me go in 
see, seen, seed
7. he)done it(last night 
|past tense|
did
8. a) put it(on
b) on(the table
det iz di wAn ju giv mi
hi J*ur bigin ta tok 
hi rAn (he ran.)
kAm (came) 
si (saw)
6. the road was all)torn up, tour ap 
tore up
did





3. it's such a(good one
4. the whole (thing
5. always
6. sines












hi dud det in 'pspous
jes
nou
ai 'tiqk sou 
ai tiqk 'sou
104
1. ) I'm going to)ask(him




2. a) they)fought(all the 
time fit
b) where is he at?
I asked you, had you 
he could be here until 
yet since I am here 
these three years the 
reason why is because 
ask them do they 
I mout and I moutent 
he told me to come 
asked me would you 
don't you go and do that 
he wants to know how you 
can go and do that 
bring — (to take) 
to take off
to leave out (to depart) 
carry — (to accompany)
dim boiz iz fait ol di taim 
iz hi
doun tju gon p du det 
hi wonts ta nou hau ju kxn 
du det 
b'tiq dis tu di kaf
ai wil keri ju tu di tjstj
3* he)drew(it out hi d$o it aut (He drew • • •)
2X7
4. ft&lSLfc




hi d¥$xgd am aut
6. he)went(down to the store hi gou tu di stoufc (He went • . .) 
goed
7. he'll oome)pretty soon hi kAm pudi sun (He will come.#.) 
right soon, directly,
right away
8. there's too much)in(its its tu mat/ in it 
I never saw so many)in
(it
into
9. it'a)great(thing, day, etc. its e gud tiij ta du
105
1. We good
2. he fell out
3. we going to town
4. I don't think(without so)
5. a) I don't believe(with­
out so)
b) I don't guess(without 
so
6. a) I might could go
b) I may could go
7. I may can go
8. I might can go
wi iz gud for det 
hi fel aut 
wi gouiq tu di taun 
ai dou tii]k 
ai dou bliv 
ai dou ges
ai mait kud gou 
ai mei ken gou
ai mei ken gou
ai mait ken gou
9. I carried her to the dance ai tuk hs tu tjstj
10. cold, cold(other repeti­
tions to produce 
intensives)
The informant never uses 
repetitions to form intensives.
218
105 (cont.)
11. left out of B.R. at ten 
this morning
12. bring it out yonder
13. Leon or either Albert
14. It ain't any more
it ain't no more in the 
box
it ain't no more(we don't 
have any more, we're all 
out of it, etc.
left aut fram der
briqg it aut der
d3An or d30u gat ta gou wAn ev 
dim
wi d3As rAn aut av it
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